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NEW TAInEry missing perforation pin Z 211 F Pickard

A recent purchase of a complete sheet, pane A 2, of the 20c from the 1933 ntlil
BIT issue revealed this unlisted variety. The missing holes are at the bottom
RH corners of the fifth and fifteenth stamps. Examination under a microscope
shows no sign of an impression. Zumstein have added the variety to their list
for the next Specialised catalogue as 211.1.12 Blindzahen in der unteren Ecke.
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Your committee has met twice during the current year. Matters discussed have
included Rules of the Society, finance, timing and venue of London meetings.
Outstanding is the question of the Society Library. At the AGM Ray Hafner did indicate
that he would be relinquishing the post of librarian at the end of the year. We need to
find an enthusiastic member who would be able to take over this position. It has been
suggested that somebody in the London or Home Counties might be best placed but
what is essential is that they have sufficient storage space. If anybody is interested in
investigating the possibility of becoming

LIBRARIAN
would they please contact our Chairman, Claude Mistely Tel: 01737 551689

COMMITTEE
MEMBERS

The next meeting
will be at 5.55pm for

6.00pm before the
London Meeting on
February 12th, 1997

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL I 51st year I No. 1 I pi :4.1=g----1 ..ondoW951-oo01



A FEW HOURS IN ZERMATT
Derrick Slate

Prop: Geoff Hubbard

P1-0

Tel: 071-794 8078

_NSA
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We were staying a week at Baveno (Lake M
aggiore) and decided to go on

the excursion to Zermatt, over the Simpl
on road and I thought it would

be lovely to go up the Gornergrat railwa
y! On the journey we were told

we would have 3 hours there and if anyone w
as quick they could go up

the Rothorn. "What about the Gornergrat?
" I enquired, "No, sorry there

would not be enough time and sometimes t
he trains break down" and he

looked at me with a very serious face. (
Swiss trains break down, I

thought?) So Rothorn here we come. Then 
we arrived at Tdsch.

Unless you have special police permissio
n you can't go into Zermatt

other than by train. All cars and coache
s park here and you continue

on the BVZ railway. I raced into the BVZ
 office, looked for the nicest

female, and with a large smile asked for 
my envelope to be cancelled.

"Oh yes", she said "we have two cancels" -
 I beamed. Then on to Zermatt.

Zermatt to Rothorn - First there is a ra
ck and pinion railway, the

Sunnegga Express, and then two cable car
s. The express rack and pinion

train travels inside the mountain at hig
h speed taking 5 minutes to

reach Sunnegga at 2300m. From Sunnegga t
he first cable car took us to

Blauherd at 2601m and then another to Ro
thorn at 3103m. At the top is

a restaurant named Unter Rothorn(this rest
aurant is at the very top so

why 'Unter'?). Marvellous views of Monte
 Rosa and Matterhorn and we had

clear blue skies.

When we returned to Zermatt we had half 
an hour to look at the old

town so after a croissant with nuts and 
paste filling it was a quick

dash to Gornergrat GGB station for a canc
el!

PS I reckon we could have just about gon
e up the Gornergrat railway . .

"but then the "Swiss railways break dow
n" . . . oh well, next time.

Addendum - The Simplon pass had lovely f
ast roads and tunnels, not like

it was years ago.

BVZ 1093 

26. JUL! 1996

TASCH 
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SUNNEGGA BAHN

26. MI 1996
Zert-r;;.1.tt

Sunnegga
woO me. m.

90
ZermattEaB

2 6. JULI 1996
-Einnehmerel-

lermaiter Rothornbahn A.

3920 Zermatt

Restauratif ch Freu(nifie --

Unter Rothbari) Karten

3920 Zermatt
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EUROSTAMPS
P.O. BOX 940

LONDON

NW6 2.11)

Geoff Hubbard wishes all his customer
s, members and friends the

very best for 1997. The postal side o
f the business is now in

operation again. Wants lists welcome.
 New stock of Swiss and

German available. Accessories and cat
alogues also supplied.

Start the New Year with a new angle o
n your collecting.
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:t)tuOtrIan4:
Catalogue numbers quoted are from our Catalogue (i.e. banstein), followed by S. Gibbons (where listed).

For those who "HAVE ARRIVED",
must have the rarest & best and can afford it!

1843 "DOUBLE GENEVA" (4L & 4R) on piece, joined in absolutely perfectly matching colour. (SG 2 x 2
to make Gl) the right stamp perfect, the left with (invisible) faults. Signed Reuterskiold .................. *£5500
Ditto, left half (4L, G2) luxury copy on piece ......... . . .. ....... *17250Ditto, right half (4R, 02) luxury copy with excessive margins ......................................................... *£72501846 GENEVA LARGE EAGLE (6, G4), fine corner copy on small piece ............................................... *£10501845 BASEL DOVE unused (8, B1) slight faults (thinnings) but full margined, deeply embossed and
brilliantly fresh ...................................................................................................................................*0700Ditto, superb faultless copy from upper sheet margin, lightly cancelled on piece. Exceptionallydeep embossing , ...............................................................................................................................................................................................*180001850 VAUD 5 (10a, L2) superb faultless copy on small piece ...................................................................*£1200Ditto, on very fine cover front ........................................................................................................... .£12951851 NEUCHATEL (11, 13) luxury copy on small piece ........................................................................ *£29501850 Superb cover with mixed franldngs (141 + 1611g, 3+10) both stamps from sheet margin .................. *£22001855 STRUBEL (22B/A1, 25b) the outstandingly rare ERROR OF COLOUR in milky blueSwitzerland's second rarest stamp — of the 5 copies known in this colour the only one to beseen on the market this century ........................................................................................... *£36,000Ditto (26A+26C, 28+37) mixed franking of two different stamps of the same denomination!
Superb in every respect and probably unique .................................................................................. *£15,7501856/7 STRUBEL (22Fa, 42) the rare thin paper in Luxury vertical strip of 3 from left sheet margin.Great Strubel rarity, probably the finest multiple known .................................................................*£12,0001862 STRUBEL (210+230, 46+48) very rare combination franking on c.o.d. newswrapper .................. *110501862 SITTING HELVETIA 60c Bronze (35, 59) overprinted SPECIMEN in blue. Only two copiesknown ............................................................................................................................................... *£16751888 NUMERAL 15c orange (63Ad, 132c) unused & faultless example of this very rare stamp .............. *£65001878 POSTAGE DUE (4A, D108A with background of D105) UNIQUE ERROR discovered in 1979,
named "RAYED STAR" Switzerland's rarest stamp ranking equally with the famous lcBritish Guyana and Sweden's 3 Skilling Banco ............................................................................ *£135,0001882 POSTAGE DUE (12N, D118A) fine mint ........................................................................................ *.£20001932 AIRMAIL (161, 349) double print fine mint (negligible small stain in gum) .....................................*£11501940 AIRMAIL (4y/1.09, 317ac) missing background colour, extremely rare. Superb mint .....................*£22501908/33 TELL BOY Gutter Pair, large punched hole in Interspace, superb mint (S19) very rare .....................£1500TELL & TELL BOY with small punched hole in Interspace (S25), superb mint and extremelyrare ...................................................................................................................................... *13750TELL BOY 3c overprinted 2 1/2 pair with BLANK Interspace, unmounted mint (SXXIII) only 10believed to exist ................................................................................................................................. *£12001856 HOTEL POST Delightful small cover to Prussia with octagonal Rigi Kaltbad strike. Forerunnerprior to issued Hotel stamp, used in conjunction with Strubels 23C and pair of 25B (32+35), cancelled
straight-line WEGGIS (Valley Post Office). Outstanding rarity ........................................................... £22501864 HOTEL POST RIG! KALTBAD No. 2a on superb small cover with Sitting Helvetia No. 38 .......... *119501895 HOTEL POST ICURORT STOOS (6a) on superb FIRST DAY COVER, Hotel cancellation andValley Morschach postmark on 2 copies of No. 60. Probably unique ............................................. £29501922/95 INTERNATIONAL OFFICES COLLECTION in stock book absolutely complete (428 stamps),League of Nations and all other Offices are included, many stamps of which only a few thousand were
issued. Top quality used condition ........................................................................................... .£2695

*Items with Swiss Certificates
--------p.

continued



WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE

1946

1996

I am very happy to have been a Philatelist for half a

Century, specialising almost exclusively in the

stamps of Switzerland — so much so that I am

looking forward to more years of satisfyingly

"playing" with these fascinating little bits of

(Swiss) paper.

InH. L. KATCHERRAPHspcs
The Amateur Collector Ltd
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For those who are "STILL TRAVELLING", but also like the

best and have good taste, with a slightly limited pocket.

185617 STRUBEL the rare thin paper 5Rp. (22F, 42) superb copy from upper sheet margin, lightly cancelled

1863
1882
1893
1882

1878
1892
1900
1905

1914

1915
1913 AIRMAIL Pioneer issue IV BURGDORF the extremely rare print on WHITE PAPER, superb mint £975

1919 AIRMAIL Propeller overprint on 30c value (1, 298a) superbly cancelled with clearly fully dated

postmark. Signed ............................................................................................
.................................... .£950

1924 AIRMAIL first flight ZURICH/TEHERAN, Pilot Mittelholzer ............................................................ £120

1932 LEAGUE OF NATIONS 30c Disarmament Conference (39, LN37) on Official cover sent by the

famous Arthur Henderson, leading figure in 1930s politics, to the Society of Friends in Bradford .. . .£260

1876 HOTEL POST BELALP No. 2, luxury copy ................................................................................  .£175

1880(?)HOTEL POST ENGELBERG No. 1, very fine ..................................................................................
1420

1868 HOTEL POST RIG! KALTBAD No. 1, superb used with oblong Hotel strike .................................... £420

1870 HOTEL POST RIG! KULM No. 4 COMPLETE SHEET of 20, containing the scarce 29 "pearls"

variety on Fields 17 and 19. (Ex. Leeman) ..........................................................................................
.£420

1881 HOTEL POST RIGI SCHEIDECK II vertical strip of 3 horizontally IMPERF. (Ex. Leeman) .. . *£420

1888 HOTEL POST KURORT STOOS the scarce No. 9, superb .............................................................. .£420

We publish our own SPECIALISED SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE, in English, of course.

The 33rd JUBILEE EDITION is available at £12.75 post free inland (overseas £15 by air).

with circular postmark, unusual on this stamp .................................................................................... *no()

SITTING HELVETIA Fr.l. — Gold Bronze (36a, 60) superb mint, rare ............................................ *£950

NUMERAL (60A, 128A) IMPERF FINAL PROOF on paper as issued stamp ..................................£900

NUMERAL 12c (62B, 131B) unmounted mint HALF SHEET of 50 stamps (Post Office counter size) £630

STANDING HELVETIA IMPERF PROOFS in issued colours for the 20, 25, 40, 50c &Fr. 1. -

values. Superb and scarce .............................................................................................
....................... *£875

Ditto, SPECIMEN Overprint reading diagonally downwards on 40c (69A) ................................... £165

Ditto, reading diagonally upwards on Fr.1.- (71A) ............................................................................ .£175

Ditto, small horizontal overprint on 50c (70C) ..................................................................................
.£165

Ditto, on 30c (68C) .............................................................................................
............................ .£175

POSTAGE DUE the rare 100c (8fIcN Type II, D112B) fine mint, very elusive' £950

POSTAGE DUE 16Db TYPE!. superb mint in block of four with 3 copies of Type II (189DI +3 x *£375

UPU 25c re-engraved superb mint (79C) .......................................................................................
*£725

NUMERAL (80, 194) umounted mint HALF SHEET of 50 stamps (Post Office counter size) ..... £420

Ditto, No. 81 (195) .............................................................................................
.............................. .£490

Fr3.- green (129, 284) superb unmounted mint ............................................................................. 11100

Ditto (129, 284) lightly hinged copy from left sheet margin ............................................................ 1595

PRO JINENTUTE Tete Beche pair (K11, Jlab) superb, used in Cademario (Ticino) ..................... *£700

Our Great Strength is
The Ability to Supply

Items Other Dealers Cannot
(And Also Those They Can)

APPROVAL SERVICE — IIVANTS-LIST SERVICE e

SERVICE
TO SWISS PHILATELY

P.O. Box No. 242, LONDON N2 OYZ, England
Phone: 0181-348 0296 Fax 0181-347 8397
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A VISIT TO A SWISS PHILATELIC EXHIBITION G C Robini

In October last year I spent a 10-day holiday based in Interlaken.
Whilst there I noticed that there was to be an exhibition of some
standing (Degre II) in Bulle, near Eribourg.

I had an 'unmarked' day and duly ventured forth via rail to Bulle;
I'd been in the Bulle area before (some 7 or 8 years ago) so I knew
some of the area. I chose the 'pretty' route there, going via Spiez
to Zweisimmen, thence changed trains to go to Montbovon. There I
changed again to a 'local line' train to Bulle, the stop in Gruyeres
en route allowed me a glimpse of the castle atop the hill that looks
down the valley. The scenery around Bulle was magnificent, especially
as the clear blue sky accentuated the autumn colours around.
After arrival in Bulle I proceeded to the local secondary school

where the exhibition was being held. I was introduced to some of the .
local organising committee on arrival and made very welcome.

The exhibition itself was the best I'd- ever_ seen, being spread over
the four levels of the stair well. The exhibits covered all aspects
and themes with large collections of maxicards, covers and other items
included. The content of the exhibits was predominately Swiss, but
with a few other countries included. The programme detailed all the
exhibits and interesting articles on the local postal history.
After a good look round the exhibition I spent a little time going

round the ten dealers present. I found only one item to bring back
to the UK which now fills a big gap in my used miniature sheet collection
Mid afternoon saw my departure from Bulle by bus back to Fribourg

and thence by train to Interlaken, after a change in Bern. The journey
back was not quite as picturesque as the one out to Bulle but enjoy-
able all the same.

I purchased a couple of extra envelopes with a 70c stamp and the
exhibition cachet and these can be purchased from me at £1.50 each.
Telephone me, if interested, on 01 813 97 22 37.

Any members going to Switzerland and wanting to know if there are
exhibitions or meetings in the area they will be visiting should
contact the Editor. The-SBZ publish a list of such events so send a
stamped, addressed envelope and 5p for the photocopy in good time 

-Alan Young asks what the story is behind the Kohler Gala Peter choco-
late labels? He has bought a few from the circulation booklets. The
examples he has show Interlaken and the Jungfrau; Geneve and Mont
Blanc; Lausanne; Chateau de Chillon and the Dents du Midi.

Colin Griffiths has written to say that he has just obtained one of
The 'General Guisan Xmas Thank You Cards' as mentioned in the May and
June issues of the Newsletter last year, but the numbers puzzle him.
His card is No. 22993 and addressed to Herren Th. Kuhn A.G.; the one
shown in the May issue is No. 25445 Herrn Ant. Berther Arg; the one
from Adriano Gervasi is No. 111674, but is it German or Italian? He
asks if the cards were numbered in the order that the donation was
received, or were the different language editions numbered separately?
The Sulzer catalogue gives no indication of the numbers printed. If
they were only for these cards then only by reference to far more
cards can any attempt be made to solve this query. Can you help?
Members can send small advertisements for wants to fill small spaces
such as this at the bottom of pages. Copy by the 20th of the month.
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Did you know (no, this is not Michael Rutherfoord's column) that in Geneva alone

there are over 200 different organisations? Not to mention numerous other organisations

spread out across Switzerland.  This was David Hope's introduction to the display

"International Switzerland" which he gave to the Northern Group at the meeting in Leeds

on the 7th December. Not that those present saw everything there is to be seen on such a

broad philatelic theme but the 144 sheets certainly gave an interesting view into how this

small country has become the home for so many groups which, since the mid 19th

Century, have often had a strong influence on world affairs.

Starting with the Red Cross which was founded in 1863, and ending with some of

the most recent material issued by the United Nations Geneva Office, i.e. 1995 50th

Anniversary issues, David gave us an insight into the research he has undertaken as he

described and illustrated the functions of a number of the agencies which operated, or still

operate, under the umbrella of the League of Nations and, in post war years, the United

Nations Organisation. As well as the various special issues of stamps, of particular interest

were covers sent by or addressed to the Red Cross during the two World Wars and some of

the Swiss definitves overprinted "Société des Nations", including the high values. There

were similar stamps used by the International Labour Office. Many of the cards or covers

carried special cancellations for various international conferences and attention was drawn

to that used today by the United Nations. the "Geneva 10" office. A very personal touch

was illustrated in the form of a letter, with the accompanying cover, written on the first

day of the World Disarmament Conference, 2nd February, 1932. This was from a lady

delegate writing to a boy in Edinburgh promising to send him as many stamps as she could

from the conference centre. I wonder if he has still got them?  David is to be

congratulated in putting together such a wealth of material on a theme not often tackled

by collectors. Even though, from time to time, we may question the value of some of the

organisations, we were reminded by another member that at that very moment, under the

auspices of the World Health Organisation, a massive inoculation programme was under

way to protect millions of people in the world's poorer area, against the ravages of

poliomyelitis.
Before ending this report, mention should also be made of work undertaken over

the last 12 months by our Chairman, Mr. R.A.Hoyle. This is the story of the Northern Group

from its inception in 1950 by the late Laurie Moore to the present time. Compiled from the

Group's Minute Books, old programmes, Newsletter reports and photographs, he has put

together a fascinating collection of material in one volume which, on Saturday, he

presented to the Group's Library. Now we know why, last year, he asked each of the

regular attenders to let him have a short autobiography!! Thank you Tony! D.C.

The LONDON MEETING of llth December was held in the usual venue of the Victory Services Club with a

smaller attendance than usual of 11 members. Apologies were sent by 5 others who were unable to be present. One

of these was Geoff Hubbard, the Society Vice-Chairman, who was still in hospital. However by the time members

read these notes Geoff will be back at home although in a somewhat incapacitated state. All present wished him

well and hoped he would be back in business and at our meetings before too long. With regret your Secretary had

to report the death of two members Kenneth Varlow and Major Grotsh. It is anticipated that Kenneth's extensive

Swiss collection will be auctioned in the near future after being valued by Messers Harmers.

Claude Mistely then introduced the topic for the evening 'Odds and Ends', this being the opportunity for members to

show new aquisitions, present small displays of a few sheets and produce those odd items that provide questions

and queries.
One member said he had been attempting to make sense of his 1900UPU material that was 'surplus' to his exhibition

material. Having produced an album labelled Vol 1 he 'frightened' us with the prospect that he thought he

probably had enough material to get to Vol 10- and all on this one issue!! What we then saw was an extensive

display that included stamp blocks showing registration marks, plate proofs, double impressions, offsets and the

printed cards. Several of these showed the special BERN cancellation, day of issue cancellations, and material used

on the last day of validity. Outstanding was a special last day of validity cover headed 1st Swiss Federal Train from

Aarau, 31 Dec 1900/ 1 Jan1901 Midnight, with 2 Aarau razor blade dispatch cancellations dated 31. Xll. 00 - 12. -

possibly the first time members had seen an item like this.
Our second display contained a series of Pro Patria first day of issue covers that had been individually produced.

These were dearly of a philatelic nature but had suffered normal wear and tear in the post - nevertheless a change

from covers serviced by the PTT. A small collection from the Ticino featured mail from just Piora and Piotta.

Notable was a commercially illustrated card to Fusio from the Hotel & Pensione Piora - a short distance on the map

but considerable by road through Airola where it had received a transit cancellation. Another postally used but

odd card on display contained a cutout into which a photographer had inserted a portrait photo.

The evening concluded with a display of nearly 50 cards showing the Rhine falls at Schaffhausen, a Colman's

mustard label used to seal a double card, early PTT Christmas cards, a collection of Zurich publicity cards and a

selection of vignettes. The latter included sheets of publicity labels and evoked considerable interest and comment.

Once again members produced a fascinating variety of material from their collections. It is a constant surprise to

the writer of these notes how varied members interests are and what a mass of material they have ! J AC
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord
- that the Swiss parliament took 2 days to discuss the chopping up of
the PTT. The Telecom becomes a private firm with 515 of the shares
held by the state, and the Post has to battle along without the sub-
sidy from the telephones. In addition their monopoly for parcels drops
from 5 to 2 kg; they keep addressed letters. If the upper house modify
this, as is possible, then a referendum will be demanded. To give time
for the collection of signatures to demand this, everySwiss law is
held in abeyance for 6 months.
- that one good thing has come out of this in that the minimum number
of club newsletters is back again at 100, from the 1000 required in
January 1996, which means that postage of 15c about, comes back after
having been at 70e. This will save many clubs.
- that you can now buy the 70c rabbit, B mail, and the 90c 'A', in
rolls of 1000 or 10 000 un-numbered stamps. However, the official
statement says that the 70c cannot be used for bulk sendings of 3000
and over. When I asked at the 'Information' at the Bern HPO "then why
print the 70c stamps in rolls at all?", they said I should come back
in the afternoon. But even then they had not been able to find a logi-
cal reason. The reason they had received from 'higher up' was that 'B'
letters are to take 2-3 days for delivery, bulk mailings 5 76 days,
therefore, if the latter had a rabbit on it it might be delivered too
fast! I cannot believe that the big bulk (junk) mailing firms will
not use them in their automatic 'stamp sticking-on machines'. We will
see. An article on bulk mailing rates is in preparation.
- that there are no private railway closings planned for 1997, as far
as I can see. Only the SBB Idufelfinger line, west of the main Olten-
Basel line is closing at the end of March, to be replaced by buses.
This is part of the original route laid out by George Stephenson when
he recommended that at Olten the N-S and E-W axes should cross.
- that there has been a 'Great Train Robbery' copy near Lausanne where
a St Gallen to Geneve express was stopped and 20, selected, mailbags
stolen and put into cars under a bridge. Were they looking for some
perfectly cancelled letters, also rare these days.
- that two interesting books have appeared. '125 years of the SIM' in
German,- 142 pages-,--CEF-50-4—this is the story of the firm started by
Charles Brown in 1871, the father of the Brown of Brown Boveri, an
Englishman who had a tremendous influence on four major Swiss engin-
eering firms. The other is the official book on 150 years of Swiss
Railways 'Bahnsaga Schweiz', 320 big pages, lots of photos, mostly in
colour, CHF98-, in German. Both worth it.
- that in the the BBZ for December 1996 there is an interesting article
on the first Swiss airmails by Alexander S Newall (UK), and this will
be followed by a second article on the first flights to Germany.
- that the new self-adhesive stamps are proving popular and, I believe,
a second printing is being considered. They do wash off perfectly.
The shiny surface does make for a smudgy cancel at times. soRGEks
- that I came across a private metal

	

	 4°	 150cancel, not for stamps, but for adver-	 ";t?..	 4? 29.4.68-8
tising on postcards, made in 1907 for LA- _ ncIENS7.,.„ 900miiM

6SEPTOthe Bfirgenstock lift which goes up the 1 1
(27 •

150m to the Hammetschwand peak in 48s. d'e-;, * WeltberOmter
Ferienort43 ,When the lift was built in 1905, by GEIT51 3avi.42-16

Schindler of Luzern,it took 2- min.
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Versuchsdrucke TEST PRINTS FROM THE PTT F Pickard

PTT
E L

r.

A new, white card folder for these has been intro
duced.

Multi—lingual, it replaces the earlier version in

separate language form. English text illustrated.
 Size

115mm x 148mm. Folded twice with the usual pocket
 inside

and containing the test prints 1 but no surprises here,

only the usual prints listed by Derrick Slate in 
his book.

Samples may be obtained FREE by writing to:

GD PTT, Wertzeichenverkaufsstelle, CH-3030 BERN.

When testing rotary presses after an exchange of parts
or experimenting with new types of paper and ink, we
use special printing cylinders with (non-stamp) motifs

illustrating the versatility of the steel-engraver's art.
We have pleasure in enclosing some of these test prints

free of charge. Please note that they are NOT philatelic
items and that neither the numbers printed nor the
dates, etc are on record. We are unable, therefore, to

enter into correspondence on the subject.

PTT General Directorate
Postage Stamps

1997 Preliminary Stamp
Programme

Value (c.) This list is subject to change.

11 3 .1997 Specials
«150 years of Swiss railways*

70 Loc. 2000
90 Red Arrow

140 Pullman coach
170 Spanisch-BrOtli Railway

Specials
.Gallo-Roman works of art.

70 Marble statue; Pierre Gianadda Foundation
90 Bronze bust; Pro Augusta Raurica Foundation

110 Ceramic fragment; Pro luliomago Foundation
180 Floor mosaic; Pro Vallon Foundation

Special
180 50th Anniversary of Swissair's North Atlantic Service

13.5.1997 Pro Petrie Stamps
.Heritage and Landscapes*

70+35 Soubey Church
70+35 Culture Mill, Liitzelflüh
90+40 Ittingen Charterhouse

110+50 Municipal Building, Russo

Europe
«Fabies and legends.

90 Devil's Bridge

Specials
Centenary of the Swiss Farmers' Union
Centenary of the Swiss Municipalities' Union

Specials
«Energy 2000
Air
Fire
Water
Earth

13.11.1997 Joint stamp issue
Switzerland/Sweden
.Nobel Prize"

90 Paul Karrer
110 Alfred Nobel

20.11.1997 Pro Juventute Stamps
«Animals living in or near the water-
Ponds and marshes.

70+35 Christmas motif
70+35 Three-spined stickleback
90+45 Yellow-bellied toad

110+55 Ruff

THE EDITOR'S COLUMN - a bit like

the old Stop Press when we had real

Newspapers, properly printed. If you

have decided to continue as members

this year then can you try and recruit

new members, anyone you meet at fairs

buying Swiss, ask if they are members.

If not then you know what to do. Get

their address and send it to the Hon.

Secretary. I think you get your value

from the Newsletter but it depends on

you to send in items such as you have

in this issue. Queries, new finds,

your holiday trips all make news for

me and the other members. Who knows

a quiet hotel in Montreux/Vevey? We

still have a lot of unanswered items

in previous issues; look back and see

if you can help. The Faulhorn Post is

one that has come up again. My books

on the area only mention a hotel and

a few chalets in the area, but what

we need is a PTT reference to this

service, if it can be called such as

the mule in the picture, July 1995,
page 56, has Faulhorn Hotel on its

harness, and the man does not have a

PTT hat or uniform. Baedeker in 1891
describes the Inn on the summit as

'unpretending'. Cook's and the Blue

Guide are equally unimpressed.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Gre
at Britain

- (nmphpRter) Ltd.. Chichester GB
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THE OLDEST PICTURE POSTCARD?

This is a very early Hote] card and
In 1879 it would have been used by
to confirm a booking or for orders.

from Stuart R Mackenzie

is inscribed 'Correspondenz—Carte'.
the Hotel Schreiber at Rigi—Staffel
No doubt others will turn up!

COIR,R. .1SPC)1\TIDM1\TZ-CAI1,11`

(.5 .

/

RIG TrSTAFFET,

AP444
1/
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Insurance and the Sales Packet

Members are probably aware that the insurance costs of sales packets are calculated as a percentage of the
maximum sales possible rather than as a percentage of the sales realised. Your committee believes that the
insurance of members materials being circulated in a packet should be more equitably shared by members
submitting material. With the system used until now, the insurance costs have been bourn disproportionally by
members whose material has sold well. For instance, for a packet valued at £100 with sales of £80, a commission of
£8 has been levied, whilst for a similar packet with sales of £20 only £2 has been charged, even though insurance
costs to the Society have been the same in each case. Your committee believes that the insurance costs should be
more related to the value of the material being circulated rather than the material being sold. Indeed the risk of loss
is greater for material that remains longest in the packet rather than that which sells easily. As a result a 3% charge,
based on the projected total sale value of booklets, will be made to members when they submit material for
circulation. Members should include this amount with the booklets when they send them to the Sales Packet
Secretary. The Sales Packet Secretary reserves the right to return booklets that are not accompanied with this
payment. When booklets complete their circulation through the Society a charge of 7% commission on sales will be
made rather than the 10% levied up to date.
Committee believes that this is a more appropriate set of charges. This new arrangement brings the Society into line
with many others circulating packets. JAC

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL I 51st year I No. 2 I pp 9 -16 I London Feb 1997 I ISSN 0951-0001
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SWISS COUNCILLOR TO ABOLISH LAW OF ELIZABETH I
Pierrat Defounex

In the far west of Switzerland a Geneva Local Co
uncillor has promul-

gated a draft law to abolish the 'Droit des Pauv
res'. This is an enter-

tainment tax which is levied in all cantons excep
t Zürich, Schwyz,

Obwalden, Glarus, Aargau and Thurgau.

Historically this tax, or 'Loi des Pauvres', was
 imposed in England

by Elizabeth I in 1601, in favour of the poor in
 nearly all the

parishes of England. It seems to have its origin
s in an 'ordonance'

of Charles VII of France in 1407 which was exten
ded under Louis XIV,

abolished following the Revolution in 1789, and 
re-introduced some

5 years later. New Relief Committees were set up
 and replaced the

Charity Offices of the Old Regime. They still ex
ist in about half of

French communes, and in others have been replace
d by assistance offices.

Their task is to study local conditions and dist
ribute to the needy

help as money or in kind. Depending on local cir
cumstances this can

include public health protection, children's hol
iday camps and even

dispensaries.
In Switzerland it is levied either as a cantonal

 or municipal tax

or both, and as in France it is a tax on perform
ances or shows. It is

levied on the ticket price or as a lump sum tax,
 usually 10% of the

entrance fees or gross receipts. In Geneva it is
 13% and is collected

by the Department of Justice, Police and Transpo
rt as a tax on every

ticket sold in the canton for sporting events, s
hows, cinemas, concerts,

theatres and conferences. Many organisers have t
aken to arranging their

events in other cantons to take advantage of int
er-cantonal differences.

In Geneva it is proposed to levy a tax on all fo
rms of gambling and

games of chance in place of the 13% 'Droit des P
auvres', with the hope

of introducing 'one arm bandits' to make up the 
difference.

The tax in Geneva goes to support the Hospice Ge
neral and the Public

Health Department. In other cantons the tax is d
ecided on a local

basis and imposed as needs demand, in a similar 
way to in France where

in some places a tax on equestrian events is for
 the benefit of horses.

In Switzerland the communes in the French-speaki
ng area have issued

their own tax stamps to affix to tickets and the
se are marked vari-

ously as 'Droit des Pauvres', 'Taxe de Police su
r les Divertissements',

'Taxe cur lee Spectacles', 'Caisse des Pauvres' 
and 'Timbre assistance'.

In German this is found as 'Billet steuer'. Thes
e terms can also be

found printed on many receipts and tickets in Sw
itzerland.

Despite incorrect stories in north America these
 are definitely not

'food stamps' or even 'ration coupons' but genui
ne fiscal adhesives.

C°„,,t,„1841iNE S DE mAR GA, 10
mgriTHEY , ' --T,}-• CT.

0
Dealt' deG. Pauvras

. le4A*I
'',;.1:ci'tl se

,

A few of the communes which have issued fiscal a
dhesive stamps for the

benefit of the poor include: L'Abbaye (VD); Aigl
e (VD); Aubonne (VD);

Brig (VS); Bulle (FR); Le Chenit (VD); Echallens
 (VD); Ecublens (VD);

Grandson (VD); Granges-pres-Marnand (VD); Lausan
ne (VD); Le Lieu (VD);

Martigny (VS); Monthey (VS); Morges (VD); Moudon
 (VD); Neuchatel (NE);

Payerne (VD); Planches-Montreux (VD); Rennens (V
D); Rolle (VD); Ste

Croix (VD); La Sarraz (VD); Vallorbe (VD); Verna
yaz (VD); Yverdon (VD).
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POSTAL AGENCIES OUTSIDE SWITZERLAND Yichael Rutherfoord

I came across these three filing cards, which were sent to all Swiss
POs in 1926, on which the cancellers in use were to be impressed.
Afterwards all newly issued cancellers were impressed on delivery.
Note that the two cancellers for Domodossola were both modified.

r--arrO,
12. X.26

4;rterp,4
NESSi

'AgitWilleiRlEssAGAlissn
•

P 0 NTARLIER
AGENCE CE MESSAU.SUISSES 

WINO
POSTE SVIZZERE

a7:11 T PDS7ESTIZZEPE
I_ LI MO .

..1
DOMODOSSOLA -
POSTE SViZZERE

7

DOMODOSSOLAp
asTE SVIZZERE

DOMODOSSOLA

* -311l31-15*)
4,1

-

/ •,.lyyj/)• 	*
-s

Prop: Geoff Hubbard

PI S
EUROSTAMPS

P.O. BOX 940

LONDON

NW6 2JP

The postal side of the business is 'up & running' (well nearly)
but I can deal with your Wants Lists and anything in the way of
accessories, catalogues and your needs for Swiss and German.
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LEAVES FROM AN ALBUM

As the Editor needs a continuous supply of material to make this a

proper Newsletter we have the item shown below which is part of a

16-page entry for a Federation Competition. Ken Reeves, who sent this
,

says that the information he used for the pages was largely gleaned

from articles which have appeared from time to time in the Newsletter
.

Competition rules though insist that the information must be brief a
nd

to the point for rapid understanding. The telegram style means that 
lots

you would have used for a display would be considered excessive. The
re

must be someone who could offer tips on displays and competition ent
ries.

In this way Swiss stamps displayed at local level would attract new

members for the Society!

SWISS AIR MAILS

DA FLIGHTS
 ---------I

...... -'-ii

-C . -TE "NI '------, -----,

87
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. MA/ lo,
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Many flights were organized in connection with 'Aviation Days',

special occasions when the early 'flying machines' were on view

to the public. Mail was carried as a means of propaganda and

to help raise funds for the promotion of flying.

Meeting  International de Geneve
A LILO DROME DE COINTB.IN 3. 
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Reproduction of face of cover
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SWISS TRLII, PRINTS by Derrick Slate (continued from p 72 Sept. 1996)

ALPINE POST ETC ( VARIOUS SCENES)

SMALL SIZE

• - - •

" _ -

_

I 11 n 0/111,

4,41,0-w-4..-4r4nrm10-4

4
4

4 1

Inscription:
Designer:
Printing:
Paper:
Sheet Size:
Pane Numbers:
Picture Size:
Printing Dates on Sheets
Sheet Control Numbers:
Sheet Inscription:

See below

Photogravure
Chalky
50 ( 5 horizontal rows x 10 vertical rows )
None
26 x 201/2 mm
None
None
SCHWEIZERISCHE ALPENPOSTEN POSIES ALPESTRES SUISSE POSTE
ALPINE SZIZZERE on each side of sheet

1936 PHOTOGRAVURE — CHALKY PAPER — WHITISH GUM

A Blue
• Violet
• Red

Carmine
Green

• Green — Blue

( 50 different scenes as numbers 500 to 549)
( 50 different scenes as numbers 500 to 549)
( 50 different scenes as numbers 500 to 549)
( 50 different scenes as numbers 500 to 549)
( 50 different scenes as nu mbers 500 to 549)
( 50 different scenes as numbers 500 to 549)

Content of the sheet in alphabetical order:

Note: — Where there are more than one print with the same title, a comment has been added in brackets— The numbers in brackets are the position in the sheet (left to right)

500 Averstal (28) 525 Oberengadin (bus & church)501 Bin ntal (36) 526 Oberengadin (rocks)502 Bivio (26) 527 Oberengadin (meadow)503 Bregaglia (road & church) (22) 528 Oberengadin (meadow & barn)504 Bregaglia (barn & view) (23) 529 Oberengadin (bus & barns)505 Bregaglia (cows & view) (24) 530 Oberhalbstein506 Bregaglia (rocks) (25) 531 Ofenpass (view)507 Cavlioggiasee (16) 532 Ofenpass (car)508 Fluela (view of lake) (8) 533 Ofenpass (tree)509 Fluela (alpine bus) (9) 534 St. Moritz
510 Furka (30) 535 Saas — Fee511 Gotthard (31) 536 Silsersee (lake with tree)512 Grimsel (bus & glacier) (32) 537 Silsersee (lake with plants)513 Grimsel (bus & dam) (33) 538 Silsersee (bus & lake)514 Grimsel (bus on bend) (34) 539 Simplon (large bus in foreground)515 Grimsel (side view of bus) (35) 540 Simplon (bus travelling to right)516 Heiden (50) 541 Simplon (small bus in foreground)517 Klausen (49) 542 Soglio518 Lago di Lugano (view with vine) (46) 543 Unterengadin (bus approaching)519 Lago di Lugano (view & blossom) (47) 544 Unterengadin (bus sideways)520 Le Grand St Bernard (45) 545 Val d'Anniviers521 Lukmanier (29) 546 Val d'Herens (bus & church)522 Maloja (20) 547 Val d'Herens (people at pump)523 Munstertal (Munstertal in white) (4) 548 Val d'Herens (two buses & rocks)524 Munstertal (Munstertal in purple) (5) 549 Vierwaldstattersee
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in spite of the very slippery approach to the premises in which we meet, for it

would appear that the gritting policy of Leeds City Council stops some distance short of

this building, the Northern Group got 1997 off to a good start on January 4th, with a look

at "Swiss Lakes". It has to be said that this is a very wide subject and, indeed, one

member had done some homework to discover that twenty-six of these lakes have featured

on Swiss stamps at one time or another. The major exception, he believes, is the

Thunersee but he is willing to be proved wrong if anyone wishes to undertake more in-

depth research) Five members, Mrs.Y.Nell, Messrs.I.Gilchrist, R.A.Hoyie, D.Hope and

D.Cairns between them produced a most varied display depicting aspects, past and

present, of but a small number of those 26 lakes. The early picture postcards illustrating

lake scenes, coupled with the postmarks of the day, publicity cancellations of the various

resorts and communities around the lakes, ship post-office cancels and ship cachets all

combined to give rise to an interesting discussion in addition to the visual impact of the

displays themselves. A tour around the Thunersee, with the exact timings of one lake

steamer, brought to light an example of the scarce oval Thunersee date canceller of the

vessel "Beatus" used in 1917 to cancel a letter with a 2c. & 3c. Tell Boy franking, plus

similar markings and cachets used along this lake. Likewise, the equally rare "Brienzersee

Schiffspost" circular canceller was one aspect of a colourful display which dealt mainly

with the very small lakes, some of which were depicted on the earlier Pro-Patria and Pro-

Juventute issues. Combinations of cards, slogans and covers taking in the lakes of

Geneva, Constance and Neuchatel were contributed by one of our newer members, whilst

apologies were made by another gentlemen for displaying only a wonderful accumulation of

early lake postcards. He has promised that he will get down to mounting them in an

acceptable philatelic manner! (Don't we all know the feeling?) Finally another short

display brought forth some of the short-lived ship post-office marks used on the nrichsee

during the latter half of the last century. Yes, an afternoon could be devoted to just one

lake, but that must wait for another occasion. D.C.

The LONDON MEETING of 8th January was held at the Victory Services Club with an attendance of 11 members

but still without Geoff Hubbard, the Society Vice-Chairman, who although out of hospital is still in a somewhat

incapacitated state! The Society sends him best wishes.

Claude Mistely then introduced the topic for the evening 'Cancellations including Specials, Slogans' , and four

members provided material for the evening. Fred Pickard produced a selection of sheets from a small collection

bought at auction some time ago and left untouched by him because the presentation was so different from his

usual style. There were circular date stamps in profusion - different designs, different stages of wear, all neatly

grouped and a couple of sheets showing English words in Swiss cancellations e.g. GRABS, FONT, WIDEN and

SALES. (Where are all these places in Switzerland?) With some postal stationery showing 'top notch' cancellations

return cards from places like Danzig and the Dutch East Indies, meter marks providing excellent cancellations,

cancellations on revenue stamps, a wide variety of cancellations were on show. Fred commented that we were in

danger of missing out on quite a lot of fun if we restricted our collecting to pre 1950 issues and to illustrate the point

showed us some of the stamp issues used in several countries like that for 1993 Lake Constance Region

joint issue. Town and Locality cancellations were displayed by the Secretary - a collection restricted to

those issued up to the introduction of the locality number codes in 1964. He commented on the

difficulty in finding some of these apparently common items as he was still looking for good -111351

examples from Ascona and Zoffingen. Among those shown was a cancellation from Lugano with ° 
154

e

small circles placed in the crown rather than e usual stars or leaf designs. Is this cancellation - •
the V3/

unique in this respect? Some discussion then resulted over computer generated write-ups.

Bob Johnson displayed some very unusual cancellations from the Ticino, his favoured region. Outstanding

were the rectangular 'CONFERENZA PATTO SICUREZZA LOCARNO' of 1925 and the 1953 slogan cancellation for

the 150th anniversary of the entry of Ticino into the Confederation, both very difficult pieces to obtain. Eric

Lienhard showed cancellations for the 1914 National Exhibition in Bern. Of the five towns that used the advertising

slogans Eric had examples from four. Again it seems that what seem to be relatively inexpensive items are quite

difficult to come by and Eric is still looking for the Basel cancellation. In the Newsletter of March 1994 there

appeared an article on 'The Swiss Elzevir or Linear Date Circular Cancels.' by M Rutherfoord which provided a useful

list of the offices using these cancellations. Eric showed a representative collection which was again complete but

for that illusive odd one or two - nevertheless very useful and interesting to see.

In thanking contributors Claude commented on the unusual and scarce material that had been displayed and

thanked Bob Johnson in particular for having the inspiration for the title of the evening's entertainment. JAC

NEW VARIETY - missing perforation pin
 Z 211 - front page last month.

Now I know I have only one reader of 
the Newsletter! In transcribing

the copy sent by Fred Pickard I put "
The missing holes are at the bottom

RH corners of the fifth and fifteenth
 stamps.". An eagle-eyed member in

Edinburgh spotted my mistake and poin
ted out that 20 of the 25 stamps

in the sheet have a blind perforation
. Can any member explain how the

Anna nn Swiss Stamps over the years?
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that Herr Gervasi in his interesting and useful survey of the 3undes-
feier cancellations (HN'L Nov. '96 p 88) missed the Special cancel used
in Schwyz for 2 months from 15th June to 15th August 1941 (see below).
This caused confusion with the MEC cachet used also in Schwyz, but
only on 1st August. I discovered this cancel during my research on the
Ruth cancellations, as originally asked by Derrick Slate (HNL Sept.
'96 p 69). Before I complete my article could :dembers please examine
their stocks and report their findings to the Editor quickly. Derrick
shows the 'fine-lined' shield and cross (fig. 3) first day 1.8.41,
when was this used again? The 'six-line' shield (fig. 2) was in use
from 1930 to 1958, but when exactly?
- that you should put a note in your diary for 2000: Swiss National
Exhibition in St. Gallen from 20th to 25th June. The last time in St.
Gallen was in 1959. However they were the only applicant this time,
perhaps_becausa the_new_preaident of the_ VSPhV is from St. Gallen.
- that since January 1996 the PTT has required that the postage stamps
be applied directly onto foreign parcels; previously all those nice
high value stamps had to be on the accompanying A5 card, and were never
given to the recipient, except in South Africa. When a dealer here
found that out he arranged with a big firm which sent many airmail
parcels (special sausages, I believe) to their agent in SA, that these
documents were returned to him. That is the source of most of the
nicely cancelled singles, pairs and blocks of four of the Evangelists.
- that the St. Mark Fr.5.- is no longer available from the Philatelic
:Bureau. When it came out in 1961 registration cost 20c, ie 40c for a
normal letter. Now it is Fr.5.-, but one doesn't see St. Mark often
on such letters. An item to look for.
- that wine, in packs of 6 or 12 bottles usually, can now be sent by
a new PTT parcel service with guaranteed delivery time (what about
shaking?). Perhaps there is a label?
- that sending a wall calendar from Switzerland has become expensive.
The B rate to UK is virtually twice the price of the calendar alone,
and A rate to USA . . • So a number of friends will be disappointed
this year, and perhaps the printers here too.
- that I have just seen the new optical stamp-reading equipment in
action in -Iausanne in the renovated MIO in the main PO. Three new
ILVs and now 12 video desks, and a new Cegelec flat sorter. The stamp-
reader, designed in the University of Lausanne, following good test
results, has now been installed in all eight Machines (Japanese) so
that the position of the stamp can be determined and the cover turned
for cancelling in the correct corner. The value of the stamps on the
cover can also be determined so that it is sent into the A or B stream
automatically. We can therefore ex pect to have a PTT statement this
year that fluor will no longer be needed in Swiss stamps. Nearly 24
years ago, 4.10.63, the first stamps came with phosphor overprint.
- that Sion, in the Valais, has now received a coding and sorting
installation from A2G, Constance.
Chur and Winterthur to follow this 4 j4/5;:p zz.t31n/ „0-r<

Nyear. This branch of bankrupt AEG /
has now been purchased by Siemens,
so will the name change?

Cc3 15.W41-11 t:
PLIIAN7 :NT ,.. * UR tL

N,'.121L2
Figures 1, 2 and 3
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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

February 12th London - Letter 'K' all members

March 1st Northern Group - Chairman's display

March ath Sussex Group - Postage dues & Frank s
tamps NOTE THE DATE, not 3rd

March 12th London - Pioneer Flights & Swiss Zep
pelin covers, A S Newall

GENERAL GUISAN CHRISTMAS THANK YOU CARDS with 
thanks to contributors.

No. 35732 is shown in the Sulser catalogue, addr
essed to Zfirich-Oerlikon.

No. 83105 is a French version addressed to 'Monsieur Henri Lugri
n'.

No. 66589 is to Paul Oeschger & Co. Werkzeuge, Beschl
gge, Zfirich-Oerlikon

It needs someone to scan the auction catalogues
 for further sightings.

SOCIETY SUBSCRIPTIONS - A member has reminded m
e that in 1987 a proposal

was put to the AGM about our subscriptions bein
g too 'cheap' for a

Specialist society and did this deter members? 
Your Editor is a member

of several other societies and for a similar su
bscription to ours,gets-

a bi-monthly glossy magazine with more adverts 
than useful copy (LYOC);

occasional photocopied one with reproductions o
f newspaper cuttings.

(THG); monthly single sheet 8: quarterly 8-page 
backed by adverts. Ask

yourselves 1,10'!at you get from other societies and I know I appreci
ate

our Newsletter, even though I spend more time p
reparing it for you

than I do with my 'stamps': Another comment in 
1987 complained that the

young were more interested in computors and thi
s was why membership of

all societies was falling. This can't be true a
s the number of people

over 50 is increasing and we have better things to do than pl
ay games

on a small screen, or I have anyway:

AN ALBUM p 12 this month - You may have pages i
n your albums

be of interest to readers of the Newsletter. If
 you thought

mounting up then send a photocopy. You may even
 be per-

ter the Society Cup Competitions on the 9th Apr
il. In this

earn more about our hobby.

More requests for names of hotels in Switzerlan
d. My copy of the TCS

guide is dated 1947 and many of the hotels are 
still in business with

the same family name. Personal recommendation t
hough counts for more

than a tour company's brochure. What do you kno
w?

Felix Ganz had already discovered the fake Swis
s postal stationery cards

from KLU (Newsletter September 1996) and asked for information in 'Tell'

in September 1979, apparently without success. Does anyone know?

COMMITTEE
MEMBERS

are reminded that
the next meeting

will be at 5.55pm for
6.00pm before the

London Meeting on
February 12th, 1997

Sales Packet - Rule Amendments

For members submitting booklets for circulation in the

Sales Packet the Society intends to charge 3% of the

value of booklets to help cover insurance costs. 7%

will then be deducted on the total material sold rather
than the usual 10%.

Will members submitting booklets please include the

3% value in the form of a cheque, postal order or GB

stamps when they send the booklets to the Packet

Secretary. e.g. if the total possible sales value of a
booklet is £200, a £6 amount shouldbe sent. If this

booklet subsequently produces sales of £160 then
£11.20 will be deducted as Society commission rather

than the customary £16. JAC

COMPUTER WRITE-UP

For some time now I have been trying
to improve on the presentation of

material I show at the London

meetings. To this end I have been

experimenting with various forms of
'computer write-up' with limited

success. I wonder if there are other

members of the Society with a similar

interest who would be prepared to

share ideas and possibly examples that

they have produced. Please will you
drop me a line.

(Address at top of Newsletter)
John Cordingley.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of
 Great Britain

. nnwit r,,,,,nffranliinS (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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MISSING PERFORATION PIN ON Z 211 an update by Michael Rutherfoord

It is true, not enough has been done on perforations. Complete sheets,
such as that shown on the front page of the January Newsletter, are
invaluable. Here Courvoisier, the printers, used a one-line comb, left
to right, as indicated by the difference in the correction teeth, just
where the pin is missing. How the correction was initiated in 1938 I
don't know. It is always necessary to compensate for the fixed distance
between teeth and the variable stretch of the paper, especially when
the paper is moist. See the illustration.

I think that when the PTT introduced the SSR 2 printing machine they
also introduced a system of perforating two (or perhaps four) complete
sheets at astroke. This is slow and energy consuming, so that with the
introduction of the SSR 4 machine in 1986 they used a two-line comb,
as is shown by the large number of correction teeth now found. Today
the amount of correctibn needed is done by optical-electronic methods.

Courvoisier generally give no information on anything, but perhaps
some Society Official (here or in Switzerland,Ed.) could be found to
make a heart-rending appeal to them on the different methods of per-
forating that they have used for Swiss stamps since 1931, and the type
of correction mechanism they have used.
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The February issue of the SBZ has an article on page 71 showing a
similar perforation fault on the 1940 Pro Patria issue, the 50 stamp.
It is reasonable to think there are other stamps like this. Members
who think there are only ten stamps with a missing perf in the sheet
shown on the first page of the January Newsletter are not counting the
stamps in the second and fourth rows, where the top right corner of
each stamp is missing a perf as it is joined to the row above. Ed.
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FISCAL USE OF SOLDIER STAMPS?
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More items from Rene Dee

On page 60 of the October

Newsletter was a plea for

information on the Kaspar

family. Now more items from

these archives. The poster

on the left, original size

215x340mm, is for a concert

to benefit soldiers, held

in St Imier on Saturday 11th

May 1916. Does the soldier

stamp, No. 32, indicate it

was exempt from the 'Tax'

on posters? The cancel is

Comp Sapeurs II/1 Poste de

Campagne.
The other item is an envel-

ope sent by Maurice Kaspar

to his daughter Simone. Mr

Dee says there is no stamp

but only the cancel shown.

The item was postally used,

was this usual?

Any information that any

of our specialists can

throw on these two items

would be appreciated. It

is something that might

help other members too.
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COMMENT ON THE LONDON MEETING of 8th January, page 14 of the News-
letter last month, from Michael Rutherfoord

Tip on finding where a place is. Look up the name in the Ortsverzeich-
nis, this will indicate the next town, which might be enough. Then
with the PLZ look up the Numerical PLZ booklet, to find the route the
place is on, from the nearest big town, and this can certainly be
found on a decent map. This works well for most places, but is no good
on older places which never had a PLZ, ie closed before 1964.
* * * Your Editor has the cancel 3aumaroche on a stamp of 1901. He
went first to Baedeker, then Cooks and finally the Blue Guide where
it notes that the top station of the Lont-Pelerin funicular is to be
found at Baumaroche! Another 1h 15min will take you to the summit, on
foot. The SBB map and the Postbus map (both 1:300 000) are no help.
The 1:100 000 Swiss Ordnance Survey map does not have it. The table
1 050 in the Swiss Official Timetable gives Mont-Pelerin as the top
station now. Another post office that no longer exists?

LUGANO CANCEL, also page 14. Michael says: because of its small dia-
meter this can only be a machine crown, ie 23mm. No handstamp has these
two little rings, and today nobody knows why they were used on only the
Lugano crown, from 3.12.31 to 29.5.53 (SVPS Handbook). Such crowns
should be collected only together with the slogan. In this case, if
used together with the publicity slogan No. 3.9 Lugano, is rated at
CHF 50.-. It is rare with other slogans too. Sorry I don't have an
illustration to hand.
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10c Z . 27). This range LI F LVET/A 25
is also part of the lan-
guage 'barrier', note that 'Moutier' is Minster in German, and 'Grenchen'
is Granches in French. The slogan commemorates 75 years of the line,
which now forms part of the BLS Group.

I was told the other day that no mail is cancelled during weekends
as the Grenchen 1 PO is open on Sundays for sorting only, so they
collect the mail put into the station letter box. The old handle-
operated coil stamp-issuing machine has been replaced by an ATM . dis-
penser, old style stamps.

For the last few years your Newsletter has been distributed by Geoff Hubbard, the Society Vice Chairman. As
members are aware Geoff has not been in the best of health for several months and he has now decided to go into a
state of semi-retirement, certainly for the time being. As well as wishing Geoff a speedy recovery to good health, on
behalf of the Society this note attempts to acknowledge the quiet but efficient way members have received the
Newsletter. Geoff, thank you for all your efforts and time spent on Society business.
Until now the work of preparing the mailing labels has been done by Doug Houtris - a task un-noted or noticed by
most members. Over the last few months Doug has taken over Geoff 's role in preparing envelopes, sticking on
stamps, stuffing Newsletters, and posting the whole lot. Members are particularly fortunate that he is now
prepared to continue these tasks so maintaining regular circulation of the Newsletter. Thank you Doug. JAC

STATION CANCEL OF 'GRENCHEN NORD', update by M Rutherfoord
When I wrote about the shortest railway line in Switzerland I had
forgotten that in June 1990 the slogan, shown enlarged, was used in
the cancelling machine in Grenchen 1 during that month only, No. 4.2.336.
The pyramid indicates the ,---- . --
mountain with the typical
Jura landscape and farm-
house (see also the 25c
stanp of the 1973 Welti
definitives Z No. 526),
and alsn th

p
 1(111 PP
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Have any members
seen similar cards
or have, perhaps,
used them for
holiday bookings
themselves?
Any information
to the Editor
please.

The whole subject
of reply-paid
cards must have
been investigated
by one of our
members. Who can
explain how the
regulations were
administered?
How was the
accounting done?

SALES PACKET

DON'T FORGET TO SORT OUT SOME MATERIAL
FOR YOUR SALES PACKET.

PLEASE SEND BEFORE THE END OF JUNE .......with the 3%
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Unsolicited mailings from Swiss stamp dealers. Several members have
been bombarded with material from a dealer who originally offered a
FREE facsimile of a Swiss stsmp in an advert, in English, in Focus.
Invoices for 100 francs and more, all in German were also sent. It
seems that the best way to deal with this is the same as one would
do with the book clubs here in the UK, or complain to the PTT!

The book for the 150th anniversary of the Swiss Railways, in English,
is available here for around £50- (see also DYK). The title is 'The
Swiss Railway Saga' and the ISBN is 3-90511-16-0 in case you want to
order it from a bookshop or your local public library.

Hotels in Switzerland - It seems that members don't holiday there
any longer as no 'good' ones have been offered! With the e, at 2.30 ft
this morning I can't think why not. A member who is building their
collection on the theme of Peace though asks how many 'Hotel de la
Paix' are there in Switzerland. The 1947 TOS handbook shows hotels of
this name in Bern, Geneve, Martigny-Ville and Sian. They may not still
be open, but can any member help in this search?

Another General Guisan card, No. 103161, German and addressed to:
E Meier-Richters, Erben, Schaffhausen.

Newsletter, May 1995, page 40. Another Suchard card is reported in
the series, No. 9 with the song 'Weggiser Lied'.
Newsletter, August 1995, page 62. Toblerone card No. 199 is reported
but we still don't know who printed them or how many more there are.
Again in August 1995 on page 64 this Bundesfeier card is found with-
out the captions top and bottom. Was this an ordinary card that was
overprinted specially for the July 1901 celebrations?

Keep looking - the Oldest Picture Postcard is now 16.IX.78! It also
looks as if it could be the earliest card showing a railway as the
strange vehicle at the bottom right is a vertically-boilered Rigi
locomotive and carriage, but leaning backwards! It seems that the owner
of the Hotel Rigi Kulm was not Schreiber at that time. The card was
printed in Wiesbaden too. The message on the back is: '7am Sept 1878.
Here we are. Have had a first rate view of everything particularly
sunset last night. Return to Luzern in an hour. Love to all. EJMB.'
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The Northern Group met on the 1st February for the Annual Members Competition. It was

sheer coincidence that the February issue of the Newsletter with the item "Leaves from an

Album" arrived on the same day that this report was being prepared, for in displaying

competition material and often depending on the whims of the judges, it is a very fine line

between including too much information and not putting in sufficient. For our member,

David Hope, the competition was perhaps the next best thing to the National Lottery since

he made a clean sweep by winning all five classes on offer! His superbly mounted entries

of 16 sheets were as follows:-

(a). Philatelic. "United Nations, Geneva Office, 1950 - 1993."

(b). Postal History. "Authorisation of Publicity Cancellations, 1942 - 1981."

(c). Postal Stationery. "Post Cards, 1870 - 1907."

(d). Thematic. "Expansion of the Confederation, 14th & 16th Centuries."
(Awarded the Moore Bowl).

(e). Aerophilatelic. "Airmails to the U.S.A., 1939 - 1945."
(Awarded the Highsted Cup).

It goes without saying that David had got the amount of information just right! D.C.

Twelve members attended the LONDON MEETING held on 12th February at the Victory Services Club where

Claude Mistely introduced the topic for the evening, the 'Letter K'. This proved to be one of the more difficult

letters of the alphabet on which to base a collection of Swiss material, and several of the six members providing the

evening's entertainment showed considerable ingenuity and dubious connections in forming their displays.

A Kulcri is a Gurkha fighting weapon whilst the cross bow is the Swiss fighting weapon - when pronounced both

seem to begin with the same sound so why not display the development of the cross bow on Swiss stamps.! So

from the 1907 Tellboy, through the three Types of the 1909 issue, the various overprints and variations in paper, to

the 1939 National Fete and finally the 1941 Historical 60c issue, we saw the full range. Outstanding was a top left

hand corner block of the 1930 Tellboy 3c blue on ordinary buff paper. Not too easy to obtain as a single item but as

a block of 20 something most of us would love to have in our collection. In this day and age I was a little surprised

that this member had actually managed to get to the meeting on time or even at all. Having told us about the Kukri

he then produced the genuine article from his case, waved it at us, and then laid it out for display telling us to take

his word that it was sharp and not to run our fingers along the blade just to see - take his word for it! I hope the

local constabulary didn't stop him on the way home!
K cancellations had to feature on such an evening and several members showed these notably those issued for

resorts and towns whose names began with K. There were K cancels from the Ticino but not from places beginning

with K - can you name a place in the Ticino that starts with K? But K also stands for Kurhaus - the Kurhaus

Rosenlaui produced a very fine illustrated envelope, one was on show with a fine 25c standing Helvetia and cds for

Rosenlaui.
K stands for Kavallerie but its the French equivalent that appears on Soldier stamps - odd, but those on display

showed just this. K is for Kapellbrucke, the one in Luzern that we saw on postcards together with the 75c stamps.

And what of Hotel stamps? What indeed - Rigi Kulm, Rigi Kaltbad. And what a display we had. Your note-taker

had never seen so many in one place at one time - a superb display which included an extraordinary complete sheet

of 100 of the 1868 Rigi Kaltbad No 3. The provenance for this included a sale notice for 1923 advertising this as

probably the only remaining sheet and valuing it at SF 750.
Claude ended the displays with one of his compendium collections illustrating amongst other K headings,

knowledge, kneading, kids, kerb-drill,knights, kneeling, next of kin, klus, Oskar Bidet as 'King of the Air, Klee and

other krafty items to leave us 'knackered'. Appropriately our treasurer Martin Kuriger then proposed a vote of

thanks for what had been another outstanding evening.
JAC

EUROSTAMPSProp: Geoff Hubbard
Tel: 071-7948078

P.O. BOX 940

LONDON

NW6 2JP

Please note that due to ill health, which is
 likely to continue for

some time, I shall no longer be trading. Whi
le I still have my stock,

I find it very difficult to sort anything th
at matches a Wantlist.

I thank everybody who has purchased items fr
om me and soon hope that

I shall be in a position to attend Society m
eetings.

P1S
M511
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that the PTT have released the new plan for eliminating the present
eleven KPDs (postal districts), with the loss of 1000 jobs and 2000
moves to other places, as now 40 local 'Sales Regions' are to be created.
Trials start now in reorganization of Lausanne II, Luzern VII, Chur X,
and Bellinzona XI. One wonders what these people have been doing for
the past 150 years.
- that further lack of co-ordination with new cancels is to be feared.
- that the 1997 Ortsverzeichnis will be issued by the PTT in June, but
let me have your orders soon (CHF 3.-), also say if you want the PLZ
booklets, alphabetical and numerical.
- that the PTT Philatelic Bureau now accepts (at long last) payments
from foreign customers via credit cards, Visa and other popular makes.
- that the SBB 150 years book, mentioned in the December DYK, can now
be had in English (CHF 98.-) as well as German, French and Italian.
- that for those who collect silver Cuban coins (and others) don't
miss the 1996 10 pesos showing the first Swiss locomotive. Sorry, I
don't have one to xerox for you.
- that the SVPS is planning to issue a supplement to their Machine
Cancel Handbook, which will include a fully updated list of all crowns.
The last supplement was in 1994. Richard T Hall wrote a very good
English translation of the complex instructions foi using the handbook.
If you would like a copy of this please make a note when you place an
order with me. Details, including price, will follow.
- that Gottfried Honegger has once again issued his annual price list
for classic stamps, all illustrated in full colour. About 100 A5 pages.
Write to Kftrzestrasse 1, CH-8716 Schmerikon.
- that two big auctions wait before us: Rdlli in Luzern, 20-22 February,
and Schwarzenbach in Zurich, 21/22 March. It is always interesting to
see what fantastic items are presented.
- that I have been twice to the new Library now in the Postmuseum in
Bern. Open only from 2 to 4, Tuesdays to Fridays, but at other times
by arrangement. Some catalogues, Handbooks and other items are to hand,
as well as many periodicals and bound volumes of PTAs. Well worth a
visit. All books and periodicals on Philately are here now, historical
postal documentation remains in the BID at it's old location in Bern.
- that the Michel list of 276-stamp issuing 'firms' (UN has 180 members)
for 1995 shows Switzerland lying 110th, between Singapore and Bosnia-
Hercegovina, with 34 new issues. USA with 217 (repeat 217) lies only
9th! The UK with 58 is in 56th position.
- that to gain a little popularity the PTT reduced by about a franc
the cost of inland parcels from the 1st to the 23rd of December 1996.
This was limited to non-registered (sorry non-CSI), non-business and
4kg weight. This was not in the PTA, only in newspapers. The white
label with black printing shown here had to be
attached. They were printed in strips of five. —
Bern main Post Office ran out so had to use
the old yellow label which included the words
'Don't open before Christmas'. iinfie)(4)
The address to order the Postcode (PLZ)
booklets and the Place names booklet
'Ortsverzeichnis is: Hurdäckerstrasse 4Q

CH - 8049 ZURICH
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS by Derrick Slate (conti
nued from p 13 Feb. 1997)

ALPINE POST ETC ( VARIOUS SCENES)

MEDIUM SIZE I HAVE NOT SEEN ANY OF THESE TRIAL PRINTS —

BUT KNOW THAT THEY EXIST

Inscription:
Designer:
Printing:
Paper:
Sheet Size:
Pane Numbers:
Picture Size:
Printing Dates on Sheets
Sheet Control Numbers:
Sheet Inscription:

See below

Photogravure

25 ( ? horizontal rows x? vertical rows )

None
37 x 20 mm
Unknown ( not seen )
Unknown ( not seen )
Unknown ( not seen )

194? PHOTOGRAVURE — NOT SEEN (UNKNOWN) — NOT SEEN (UNKNOWN)

A Violet ( 25 different scenes as numbers 550 to 574)

B Red ( 25 different scenes as numbers 550 to 574)

C Green — Blue ( 25 different scenes as numbers 550 to 574)

Content of the sheet in alphabetical order:

Note: — Where there are more than one print with the same title, a comment has been added in brackets

( where the print has been seen )

— The numbers in brackets are the position in the sheet (left to right)

550 Bivio (?) 563 Schuls — Sent (?)

551 Campfer — Maloja (?) 564 Sils (?)

552 Flue la (?) 565 Silsersee (?)

553 Furka (?) 566 Silvaplana ( ? ) (?)

554 Grimsel (?) 567 Silvaplana ( ? ) (?)

555 Julier ( ? ) (?) 568 Silvaplana ( ? ) (?)

556 Julier ( ? ) (?) 569 Silvaplana ( ? ) (?)

557 juiier ( ? ) (?) 570 Simplon

558 Julier ( ? ) (?) 571 Stalden — Saas (?)

559 Klausen (?) 572 Urnerboden (?)

560 Maloja ( ? ) (?) 573 Val d'Herens (? ) (?)

561 Maloja ( ? ) (?) 574 Val d'Herens ( ? ) (?)

562 St. Moritz (?)

Has any member seen these medium size tria
l prints? (37 x 20mm)

The Editor has a sheet of 16 (4 x 4) pictu
res, each 53 x 40mm, of

the Gornergratbahn. This was produced by G
ebr. Wehrli, Kilchberg,

Zürich with the number 4126 and each one t
itled. The sheet is on

gummed paper and line perf between each pi
cture. The proportions are

not the same as those of a postcard so wha
t were they intended for?

Two are 'portrait' and the rest 'landscape
' with three of them making

a panorama of the glacier as seen from Gor
nergrat.

Someone must be able to help Derrik Slate 
with even one of these prints:

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Socie
ty of Great Britain

t nin4,1,aQ÷pr) Ltd.. Chichester GB
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NOT QUITE A-CLASS MAIL

M Rutherfoord

On the 1st January 1996
the cost of 'A' letters
rose from 80c to 90c -
and 'B' class letters
from 60c to 70c.
The writer of the letter s s I
shown tried a bit of both,
and the recipient had to pay for it. Why? By using the 'old' 80c stampshowing an 'A' the sender was asking for 'A' class service, but notpaying for it in full, ie, 90c. Therefore 10c was missing, this plusthe fine of 50c, was demanded from the recipient by the Winterthur 1 PO.Ordinary 'B' service would have cost only 70c.
In this case we have an additional item of interest. The letter wasaddressed to a PO Box, so the 60c was charged to his account, as shownby the 'belastet' text. '8401 W'thur Facher' stands for 'WinterthurBoxes' and the 8041 is the PLZ for Boxes too, in Winterthur Main PO.'01' indicates this for all larger places.
The same would apply if an old 80c or a new 90c stamp .payment on a letter abroad, combined with another stamp,therefore, also-be-taxad. Has anyone seen this in the UK

POSTAL AGENCIES OUTSIDE SWITZERLAND - a correction M Rutherfoord
Firstly all three cancels shown on the_Domodossola card (February p11)were modified, the first in 1929, and the other two in 1939. The topleft cancel should have been crossed through when it was modified.Secondly these three cards were the only ones in the section titled'Foreign'. I did not look for others, misal-filed, in the main alpha-betical section. If any member would like me to check for a particularplace I will do so, but remember it must have been in operation in 1926.
Members are reminded that if they write to Michael and want a replythen they should enclose an International Reply Coupon or stamps forthe reply. This also applies if you write to any other Officer or member.
THE PACKET SECRETARY, Derrick Slate, has changed his phone number to:0 1 992 42 17 84 and the old number, 58 77 84 no longer operates.
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AI 
A TOT' f, TT 'Thil-TTPV

-LJ - ,.4 member Cohn Grifi'iths

Col i n writes to say that he has recently Pc-u-ed this photograph
which, as you can see, has been used as a postcard. A picture of the
same three Lien is used in the Swiss Airmail Catalo gue as tne first pa,--re
of the 'Sond ,-rflu' ( ST ) section and shows them in 1927.

Who are they and what is their significance? They seem to be officials
of one sort or another. This photogra ph has the autograph of 'Frank
Hawks' over the central figure. The card has the imprint of 'rot° Teck-
Basel' in the bottom right  corner._ Information to the Hon. Editor, please.

IR
Zürich Flugplatztetof I

. . .
, _.i tuftsioikt,_.,:_;,_i i4,

,,:par.a..1,1.0,n
sió:::ikerop1a,a,;_:,::

i ,__-----OI
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SWISS STAMPS - (The "Aristocrats" of Philately)
for the -- Discriminating Collector

Spring
from our
stock of

tali\

ve.1.1.1

specialist material
OUR APPROVAL SERVICE

is the finest and most varied 741500available anywhere. Selections
et "sent to any country in the

world, transit insured!

H. L. KATCHER Our Great Strength Is The Ability To
Supply Items Other Dealers CannotThe Amateur Collector Ltd (and also those they can!)P.O. Box No 242. LONDON N2 °VT., England

Phone: 0181-348 0296 Fax: 0181-3478397 PTS ASDA RPSC

INLAND
CLIENTS
DEDUCT 33%
FOR VAT
INCLUSIVE
£ PRICES

EXTENDED
PAYMENT TERMS

AVAILABLE
PLEASE ENQUIRE

FOR DETAILS.

INTERESTING FLIGHT COVERS
INCLUDING SOME RARE AND UNUSUAL ITEMS

FIRST AND REGULAR FLIGHTS:
vw-- - r

ay 41919 May 6 ZURICH-BERN franked Airmail No.2, etc.
4.Q:
vAAd<IIINEtvet 325.00May 13 BERN-ZURICH franked Airmail No. 2, etc. 'r4+ JO MAI 41-, mm7 325.00Aug.9 ZURICH-LAUSANNE stationery Post Card franked Airmail No.2 325.00Oct.9 BERN-ZURICH Cover not pristine but Airmail No.2 in perfect condition.150.001923 July 30 rare Registered Express early flight to MEMEL-RIGA, Lithuania

1925
1926

1927

1929

1930
1931

1933

1934

1936

1935

franked Cat.Nos. 3 & 5 to 9.
Sept.28 First Flight BASEL-MANNHEIM franked 2 x
May 17 Post Card LE LOCLE-BASEL (No.3, etc.) (0, 78.u.i9tsLE LOCLE-BASEL Official 20c. Tell Imprint Cover + No. 3Ditto but 5c. Tell Boy Imprint + No. 4
as above but LE CHAUX DE FONDS-BASLE 14::. POSTE ALRICNNE,May 30 25c. Air Stationery Card LAUSANNE-CHAUX DE FONDS

4. //:;-- TA WC 2Z-s-Z7 <
as above but LAUSANNE-LE LOCLE, scarce ;
June 10 Post Card BERN-BIEL with No. 3, etc. " 1926as above but GENEVA-BERN, scarce -1/1 CHALWDE •FOND3 IIALE 
Aug.2 ZURICH-BERLIN-KONIGSBERG-TALLINN-HELSINGFORS (No.10) scarceAug.18 missed flight to Marseilles, Cover in poor shape but with extremelyrare cacheted AVION PARTI of Geneva, forwarded Express, addressed to theGovernor of the Dutch West Indies

1 25.00June 21 ZURICH-ROME rare strike"flight cancelled"(No.9) 75.00June 24 CRESSIER-CRESSIER via Geneva, Basle & Zurich, franked 8-11,13 & 14 225.00May 2 Rare GENEVA-BUITENZORG (Dutch Indies) flown GENEVA-BERLIN onwards bytrain MUNICH-ATHENS then flown to destination. Very unusual route,(No.11) Bohler Certificate
Nov.5 very rare Cover (No.13) from AMIRSWIL to SINGAPORE, VIA Palestine& Karachi addressed to a passenger liner, which it missed! Re-routedShanghai to Manila (Nos.8,10,13 & 14)
April 11 LAUSANNE-OXFORD fine mixed overprint franking 2 x 19 & 3 x 20

375.00
37.50
50.00
27.50
40.00
40.00
20.00
60.00
35.00
70.00
50.00
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1936 March 31 NEUCHATEL-LONDON(2 x 11)Registered Express, scarce British

cachet Express Fee Paid 6d 165.00

1936 May 15 LUGANO-SWEDEN Registered Express rare franking llz & 2x20b on reverse.190.00

1939 May 15 First service BRUSSELS-PARIS-GENEVA. Mail transferred to waiting

plane in Paris. Very rare, unpriced in Airmail Catalogue 200.00

1946 April 8 GENEVA-NEW YORK magnificent cover franked 5 vals.PAX 50c-Fr.2.-
650.00

1946 Aug.1 BASEL-AMSTERDAM by night, very few flown
80.00

1952 July 30 MANILA-ZURICH by PAL via CALCUTTA-KARACHI-TEL AVIV-ROME(Airmail)rare.110.00

1955 April 17 ZURICH-DAMASCUS via Swissair
55.00

ZEPPELIN FLIGHTS:
1929 Nov.2 Swiss flight to ST. GALL (Nos.5 & 11)

)%iiggIALE 125.00

1930 South America flight Seville drop (14 & 2 x 15)
360.00

1930 Oct.12 Swiss flight, Official card (No.11)

1931 2nd South America flight to Rio, extra cachet "Airship Graf Zeppelin waits

four days in Pernambuco for your reply" (4,12 & 2 x 13) 375.00

1933 5th South America flight to Pernambuco (No.18, etc.)
170.00

1936 14th South America flight by Graf Zeppelin to Rosario,Argentine.

Beautifully franked 4,8,12z,13z & 17 175.00

SPECIAL FLIGHTS WITH SPECIAL POSTMARKS:
1924 April 13 GRENCHEN-ZURICH (No.5 + Pro Juventutes) 32.50

gurypr MEETING

1924 May 4 LAUFEN-ZURICH stationery card,(No.5) ! international 40.00

1924 May 29 LAUSANNE-BLECHERETTE Express (Nos.3,8 & 9)
* um 1925d'AVIATION 50.00

1924 Nov.28 LAUSANNE-COMPTOIR SUISSE(No.8) rare
GENÈVE

100.00

1924 Dec.18 Mittelholzer flight ZURICH-TEHERAN (No.5 etc.) rare yiedm- 170.00

1925 May 10 BASEL-ZURICH (2 x 3), Pilot Lt.Koepke
17. r bruar MET 20.00

Ditto, Registered with Vignette (5 & 7)
Pestaill-Gederade-ler 75.00

1925 May 31 GENEVA meeting with vignette, Official card with No.4
-, etc. 20.00

1925 July 25 LAUSANNE Colonial Fair Official card franked No.4,etc. 20.00

1925 Sept.9 ZURICH-MILAN (No.4) 26 26 15.00

1925 Oct.3 GENEVA-MILAN stationery post card (No.4) i 10.00

1925 Oct.18 Military flight Official card franked No.3, etc. : 15.00

1926 July 1 BASEL-SCHAFFHAUSEN, Registered, franked 4 & 6 70.00

1926 Sept.26 LAUSANNE-COMPTOIR SUISSE(No.4) ' vu.ccwm" su155 .` 20.00

1926 Nov.28 Mittelholzer Africa flight Registered to Athens, franked 4 & 12 110.00

1926 Ditto but extremely rare destination DE AAR: the flight terminated in Naples

then by Steamer "Esperia" to Alexandria hence by another boat to Cape Town 175.00

1927 Feb.17 BRUGG-YVERDON with vignette (No.12) 52.50

1927 Aug.8 ST. GALL-BASLE post card franked No.5 45.00

1927 Aug.22 BELLINZONA-ZURICH Official postal stationery card,Air7,Registered. 20.00

1927 Zurich International Air meeting (Nos.3 & 4) 15.00

1933 April 26 (delayed May 20th) Mediterranean flight by Mittelholzer, round trip

ROME-TUNIS-LONDON (Nos.5,8,12 & 2 x 16) bs4. 100.00

1937 Aug.2nd ZURICH-SION Registered, franked with corner copy llz, rare j Jj'
 14‘-*
 235.00

1938 Oct.13 ZURICH-STOCKHOLM Registered (No.18) ;WA15,; 42.50

1939 May 14 Balloon flight BARETSWIL (franked Postacie 236z-239) 101/71 24.00
drif ee'

Ditto, rare franking 230y,234y & 238y --- 100.00

1939 May 22nd Europa flight West to Paris, fine franking including 3 x 231 35.00

1954 May 27 Sao Paulo flight, scarce 50.00

1960 Aug.20 Refugee Balloon flight franked Block of Four No.353 , LPostflug 16.00

1961 Nov.5 BELLINZONA Rocket flight - SLGALLEN.BASEL 20.00

1947 May 2 GENEVA-NEW YORK franked BLOCK OF FOUR No.42 "nus"927 100.00

as above but single copy, addressed to CAMPIONE, rare 75.00

1949 April 28 LUGANO-LE CHAUX DE FONDS,No.45, flight franked with the scarce plate

flaw variety through 5. Ex. E.H. Spiro Collection 90.00

1977/79 Ten Special Swissair Jet Flights to various destinations, Registered 50.00

1977/83 Ten Special Swissair Jet Flights to various destinations, Registered,

franked with United Nations Genova stamps. Nice lot! 50.00

Now something else: For many years we had to disappoint clients who asked for

the 1957 PRO JUVENTUTE STAMP BOOKLET. Why? There are none on the market

except on the rare occasion when one is sold privately with a collection.

BUT We discovered a veritable "hoard" of six!! If you want one, don't

wait too long. Price: $ 130.00
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At the NORTHERN GROUP'S March meeting the Chairman, Mr. R. A. Hoyle, gave awarm welcome to our guest, Mr. H. M. Oxley who is the current President of the YorkshirePhilatelic Association. The occasion was that of the Chairman's Display and those of youwho saw Tony's presentation, "A Lifetime with Helvetia", at the Leamington SpaCelebration last year will understand what I mean when I say that we were treated to averitable cornucopia of philatelic delights. This time his display was entitled "19th CenturySwitzerland", even though it commenced with a letter of 1798 under the regime of theHelvetic Republic and concluded with a display of the UPU stamps of 1900. In betweenwere examples of virtually everything except the Cantonal issues. Amongst the earlypostal markings on pre-stamp covers and entires was a variety of straight-linecancellations, entry and route marks, tax marks, marks indicating reasons for delay, all inthe many forms and shapes which are to be found in Winkler and Emmenegger. This wasfollowed by small but impressive collections of the Federal Issues of 1850-52, with shadesof the Rayons 1, II & III, with examples on covers and the imperforated Sitting Helvetias of1854-62. Then followed the perforated Sitting Helvetia range which, as Tony put it, washis great love of the 19th Century issues. Indeed, these were displayed in everyconceivable way, from mint and used singles, through to mint blocks of 4, 6, 9 and up to ahalf sheet! With the aid of enlarged photographs, flaws and varieties of both theperforated Sitting and Standing Helvetias were illustrated in great detail. What probablyi mpressed your correspondent most were the covers and entires to different places withinSwitzerland and abroad which illustrated the various complex postal rates which applied atthat period. There were some wonderful mixed and multiple frankings which one rarelysees; an item to Naples in 1862 carrying 1Fr.grey & 20c.yellow 'Strublis'; a fine pair of40c. grey perforated Sitting Helvetias on cover and a mixed franking of Fr.1 + 10c. also oncover to New York via Liverpool. These and many more helped one to appreciate how ourchairman's "Lifetime with Helvetia" is paying off handsomely. Interspersed with thesemajor blocks were items relating to the strikes and cancellations which are peculiar toTicino, various early TPO cancellations and a number of the ship post-offices of LakeLuzern. The whole presentation, as I mentioned at the beginning, was rounded off by witha fine selection of the 1900 UPU issues with the different plate varieties.The research into all these aspects of philately which must have been undertakenby Tony over many, many years, plus the beautiful manner in which the sheets werewritten up and displayed was an example to all. These sentiments were admirably summedup and expressed in Philip Vaughan's vote of thanks at the end of what had been a mostmemorable and educational afternoon. D.C.
nnn•••n

DO YOU COLLECT GREAT BRITAIN AS WELL AS SWITZERLAND?
As a result of an announcement of our Society's Jubilee in the SBZyour Editor has received a request from a collector in Switzerlandwho would like to exchange stamps with our members. He writes:"I am interested in making contact with a person collecting Britishstamps. I can supply used Swiss stamps -, Commemoratives, PJ, PP withvery nice readable postmarks, no first day covers. I am looking fornice covers from 1760-1840 and stamps and covers from 1840. My biggesthobby is achin issues from 1971 on, single stam ps, coils and stampsfrom kiloware; lachin booklets used on letters and loose (nearlycomplete till UMFB 20). I have a lot of material with multiple flaws(listed booklets cylinder flaws) of the Machin issues as phosphorones, also from booklets." If you would like to exchange stamps in thisway write direct to: W Graf, Keltenweg 4, Fostfach 940, CH-4153REINACH, Switzerland and mention his letter to me.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR Ltd. were nominated for one of the firstRowland Hill Awards in the Business Enterprise Category. These Awards,sponsored by Royal Mail, the EPT and the PT, are for the PTS memberwho has conducted his business ethically, professionally and withenterprise to the benefit of both philately and customers. The winnerwas Benham (A Buckingham) Ltd. and the runners up were The AmateurCollector Ltd. and Antonio Torres.
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Seventeen members came to the LONDON MEETING held on 12th March at the Victory Services Club where

Alexander Newall FRPSL provided an evening centred around the title, Pioneer Flights and Swiss Zeppelin Covers.

With such a title and such an eminent philatelist it was no wonder that the attendance was the largest for some

considerable time. Your note-taker was so overwhelmed by the sheer quality, 'unusualness' and completeness of

the displays that he found it more than usually difficult to make adequate notes and hence provide some feeling of

the meeting to those who could not attend. At best he can highlight just a few of the very many outstanding items.

Alex Newall gave members an extremely useful synopsis of the social and political situation in Switzerland that led

to the 17 pioneer flights of 1913, not that there were really 17 flights but only 15. The ground conditions were so bad

at Olten that the pilot lost a boot getting to the aircraft, and in another instance the pilot killed himself at the start.

The first pioneer flight from Basel-Liestal took place on 9 March 1913 and was represented by a cover having

Tellboy 2c Type I, 3c Type II, 5c Type III together with corresponding 10c, 12c 15c Helvetias, the latter items always

interesting on cover. A card addressed to Nervi near Genova was flown on the Bern-Burgdorf flight of 30.3.13.

Marked with a T and manuscript 20 in blue, this must be at least one of the first, if not the first, T dues on an airmail

item. A group of three cards had been flown on the Lugano-Mendrisio flight of 8 June 1913 and each showed

different versions of the vignette. These interesting items which are a 'must' for collectors of the pioneer flight

material, we were told were often produced by local printers as very much a rush job. The Lugano item has been

subject to forgery and reference was made to the excellent illustrations of this in Alex Newall's book on forgeries.

The extra charge demanded by the post office for uncertain airmail services did not prove popular and led to its

virtual collapse, especially as postal services by rail were so reliable. The early use of Zeppelins was not very

successful and their survival could be attributed to their mail carrying and some good commercial promotion. On

show was an item dated 12/15 Oct 1924 for the first America flight by airship ZR 3, later named 'Los Angeles' and

built for the USA as part of World War I reparations. At this date there was no contractual postal arrangement with

Switzerland so Swiss stamps were used for the cost of the land part of the journey and an additional fee collected

and acknowledged with a German stamp for the flight This arrangement continued until 1929 so mail on the first

flight of LZ127 'Graf Zeppelin' during 11/15 Oct 1928 also had stamps from both countries - a fine example was on

show. Indeed what followed these first two items was a breathtaking display representing many of the flights of

various Zeppelins up until 1938. Many of the covers featured the quite scarce 75c Icarus Airmail stamp which Alex

Newall regards as his favourite design.
But rather hidden at the end of the display was a most fascinating item. Dated 30 July 1939 and again with both

German and Swiss stamps because the contractual agreement had ended after 1938, there was a cover flown on the

LZ 130 "Graf Zeppelin II' to Kassel - an item rarely seen and especially one originating from Switzerland.

As 'extra' items for the evening Alex had included a few 'catapult' flights both from the SS Europa and the SS

Bremen. Used in an attempt to cut transatlantic mail times by a day, small planes were catapulted off the liners

some distance out from destination. Two covers from the SS Europa dated 1932 represented this quite regular

service, one came from a delivery of just 52 covers sent 13501an out of New York, and the other one of just 44 sent

from a distance of 1341kms - small amounts of mail and quite long distances, unusual items and very desirable.

Claude Mistely our Chairman summed up by saying that we had seen material that was rarely on view outside

Switzerland, there had been a full range of pioneer flights, comprehensive Swiss franked Zeppelin covers and these

had made a wonderful and memorable evening. Members agreed enthusiastically. JAC

The LONDON meeting also saw the return to some degree of circulation of Geoff Hubbard, the

Society Vice-Chairman. He was warmly received by all members and officially welcomed by

Claude Mistely. There have been so many versions of so many stories of Geoff's illness he

decided to produce an up-to-date bulletin. In essence he said that after two minor strokes in July,

the third was more serious. After being unconscious for over twelve hours whilst running a bath,

Geoff was found and taken to hospital!. Having hit his head very hard and been unconscious for

about three days, Geoff has been under the care of both a neurologist and ophthalmologist. The

general verdict is poor peripheral vision and no more driving. As things could get worse Geoff

has decided to work no more Stamp Fairs and indeed to take 'early retirement' - and that means

no more mail order either. Medication with side effects, a thrombosis and arthritis now mean

Geoff can take short walks only - and with a stick. On behalf of the Society I wish him a

continuing recovery and look forward to his attendance at Society meetings. JAC

COMMITTEE
MEMBERS

are reminded that
their next meeting

will be at 5.55pm for
6.00pm before the

London Meeting on
April 9th, 1997

The stock of articles has been used up.
 If you have answers to queries

or queries of your own, send them now. 
I can't believe that there is

so little information cut there. Reprin
ts will be all I can offer! P H

SALES PACKET

PLEASE SORT OUT THAT OLD BOX OF MATERIAL
PUT IT INTO BOOKLETS AND SEND WITH THE 3%

BEFORE THE END OF JUNE



Did you know? M Rutherfoord
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- that four different cancels were used for the ten stamps issued on11th February, all acceptable to collectors. The Globi 70c is a chil-dren's character, started by the Globus Department Store in Zfirich,and featured in 65 adventure books. The latest is 'Globi the Postman'.All further details in the Free PTT publication 'Focus on Stamps'.- that the FD cancel for the four attractive Roman Artifacts was usednot only in Bern, but also in Martigny, in a MPO (No. 6) for the firsttime, also for the first time covers could not be sent in for cancel-ling. The really new thing was, however, that covers handed in forcancelling having a mixture of stamps, le, old and new, would be cancel-led with the MPO date canceller, without an additional cachet (fig. 1).- that in addition to the new 70c stamp showing a 12 in figurine, heldin the Pierre Gianada Museum in Martigny, there is also the 20c stampZ 701 of 1983, in the same museum. The three-horned bronze bull's headshown on the 30c PP Z-163 of 1974, although found in 6artigny, is inthe Valais Museum in Sion. The K cancel No. 612 was also used by theMPO on this day (figure 2). Figure 3 shows the Museum on the FD cancel.- that in the January DYK I mentioned the curious printing of rolls ofstamps that were not to be used The explanation has been found; theywere used for stamping 'reply paid' envelopes. There is a greaterchance of a positive answer if a stamped envelope is enclosed, as wasdiscovered years ago by the Readers Digest. It has now taken off herein a big way, with quantities of a million and above.
- that the paper used for printing the 90c stamp in rolls of 1000 and10 000, had blue fibres in the paper; prices are now soaring for thisinteresting variety, which was at first denied by the PTT..Collectorsnow realise that hundreds of thousands of these stamps, on the returnedletters, were thrown away when received! Not yet seen on sheet stamps,or booklets, nor for the 70c rabbit. FD of the 90c coil Z887R is2.12.96.- that the discrepancies between the various KPD (Postal Districts)have now been resolved in connection with Express letters. From the letof February these letters have to carry stamps or other payment im-pressions, the Express Label alone is no longer to be considered as a'postage stamp' by itself, as it was in some places, from June 1995.- that the Postal Museum in Bern has been re-named 'Museum of Communi,,cation' as it now belongs to a Trust controlled by the Postal Serviceand Telecom. The philatelic library is now also run by this Trust. Seefigure 4 for the new K cancel.
- that the price of PTT FDC and other special covers has gone up from50c to 70c, at a guess after about 30 years, not bad at all. However,the price of complete FDCs has not increased as the previous fee of 20cfor 'sticking on' has been dropped. ,?OgrE,41,, OR% 4ttARri- that the old K cancel No .556 0 1/ 0)(1-'Cfr

we) q,of 12.5.71 has been replaced ,Lj 11•-197-11 ''`') 11.3.97-12by a new picture of one of
\ ff-FPthe old houses in Rafz, a --- -;1111111 r17

\\ 77
0)picturesque village in the 4151 rOM- °,`/

06-s 	9,0'small enclave of the Canton 6 B.of Zfirich over the river
42°

ER

'Av(ss 

 del 04;. 'enfissien n3.

-8.71.97-8Rhine. Who will discover 13.-3.97-11why the date shown in figure
•Museum für 1111111.5 was chosen as the first day Kommunikation Olgrihg .........

Nlaof use of K 556a? 4tag61W,
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TTV ,7„, CC7-- 7 from Der l c-- k S-ate

The 1984 version of the trial trints (see the jewslett
e-, Sett.'3' 1;7-

have their varieties you can seek out. These are from
 sheets perfor-

ated with a one line comb, ri
ght to left. Printed, on the ssa Tv and

dated 9.5.85. I have several sheets but only one has 
the wide and narrow

perfs, as well as these two blocks of four.
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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS - If you get this before A
pril 9th then please

enter the Society Competitions in London. I forgot t
o issue the notice

with last month's Newsletter. I have since had an ea
r infection so you

are lucky to get this issue. May 14th is 'Liechtenste
in' by R J Avery.

Our member Don Symonds has sent in this index to the
 articles in the

1996 Newsletters. There have been several previous a
ttempts to index

all the information that has been published in our 5
0 years. At the

moment I rely on my memory to find things. That the 
Society needs is

someone with access to a full set of Newsletters and
 a computor that

is able to do a comprehensive index similar to the o
ne done by our

American friends at 'Tell'. If you can hel
p please contact the Editor.

Newsletter Index 1996
Adhesive stamps, Self pg82
Agencies in Italy pg68
A.G.M. Report pg90
Animals via the post pg49
Booklets pg50
Bundesfeir pg88
Cancellations--Bern pg26,48

on French mail in Swit.pg5
on Dutch mail in Ticino pg5
machine pg36

Canton St Gallen pg16
Colis Prioritaire pg81
Consilium Philateliae pg28
Did you know pg7,15,23,31,39,47,

55,63,71,79,87,95.

Dutchman, flying pg65
Framas, new style pg33
Jubilee, Golden pg25,41,57.83.
Judicial documents, Postal charges for pg3

Labels express pg66
wartime shipping pg9

Meters, New numbering pg45
Parcel system pg67
Postmarks, Rongellen pg13
Prints , trial pg56
Red cross pg18,44.
Registration , RV pg1,40.
Routes and rates pg8
Stickers, Envelope sealing pg21
Swiss open , What was open at pg62.89.
Tax Percue-Postage paid pg58

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Grea
t Britain

- - ( pl'inhpqtpr) Ltd.. Chichester G-74
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AJy similar items
which members may
have are always
welcome for the first
page of the Newsletter,
as are articles for
the rest of the pages.
We are running short.
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SOMETHING FOR THE AIRMAIL SPECIALISTS
The Zumstein Specialised Catalogue lists provisional cancels onpage 596. Item 7 is given as 'Lausanne B14cherette Poste aerienne( 20 .Mai 1925 bis 30 .S eptember 1925,  zweizeiliger Balkenst empel ) ,schwarz oder blau' . But - this cover was posted on 20.X.25 at 7 p.m.and has the backstamp of the airport at Blecherette. The arrivalcancel of Zfirich Flugpost for 2 p.m. on the 21.X.25 and the cancel ofHeIngg for 4 p.m. all seem to support the other cancels.
Does this mean that the catalogue is wrong? If other members havesimilar covers perhaps they could find time to check them and reportany differences to the

Editor. It might also
1°pay you to check the
.-; ','"•--

dates and times of any
other covers you may „.
have which could be , . - . •outside the 'official' , ,- ' -
dates of use. - -
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PICTURE POSTCARDS by GEOFF HUBBARD.

During my last few years as a Dealer, I found that more and more

of my customers were asking for picture postcards to enhance

their Heimat collections. There was also another reason, stamp

collections were complete apart from items which were too

expensive and the same went for postal stationery and

covers/postal history.

Prices for ppc's varied quite considerably at the Fairs - from

10p to £40 or more. I found it very difficult to find any way of

knowing which were the cheap cards and which were the expensive

items.

After a while it became clear that cards of Lakes and Mountains

were more common than Street scenes, small Villages, Advertising

and cards depicting Railways and Lake Steamers (the latter only

if the name of the vessel could be clearly read).

Publishers were another field of intense interest and it soon

became apparent that spelling mistakes occurred as well as

different formats. One card I had showed the Hotel Bear, however

the inscription on the card spelt it Hotel Baer ! The most sort

after cards seemed to be those published by Julien Freres,

Geneve. Later I found this to be spelt Julien freres Geneve (no

comma and lower case f) and also Julien Freres Geneve JJG. Some

of these cards depict a large JJ where the stamp should be placed

- others the JJ is smaller and of course some without the JJ.

Most of these JJ cards are numbered on the picture side and the

quantity that one can collect is quite enormous - some say 10,000

and others think the figure could be as many as 30,000. (The

photographer often went over the border and took shots of

Chamonix or Argentiere - both in France). Sometimes the picture

was taken years apart, but from the same spot; this can be

detected from the height of the trees.

More picture postcard news will follow such as a list of

publishers which I am in the process of compiling. Perhaps things

to look out for would be useful and more importantly what should

you pay for your postcards.

PIGEON POST

Can any member
help with this
item sent in by
Colin Griffiths.

It is shown full
size and is a very
thin sheet of
paper, dark blue
in colour. The
current Baedeker
lists a bird
observatory near
Sempach.
Who has a used
example?

SCHWEIZ. BRIEFTAUBENPOST «ZUGA. ZURICH / 19. AUGUST 1934
ZUGUNSTEN DER VOGELWARTE SEMPACH

OEBR. KOHN. ZURICH
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A NOTABLE EXPRESS LETTER M Rutherfoord
This letter was posted in Lausanne on Sunday the 17th July 1949 between10 and 11 a.m. at the Station and cost 20c plus 80c extra for theExpress fee. It arrived at Bern Eilzustellung (i.e., Express Delivery)before 2 p.m. and was sent by special messenger to the adjacent townof Wabern, probably to the private address of a businessman. Themessenger would collect the 80c 'Entfernungszuschlag', i.e., the dis-tance surcharge from the recipient, hopefully a 1fr piece.This straight-line cancel I have never seen before, and apparentlyneither had Felix Ganz, but I have heard about these additional fees.This is a most tricky area for 'rates' specialists, and then to findactual examples of them.
Within the limits of the city of Bern delivery would be covered bythe 80c Express fee. There was no Sunday delivery fee then, but theWabern PO would be closed, so therefore the direct distance from theboundary between Bern and Wabern to the house at Weyerstrasse 20 wouldbe used to calculate the 'distance fee'. This I measured as 0.7km, sowith the rate at the time of 40c per half kilometre this gives 80c, asattached by the Bern Express Delivery Office and declared 'Entfernungs-zuschlag'. All correct.
Have any members similar letters in their collections, or other mys-terious Express items? Only by working out the correct rate can onereally learn how the system worked, and I am a beginner. For instance,if the 'distance fee' is known in advance, and is therefore paid bythe sender, how is this indicated to the recipient's post office?

(t 0

N4'6%
4 7...4r/n/ (WI/PIre-0

taixf RIE- PAPETERia
Y.• DEGALLIER

LAUSANNE
AV. DES44ptEs
Tr-{.. *e)

f.e

From 'Focus on Stamps' March 1997, p 15.
The Inventar Historischer Verkehrswege der Schweiz (IVS), Finken-hubelweg 11, OH-3012 Bern, will gladly provide further informationabout historic transport routes in Switzerland.

_
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MORE AND MORE QUERIES

Dennis Cairns writes to ask if there had been any response t
o the query

on page 26 last month regarding the three gentlemen- portray
ed in 1927.

(The quick answer is NO. Editor.) Dennis goes on to say, "Th
e person on

the right could (and I stress could) be Major Arnold Isler w
hö flew the

first mail service between Zurich, Bern and Lausanne in 1919
 and who

in the late 1920s became Director of Transport for the Swiss
 Government.

He it was who 'twisted the arms' of Balair and Ad-Astra Aero
 directors

to unite and form Swissair. I have compared the photo in the
 Newsletter

with a later one of Icier which a
ppears in a book I possess and there

is a definite resemblance. But I could be wrong!"

There must be other members who can help on this one?

POSTAL AGENCIES OUTSIDE SWITZERLAND - page 11 of the Februar
y Newsletter.

Mr H E Quinton writes with some observations: "The middle an
d bottom

right cds and the single-line Domodossola I had not seen bef
ore, nor

the cds of Luino. The straight-line cancels of Pontarlier ar
e different,

the top one being new to me. Has anyone the dates of use? Do
es anyone

know the reason why some Ticino cancels have 'Suisse' (Frenc
h) and not

1, Svizzere' (Italian)? Domodossola used both at different time
s. (I have

seen German 'Bellenz' on a cds for Bellinzona. Editor.)

NOW BACK TO PERFORATING SHEETS OF STAMPS. Mr K 0 Shipley has two corner

blocks of the 2ic on 3c orange (see below). One has perforat
ions through

both margins and the other has no perforations through the m
argins. On

page 214 of the Zumstein Specialised Catalogue there is a pi
cture of a

block with the perforations running into the top margin only
. Why is

this? Were there machines with different pin settings in use
 at the

same time or were they 'developed' over a period of time for
 different

printings? Is there a printing with the perforations running
 into the

side margins only? 1
/
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Wendy Lamble sent this in some time ago

and it seemed appropriate to add it in with

this batch of queries. This is the 1862

1 franc on white paper and shows a double

printing. Apart from the overall blurred

appearance 'Helvetia' has two left arms

resting on the shield. The doubling is also

obvious in the top and bottom lettering.
z_ g^, qtrnn?
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The queries keep coming in but very few answers. Articles seem to bein very short supply so what are you doing out there? Editor.
SUCHARD CARDS - Eric Lienhard reports that he has found more of these.No. 1 Schweizerpsalm; No. 3 Sempacherlied; No. 6 Ranz de Vaches de laGruyere; No. 7 Emmenthalerlied; No. 10 Min Vater ische en Appezeller;No. 12 Guggisbergerlied. He has also found six cards of a secondmusical set and two cards of a third musical set, one of which ismarked 'serie 15' Helps
Eric answers the query on page 18 of the March Newsletter saying thatthe Soldier Stamps were obligatory but there is a lot of mail withoutthem. No news yet on the 'fiscal' use of the stamp on the same page.POSTAGE STAMPS ON POSTCARDS - Ken Eadie has sent an extensive listingof these for Switzerland and says that showing stamps on cards wasillegal in a number of countries, including GB and the Empire, and USA.Nonetheless some cards got through. Copies of the list can be sent bythe Editor. Nine pages of photocopies and postage will be 65p in Stamps.BUNDESFEIER CARDS - Mr Shipley has a copy of the 1920 Lumberjacks cardwith the picture side inverted and asks if this is common? He also hastwo cards used in July rather than August of the particular year.Again he asks if this is usual?
NEWSLETTER INDEX - David Ripley has sent in an index for the issuesApril 1951 to December 1959 which he uses in conjunction with the listproduced by Mr K J H Holman some years ago.
CINDERELLAS = Mr Shipley has sent in the two vignettes or labels thatare reputedly Swiss and showing a 'recoil-powered' airship (USA 1860).The design is purple on greyish paper, German and French inscriptionsand one 'overprinted' in red 'Katapultflug'. That are they and whenwere they used?

RAKETENFLUGVPSNETT,-_,.! • NFLUrVIC-N;TTE',:,.v -La-ill& _ AllowiA411. —.
- - -' -":4+. -17111 -

'- C. - • • c>.
- -- Tm•ort ftnAl {Ara 11001

,

IS THIS DOMODOSSOLA AGAIN? - Mr Shipley has an 1879 postage due withthe cancellation shown in the drawing on
the left and asks what is the significance

4of this cancel? He also has a 20c Standing
Helvetia cancelled with two rings and with I

sy4what is presumably a date written in ink
in the centre. He asks if this is a post- f  D IL 161mark or a revenue cancellation?
INFORMATION ON CAMPIONE - Newsletter June 1995 page 42. Fred Smithhas been pursuing this question of the views shown on the pictorialset of Campione issued in 1944. He has been successful in getting areply from Courvoisier so it is possible. They have sent copies ofthe correspondence which passed between them and the Italian Consulin Zarich and also between them and the Mayor of Campione. Technicaldetails of the printing, quantities and paper used are given in aletter from the PTT. One letter solves the question of the church onthe 20c value. It is quoted by Courvoisier to the Mayor as 'showingthe quay of your charming city'. Who knows the name of the church?
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The Annual General Meeting of the Northern Group under the chairmanship of Mr. R. A.

Hoyle was held on Saturday, 5th April. In total, eight members were present with one

apology for absence. In spite of losing two members during the course of the season, one

through death (Mrs. Davis) and another (Mr. Eastwood) who now resides a considerable

distance from Leeds, the average attendance throughout the season has been on a par with

that of last year. The Chairman in his report spoke of his pleasure at occupying that post

after his many years as secretary and commented on the high standard of presentation of

material at the various displays the Group had enjoyed. He thanked all members for the

contribution each had made to the success of the programme. The Chairman for the

forthcoming 1997/98 season will be Mr. D. Whitworth. A vote of thanks was proposed by

Mr. D. Hope.
Following refreshments, which have been ably provided at each meeting by Mr. M. Proctor,

two short displays were presented by Tony Hoyle and David Hope. The former dealt with

the 1924 issues commemorating the 50th Anniversary of the U.P.U.; mint and used, blocks

and whole sheets, the various gums, stamps used on covers and cards - they were all

there, superbly mounted as always. As an alternative to Switzerland, David rang the

changes by displaying material from another small, mountainous European state, Andorra

where, it would appear, postage is paid in either French francs or Spanish pesetas. This

tiny state is now taking steps to establish its own postal authority independent of its two

large neighbours. Finally the afternoon was rounded off with an auction of members'

surplus items.
D.C.

'Cup Competition and Moore Trophy' was the theme for the LONDON MEETING held on the 9th April at the Victory

Services Club. Twelve members were present and working as three teams under the expert guidance of our

Chairman Claude Mistely judged the high quality submissions from members. Doug Houtris won the the Silver

Cup with a fine display of the perforated issue of Sitting Helvetia. Colour varieties were supplemented with

unusual postmarks and single values on cover showing correct postal rates. Revenue Stamps of Basel Stadt formed

a very different display to take the runners-up award for Fred Pickard. Fred, with his collection of Postal Marks of

Geneva, also won The Moore Trophy for postal history and for the second year running too. This was particularly

fortunate because he had forgotten to return the Trophy for the beginning of the evening! Most pleasing was the

runners-up award to Ken Reeves who had sent from the Principality his display of the Commercial Development of

Swiss Air Mail Services - the first 25 years.
Other entries featured, Tell Boy Issues, Pre-Stamp Letter 1818-62, and Lake Steamer Cancellations - Lucerne-Fluelen.

It was very noticeable to your note-taker who was also involved with the presentation aspect of the entries, how

much improvement there had bee over the last three years. Another fine evening with Claude giving a warm vote

of thanks to all who had submitted entries. JAC

RARE STAMPS OF THE WORLD
The second "Rare Stamps of the World" exhibition
will take place again at CLaridges Hotel in London
on July 24/26, 1997.
It pnzents a unique opportunity to sec selected
items from the worlds greatest stamp and postal
history collections.
It has again been arranged in response to the

accolades received after the inaugural event in

— 1995. A group of the UK's leading auctioneers and
dealers, who will have a wide range of items
available for sale, will be present.

The organisers have invited collectors from
throughout the world to exhibit rare and valuable
"Gems" from their collections, without the

constraints of competition. Outstanding material
from the collection of HM The Queen and The
Nation Postal Museum will also be displayed.
The 1997 event will have increased floor space and
a greater number of exhibits. The organisers are
confident that with the stunning setting and superb
facilities of Claridges, that they will yet again
create the wonderful philatelic ambience for the
three days of "RARE STAMPS OF THE WORLD"

SENSATIONAL OFFER

In 1984 the Weather Cock Fr .2.50 stamp was
issued on paper without phosphor coating
(emergency printing - this paper was reserved
for printing Luxembourg stamps).
This elusive stamp catalogues $32.50 (£20.00
approx.) (Zumstein Fr .50.- ).
A most fortunate purchase enables us to offer

our clients an EXCEPTIONAL BARGAIN as

follows:

Single used copies £ 6.75
sheet margin copies £ 7.75

Used copies in horizontal pairs £17.00

ORDER NOW!

Prices include VAT and Postage but to avoid

the work of invoicing, debit and credit
bookings etc. on these small amounts please
pay by cheque with order.

No Credit Cards Please!

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR
P.O. BOX 242, LONDON N2 OYZ

Tele: 0181 348 0296 Fax: 0181 347
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord
- that on the 21st April the renovated Zurich Sihlpost opened its coun-ters. When built in 1930 it had been the most up-to-date PO in Europe,with a degree of mechanisation that exceeded all others in the handlingof bags, parcels and containers. At the official re-opening of thatpart in 1992 we were told that the technical jump of 1930 had not beensurpassed.
- that the SVPS have issued their newest, 4th, Supplement to their two-volume Handbook on Machine Cancellations, covering May 1994 to December1996, looseleaf A4, in German and French. In 34 pages all such cancel-lations are shown; there is also a new list of town dies, in 48 pages. di,Price CHF 28-, including foreign post & packing. (Details ring Editor. )14- that in a few months if you are searching for a telephone, look for'Swisscom', that is the new name.
- that the new sorting installation in Winterthur has started trials,with the official start set for 1st June 1997. The code No. is 26. Fol-lowing the usual clockwise numbering, which started with number 1 inGeneve and ends with Bellinzona as No. 30. This applies not only to thepostcode and postal districts (I - XI), but also to the Swiss ArmyInfantry Divisions, however, that is a military secret.- that the Swiss 'RSPCA' carried out tests with dummy animals to proveto the PTT that their methods were not good enough, although clearlystated. (See my article in the July 1996 Newsletter.) However, this typeof Express parcel applies to less than half a percent, and that mostlychicks are sent (30%), followed by other birds, mice, rats, snakes,guinea pigs, fish, bees, and rabbits. In all about 85 parcels a day.- that details of new stamps and other information can now be called upon htp://www.post.ch . Note that www does not mean 'world-wide waiting',as some suggest. 'Focus on Stamps' is easier and cheaper, in fact free!- that a centenary missed on 1st May 1994 was that of 'Bernese Time' asa hundred years before this was abolished and replaced by 'CentralEuropean Time'. Until then the train system of each country used thelocal time of its own capital as a base. Until the trains came, everytown and village used it's own local time exclusively. There was noneed for anything else.

- - that the local publicity slogan shown below (No.3.94) was withdrawnon 27.10.75, and the 'summer' slogan on 30.9.75, both to be replacedby No.3.180 on 28.10.75. Now, suddenly, it has been reborn, without anyannouncement or explanation (it was probably found in an old drawer).There is no peace for catalogue editors! Note the printed 'A' which isoften seen on covers today . ,!--rizr , •
cny, I 1\1

1 •N`l? Orincielwaid

SALES PACKET
a 7 in

fur frohen —'" aser-
VVintersport

• *7 1

PLEASE SEND YOUR MATERIAL AND it
3V/6 If enough members are interested

then arrangements will be madeE3EEFIC)REE THE END OF JUNE for this supplement to be avail-
 able for £12.50.
Do not send money to the Editor.
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS by Derrick Slate ( continued from p 24 March 1997)

ALPINE POST ETC ( VARIOUS SCENES ),.. 7 LARGE SIZE ( SHEETS )
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Inscription:
Designer:
Printing:
Paper:
Sheet Size:
Pane Numbers:
Picture Size:
Printing Dates on Sheets
Sheet Control Numbers:
Sheet Inscription:

See below

Photogravure
Chalky Ordinary
25 ( 5 horizontal rows x 5 vertical rows )
None
45 x 253/4 mm
None
None on sheets seen
SCHWEIZERISCHE ALPENPOSTEN POSTES ALPESTRES SUISSE POSTE
ALPINE SZIZZERE on each side of sheet

1958 PHOTOGRAVURE — CHALKY ORDINARY PAPER — THICK BROWN GUM

A Blue
Violet
Green (light & dark)
Brown (light and dark)

NOTE:
Background — Various Tones
Margins — Wide and Narrow

( 25 different scenes as numbers 580 to 604)
( 25 different scenes as numbers 580 to 604)
( 25 different scenes as numbers 580 to 604)
( 25 different scenes as numbers 580 to 604)

VARIETIES:
No. Aa Dr Blade flaw along top sheet margin
No. Ca Green screen missing/very weak
No. Cb Dr Blade flaw No. 4/3 in sheet (fourth row down, third print along)

Content of the sheet in alphabetical order:

Notes: — Where there are more than one print with the same title, a comment has been added in brackets

580
581

— The numbers in brackets are the position in the sheet (left to right)

Brig (15) 593 Rosegtal
Franches — Montagnes (24) 594 Schneeraumung am Julier

(3)
(8)

582 Gandriastrasse (road through tunnel) (23) 595 Silvaplana (5)
583 Gandriastrasse (road & lake) (21) 596 Simplon (old car on road) (16)

584 Grimsel (11) 597 Simplon (bus) (18)

585 Grimselstausee (9) 598 Simplon (road & mountain) (19)

586 Guarda (7) 599 Soglio (6)

587 Klausenpass (25) 600 Stalden (wallis) (17)

588 Locarno — Monti (22) 601 Susten (road & snow on mountains) (12)

589 Maloja (4) 602 Susten (road & tunnel entrance) (10)

590 Nufenen (2) 603 Susten (hairpin bends) (13)

591 Pian S. Giacomo (1) 604 Susten (road & tunnel through cliffs) (14)

592 Rivaplana (20)

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
- —
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THE FIRST STEPS OF SWISS AIR MAIL Alex Newall

Original l y published in the Berner Briefmarken Zeitung December 1996
Switzerland was one of the first countries to issue official airmail stamps. Almost every
issue had its own purpose, the Swiss Postal Authority has never consciously exceeded the
necessary quantities and the same Authority stopped issuing airmail stamps as soon as, in
their opinion, the overwhelming use of airmail services made them unnecessary.
Meticulous attention was always paid to the quality of paper, print and design, making
many of the stamps into masterpieces of miniature art.
Thus, when collecting Swiss airmails you develop a feeling of an underlying honesty, of
dealing with a concise, defined number of items, well made and beautiful in design. One
way or another we hope to describe them all.

•,;',' -,•'-.7.4•1:1k;,',..421ft.1. .•

•

Our today's contribution, however, deals with an exception: The 1919 issue. We can
describe it as the first careful step of the Swiss Post into the unknown territory of air

a iservces.
The Swiss idea of "armed neutrality" throughout WWI led them to manufacture their own
aircraft to serve their own Air Force. The Swiss possessed by the end of the war well
over 100 Haefeli DH3 double-decker aircraft operating from two bases, one in Dilbendorf

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL I 51st year I No. 6 1- pp 41-48 I London June 1997 1 ISSN 0951-0001
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near Zürich and the other near Lugano in the Canton of Ticino. One of the tasks of Major

Isler, in charge of the Diibendorf Squadron, was to send regular reports to Bern and he

decided to use some of the compulsory exercise flights of his squadron for this purpose.

He obliged some of his friends by taking a few of their letters and messages without

realising that he acted against the strict monopoly of the Post. The Postal Authorities

acted almost at once and succeeded in having the Air Force Squadron's service declared

official. They hoped that the move would have a triple result: it would re-state their

monopoly rights, it would provide a first hand experience of introducing air transport to

postal services and, hopefully, it would produce a new source of income. In due time they

were proved right on all counts.
500 000 stamps of the 1908 green "Sitting Helvetia" 50ct issue were overprinted with the

crest of the Swiss Air Force and distributed to Post Offices throughout the country on 23

April 1919 (Illus. 1).
Trials were flown by pilot Ackermann from Diibendorf on 14, 15, 20 and 23 April 1919

and these carried very few unstamped service letters.

Airmail cancellations were applied at a number of Post Offices already on 24 April, but the

letters were forwarded on the first flight on 30 April 1919.

The agreed route led from Zürich (Dübendorf) to Bern, Lausanne and back and it

remained so until 1 September 1919 when it was extended to Geneva. The service

survived until 31 October 1919 when it was closed for the winter months, never to be

reopened again. It was found economically not viable.

50cts was in 1919 a considerable amount of money and the thrifty Swiss found that it was

too much for a service which did not guarantee timely delivery and left the possibility of

the letters not being delivered at all.
During the whole period of six months only some 23 000 stamps were used on flown

letters. What happened to the remaining 477 000 overprinted ones?

On the one hand the official validity of the 50ct overprinted stamp was to expire in 1923,

on the other no flights took place after 31 October 1919 and the Swiss Post Office official

publication PTA 44/61 stated clearly that the stamps were to be used exclusively as an

airmail fee. It must be said that there is evidence that the instructions were not always

obeyed (see Illus. 1).
A Mrt172l/ there are nlentv cif stamns mint and used-to-order to be found today. t=2"
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If you enjoy solving puzzles, try this one:

The first flight on 30 April 1919 carried some 3 000 covers which left 20 000 lettersposted during the following six months. How can we explain that these are valued atapproximately Sfr325 each whilst the remaining 477 000 (more common in the ratio of 25to 1) mint and cancelled to order stamps are catalogued at Sfr200 and Sfr225respectively?

What you have read so far should serve you as an example of different aspects of a studyof the background of an aerophilatelic event which should not prevent you from extractinga tremendous amount of pleasure and satisfaction from collecting.
Finding and identifying covers flown on any of the ten different stages of this service, the"early entries" (those cancelled before but carried on the first flight), examples oftransgressions against the Post Office ruling and, of course, the stamps themselves, mintand used, single and in groups, apart from the unavoidable fakes and the mode of theirrecognition.
The latter may be made into a study itself. Investigation of fakes and forgeries requires aconsiderable amount of attention to detail, a lot of exact measurement and, above all, aquantity of comparative material.
There exist a number of faked overprints of the issue under discussion. The best knownare the so-called "Kull" fakes and there are supposed to exist some 500 of them. They arecomparatively easy to spot by measuring the crest wing-tip to wing-tip and checking thetotal length of the propeller thus:

Genuine Faked
Wing-tip to wing-tip 18mm 19mm
Across propeller 14mm 15mm

Another 'QUESTION' for members from Michael Rutherfoord
To which place is this airmail letter, dated 9.V.40, addressed?(Red cancels in all four languages.)

„._
(f. ,,,,,, .1 Xztte4t-ahe4z,/ .7 .
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ANSWERS TO SOME OF YOUR QUERIES and more queries

Pigeon Post - Michael Rutherfoord writes "In Sempach ther
e is a large

and successful centre for all types of bird watching. So 
this letter is

certainly one of their ways of raising money in 1934 at 
the big Garden

Exhibition held in Zurich in the August. 'ZUGA' stands fo
r Zürich Garten

Austellung. See also the slogan used in 1933, the only on
e used.

7Befördert mit Brieftaube' indicates that the 'letter' was
 carried by a

pigeon. Perhaps the purchaser at the show wrote in the ad
dress and then

his address on the rear. The 'letter' was then wrapped up
 tightly and a

pigeon took it back to it's home base in Sempach. There a
 stamp was added

and cancelled by the PO, and the flattened out letter was
 put in a trans-

parent stiff cover. One must find a used example to suppo
rt this theory.

4.1.70
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30. 5.33 - 31. 7.33 IA

BESUCHT DIE(ZOGA,
GARTENBAU-AuSSTELLUNG

IN ZURICH

24. VI 
•
17. IX. 1933

Zürich 1 51 3.0

Actual slogan used Extract from SVPS Handbook on Machine

Cancellations, No. 4.1.70, used from
30.5.33 to 31.7.33 at Zffrich 1 only.
Crown typr A, German text, 5th used in

Zurich (of which there are 12 versions,
given in Vol. 2), left of the slogan.

Value 3 points, say CHF 3-

Mr H L Katcher of the Amateur Collector writes to say th
at the Pigeon

Post cover is private but scarce. A couple of years ago h
e saw one in

an auction for £40.00, and it sold!
Mr Katcher adds that Wendy Lamble's Sitting Helvetia is 

A.C. No. 36/11

Zumstein Specialised Catalogue 36.1.12.

1920 Bundesfeier Card - Geoff Hubbard replies 'Concerning the query made

by Mr K Shipley on an inverted Bundesfeier card surely a
n additional

question must be raised - what is inverted? If the card 
is held in the

right hand at the eastern side of the picture and 
then turned over so

that east meets west, in my opinion the stamp should b
e at the top of

the card. However, if the card is held at the southern en
d and turned so

that south meets north, the stamp will be at the bottom.

Both of my cards show the stamp when turned from east to
 west. It should

be remembered that the printing was done separately, and
 the picture is

litho and the printing is letterpress. I have seen cards
 that are inverted

however, only a lot of research will determine which is n
ormal.

Ernest Jones writes that these Bundesfeier cards were is
sued during July

as well as in August, with their franking validity (as r
epresented by the

impressed stamps) expiring on 31.12.1942, exceptions being the Peace

stamp card Z 28 (30.4.1920) and the 1935-1937 cards (the impressed frank-

ing on which may still be valid?). If used, the cards are
, of course,

desirably collected with 1st August cancels of the same y
ear.

RAZOR BLADE CANCELS a question from Don Symonds. He ask
s if

he has found an, as yet unrecorded, type or was there a 
typing

error when the list issued in the Newsletter of May 
1993, p 35

was prepared. He has a St. Gallen BR?. EXP. with 10 bars to
p

and bottom, in all other respects the same as No. 10.01.
--, tn p

rImmAnt. 
photoco

py shown right.
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MIDPEX an exhibition and stamp fair for National/Specialist Societies
is being held on Saturday 28th June 1997 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
the Midland Sports Centre for the Disabled, Cromwell Lane, Tile Hill,
COVENTRY. The Society is participating in this event and will have a
meeting point at Display 27 in Hall 2 for all members who attend. In
addition there will be over 40 dealers. By car coming from south or
north it is on the west side of Coventry off the A45 ring road for
about 2 miles. The Grid reference is 275 775. Further information from
Mervyn Benford, Cloudshill Cottage, Shutford, Banbury 0X15 6PQ.
Bring a friend and persuade him or her to join our Society!
LAUSANNE-Blecherette, first page last month. It seems that Zumstein
is not infallible. Dennis Cairns and Ernest Jones both point out that
the Swiss Airmail Handbook gives the period of use as 20.5 - 31.10.25.
The date on the cover, 20.X.25,,falls within this period. However, the
circular cancel on the back flap is stated to have been used both as
a temporary cancel and as a sender's mark only until 14.10.1925. Is the
Airmail Handbook wrong or do you have a theory or the answer?
SOLDIER STAMPS p 37 last month. Both Michael Rutherfoord and Ernest
Jones have written to correct Eric Lienhard. It seems they were never
obligatory. Regulations required them on the back of the envelope, if
at all. They were issued to raise funds for the families of the soldiersof a unit. Officers usually got the normal pay from the firm which
employed them; soldiers only got a couple of francs 'tobacco money' and
nothing from their employer, with possible exceptions. This caused a
lot of distress and selling these stamps to philatelists helped the
families. In 1942 the Army Council realised that the designing, printing
and selling was becoming a major activity of the Swiss Army in the
field, so it was reduced to practically nothing. As an express excep-
tion to PIP rules such Swiss stamps may now be exhibited in official
exhibitions. Correctly - if one can say that - used on cover, properly
addressed, with sender's name and address, they form part of postal
history. Never buy (at a high price) unaddressed covers, or with a
printed address, they were made by those units which brought the whole
thing into disrepute, sadly.

DOMODOSSOLA - Ernest Jones reminds us that Herr Gervasi records the
mark DOMO / DILIG? SUISSES in the table on page 67 of the September
issue of the Newsletter in 1988 and it was an early authorized mark
for the Domodossola Agency. The query last month from Mr Quinton
should have read 'Does anybody know the reason why some Italian cancels
have SUISSES (French) and not SVIZZERE (Italian)? Domodossola used both
at different times.' As Editor I then raised the question of why the
use of German BELLENZ for Bellinzona. Les Stiles has sent a photocopy
of the cds BELLENZ EXPED for 6.1.71 and Bob Johnson has sent in more
strange items. PC from Yens (VD) in 1914 to London with Chiasso-Lettres
Transit and Geneva to Edinburgh (England) with the same cancel in 1913.
Bob encloses photocopies of Various cancels from the Ticino including
internal non-postal ones showing 'Direction des Postes'. Other postal
ones include EXT MESS for SPED LETTERE and CAISSE POSTES from Bellinzona,
Could it be that French was the requirement of the UPU?
The other query about double circle cancels - Don Symonds refers me to
the October 1971 Newsletter. Page 65 shows a block of 20 3c cancelled
with a single circle and hand-written date. The article states that
both double and single circle cancels are usually found on stamps on
parcels; also sometimes used as replacement cancels during repairs.
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The LONDON MEETING of 14th May was held at the Victory Services Club with an

attendance of 10 members and 1 visitor, and they were treated to a wonderful display

and presentation of LIECHTENSTEIN by Bob Avery.

He started by giving a brief history of the Principality and the family tree of the ruling

Princes who were of Austrian descent. Liechtenstein was formed by the Estates of

Schellenberg and Vaduz, and the two territories were joined together in 1719 and

given the title of "Imperial Principality of Liechtenstein." It is a peculiarity that the

country got it's name from that of it's rulin g dynasty.

We were treated to a feast of early postal history, the earliest example dated 1742,

including many letters from members of the Royal family. From 1850 - 1912 the

stamps and postal stationery of Austria were used, and we were shown many

examples. In 1912 Liechtenstein issued its own stamps, but these were used

concurrently with Austrian stamps until 1921. From 1st February, 1921, the

Liechtenstein postal service was transferred to the Swiss Administration and the

currency values were changed from Austrian Heller and Kronen to Swiss Rappen and

Francs.
An unusual piece of postal history occurred during the First World War, when, to

short circuit the Austrian postal censorship, a messenger service was instituted across

the River Rhine between Sevelen in Switzerland and Vaduz. This was never officially

authorised, but a sticker was printed, inscribed "Schweizer Post Vaduz" and affixed to

letters against a small fee. A mint specimen of this label was shown.

We were shown a vast array of Air mails including covers of Zeppelin post, which

included a first day letter and card to New York by the Airship "Hindenburg" on the

1st May, 1936. Catapult post included a flight from the Liner "Bremen"when en route

to New York. Also postcards, including a very scarce set of 6 showing various views

of Liechtenstein dated July, 1930 of which only 2,600 of each were printed.

Among the many other items were Officials, Fiscals, Income Tax Stamps and Frama

Labels.
Claude Mistely extended a warm vote of thanks for an exceptional display, and said

that it was a fitting conclusion to our Golden Jubilee Year.

Members were delighted to see Geoff Hubbard at this meeting, looking better and

stating he was feeling much healthier J.C.S

SALES PACKET

* * * * * CHANGE OF SECRETARY — WITH 16/MEDIATE EFFECT * * * * *

Geoff Hubbard takes over from Derrick Slate

Please send your material and 3% to Geoff at:

8 Westcroft Close, LONDON NW2 2RP

(Telephone:01 717 94 80 78)

BEFORE THE END OF JUNE

PACKETS WILL BE POSTED EARLY AUGUST. IF YOU WILL BE AWAY
DURING AUGUST/SEPTEMBER. PLEASE LET ME KNOW

THANKS.

The new Part 8 (Italy & Switzerland) Stanley Gibbons

catalogue is due to be published on 27th June.

Members of the Society are able to purchase a copy

for the reduced price of E16.95 post free through

Stanley Gibbons Publications at Ringwood and not
the London shop. The normal retail price is E19.95.

However the offer is only available on a special form

to be included in a future Society Newsletter. JAC

THE EDITOR has been given an IBM

'golf ball' electric typewriter.

If any one has carbon ribbons or

golf balls hidden in a drawer

that they do not want they will

be of great use to the Newsletter.
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Did  371)11 know? ii Hutherfoord
- that the Swiss Communist Party (PdA), so far, is contesting the
split up of the PTT, as they are trying to get the 50 000 signatures
necessary by tie 21st _i.ugust 1997. If successful the issue must cone
before the whole electorate in a referendum.
- that in the St. Gallen postal district customers are now offered
another PO service, namely motor car licence plates. In Switzerland a
car owner has his number for life, whatever the cars, and it belongs
to the state and is, in effect, proof that insurance is paid up too.
If I go on holiday outside Switzerland I can give up my licence plates
to get a reduction, or if I am in hospital (except if my wife wants
the car). If successful this useful service will be extended. (In the
canton of Vaud it was the cow bell maker in Bulle who also stamped out
the number plates for the authorities. Ed.)
- that Switzerland has 364 POs, each serving on average 1919 persons
living in anarea _of. 2igures for the UK and USA are 19 . 03,50 087; 2978, 5204; 12, 187. Switzerland having the smallest area per
post office of all the countries listed.
- that from 27th June to 2nd November 1997 there is a special exhibition
in the 'Museum of Communication' (previously called the Postmuseum) in
Bern on 150 years of co-operation between SBB and PTT, philatelically.
Originally a great deal of all letter sorting was done, most efficiently,
in the TP0s. Today there are virtually none on the SBB routes. Only
between the 14 automatic sorting centres are the bags of sorted mail
transported by rail. To these centres from the surrounding POs the
daily load of letters and parcels is taken by road transport & return.
- that this has the benefit that the trains are no longer held up
during the loading and unloading of the mail bags, and that the route
can more easily pick up mail from nearby POs. This has caused the alter-
ation of a number of postcodes recently to suit the new system. However,
there is more pollution along the roads!
- that between the special cancellations shown below lies a great deal
of Swiss aviation history. Swissair bought five DC-4 machines, in fact
some of the last to be made by Douglas, and they were registered as
'HB-ILA/E/I/0/11 1 . HB/ILI made the first flight in 1947, but they were
hardly used on the North Atlantic route until 1949. ThEL 1947 special
stamp (Z42) shows HB/ILA in error. In Europe they were not popular
because of the lack of a pressurised cabin. But Swissair caught up in
August 1951 when they were the first to fly the Atlantic with new DC-6Bs.
- that a clear proof of the honesty of the PTT is shown in the other
figure. This normal letter was franked '1.70' instead of only 90c for
an 'A' letter (1.70 would have been for an oversized letter). This
over-payment was noticed in Glattbrugg (I went to check!) and the
account of the. owner of machine No. 85745 was duly credited with 80c!
I had once found the example of a small rubber stamp shown in the other
cancel but had never tried to find out what 'RM' stood for. Now I know:
' Rfickmeldung erstellt' is 'back payment made'. Sometimes I have seen a
manuscript 'IT erst.' for the same reason. The cancel is in black.
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PICTURE POSTCARDS by GEOFF HUBBARD PART TWO

Before I continue, please may I ask
 you NOT to send any

correspondence to my P.O.Box - now that I 
have retired, I have

cancelled the box.

In Part One, I made reference to Jullien F
rères, I must point out

that there are TWO "L's" in Jullien. How
ever does anybody know

why some cards have J.J. on the non pictu
re side ? My suggestion

is that there were two people who shared
 a common surname -

Jullien, but am I right ? If my guess is 
correct, then we revert

to the same original question - why are
 some cards minus the

J.J.- perhaps one sibling joined the Com
pany at a later date ?

Cards that I also found to be very popula
r were those depicting

Chillon Castle, at one time I had mor
e than 250 different

exterior views and about 75 interior vie
ws - I know that there

are many more. Cards showing people eithe
r inside or outside are

far more desirable items. Not all were 
published by the same

Company, although some are identical since
 it would appear that

the negatives were obtained from the orig
inal source. Collecting

Chillon can be very interesting since one
 can expect to see many

"changes" in a 700 year old fortress. Apar
t from looking for the

height of the trees, a reference to sh
ots taken at different

times; look also at the roof. Similar sho
ts may have what I call

flat tiling and others could have the
 ripple effect tiles.

(Renovation must be done sometime !) Prices
 can go as high as CHF

60. at Auction for pre 1900 cards.

Cards dated or issued before 1904 (or th
ereabouts) do not have

a divided back - that is to say one part 
for the address and one

part for the message. Some of these card
s were charged Postage

Due since it was considered to be a fo
rm of letter. When the

senders realised what was happening the
y erased the word Post

Card or the equivalent and replaced the 
erasure with the German

word Drucksache or the commensurate Frenc
h word. The Post Office

appeared to accept this or perhaps the
 Post Office made the

suggestion in the first place.

Finally for this part, look out for c
ards published by H.

Guggenheim et Co - Zurich. Apart from bein
g pretty they are often

embossed cards; a whole series was produ
ced depicting Cantonal

costumes and there are some to be found 
showing Cantonal flags.

No doubt there are others, perhaps s
omebody can advise me on this

point.

A REMINDER FOR MEMBERS - Small advertisement
s can be put in the Newsletter,

Sales or Wants. Don't forget that if you are
 speaking or giving a display

at a local society then advertise it in the 
Newsletter. Recruitment is on

the list of Priorities this year - we want to
 reach 500 members!. Who do you

know that collects Swiss and would benefit f
rom membership?-

LIBRARIAN - The Society still needs someone 
to take on the post of Honorary

Librarian. I can think of many advantages in
 having so much reference material

to hand. The Librarian also receives the phi
latelic magazines shortly after

publication. It seems that it only needs spa
ce for some 15 to 20 running feet

of shelf space and the ability to send out b
ooks on request. Someone with a

bit of experience of cataloguing can easily 
handle the job. If we are unable

, to find a Librarian the Society's valuable 
collection may be sold, or stored.

Seen in an American auction list - PTT List 
of Post Offices, 1965 issue in

Ger/Fr/It.- $4.001 Strange as it is issued e
very year at CHF2.00 and I give

my old ones away to people who don't want th
e latest version. Ed.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
- - T rhirhecter CB
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TURITG for ZURICH (Question on p 43 of the June Newsletter)
Michael Rutherfoord says "that a clue was in the street name as theLimmat river runs through atria... This letter, coming from Samedan,was addressed in Romansch, which at that time was certainly an exception.As some quetions have been raised concerning the articles in the News-letters of September 1994, November 1994 and January 1995 (TientsinLetter) I will try and answer them here.
The PTT announcement for 17.4.40 gave details of these special flightsto raise money for the Red Cross and the National Defence Fund. Beloware shown the special cancels to be used, in red, applied at the 16collection points (as well as their own cds, in black, without time,to cancel the stamps to a minimum value of SftGerman: Sion, Bern, Biel, Solothurn, Basel, Aarau, Luzern, adrich,Frauenfeld, St Gallen; total cancels 21 507.French: Geneve, Lausanne, Fribourg, Neuchatel; total cancels 11 514.Italian: Bellinzona; total cancels 9091.

Romansch: Samaden; total cancels 15 802.
In Virich 5188 covers were processed, but only 885 in Biel. Samaden,because of the Romansch canceller (only the third one) had the most.Senders could state which of the 16 Field Post Offices listed shouldapply their black cancel (also without time): 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17,20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 30, 31, & 37. This was to be noted on thecover front, top left corner (see p 2,January_1995), and I am. sure_ anote on a separate sheet would also have been acceptable. However, thismakes 256 possible combinations!
According to the Luftpost-Handbook 12 aircraft took the covers,57 824 in all, to Bern-Belp, where the bags were sorted, then flown tothe 16 FPOs for cancellation on the same day. FPO 25 cancelled 13 252letters, possibly because this cancel was used for the undeclaredcovers, the lowest number were by FPO 16 with only 1180.The next day, Friday 10th May 1940, Germany invaded the Law Countriesand France. The Swiss mobilised fully and, within hours, manned thefrontiers, especially around Basel: (Further comments overleaf.)
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More on TURITG - Norman Thompson wrote to say he thought it was Ulrich

because after de-mob from the RAF in 1948 he spent 2 weeks climbing in
the Engelhorner near Rosenlaui and had to stay the night in Nrich on

the way home. He stayed in a small hotel in Limmatstrasse, which was

alongside the main station. Our Romansch scholar, Richard Howard, wrote

to say that it was one of the Romontsch forms of Zerich. Bob Johnson

felt it came from the Graubunden and had Limmatstr. in the address so

must be Ulrich. There is an official list of the names of Swiss towns

in each of the four official languages, but letters still go astray.

PERFORATING SHEETS OF STAMPS p 36 May 1997
No replies on this yet although someone must

have an idea of what went on in the early days

of perforating stamps. Les Stiles has sent in

this copy of a pair of 5c orange which show yet

another variation on the theme. If you know why

there are these differences then share it with

the rest of us, please.
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FRENCH on cancels of the Italian Postal Agencies has now extended to

the rest of the Ticino. Bob Johnson has sent examples of 'Direction

des Postes' for Bellinzona and 'Exp. Let' & 'Caisses Postes' also for

Bellinzona. Les Stiles sent a nice 'Bellenz' cancel for 1871 and it is

suggested by Michael Rutherfoord that some 'educated' Bernese supplied

the canceller to an 'uneducated' Ticinese! The double circle cancels

were also featured on the front of the July 1988 Newsletter along with
the modern wavy line ones in use at present. Quite difficult to find.

Stuart Mackenzie sent in copies of pages from his collection showing

these cancels on foreign and Swiss stamps. Keep looking.

Mrs G Davies asks if anyone
cover were and what is the

knows who the sender and recipient of this
significance of the date 3rd May 1932?
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PIONEER FLIGHTS 1913 by Evert Poel. Reprinted, with permission, fromJungfraupost, journal of the 'Studiegroep Zwitserland, Nederland', andtranslated by R S Johnson. (Continued from October 1996, p 77.)
THE SION FLIGHT OF 1913
Introduction - the flight It is not for nothing that the town of Sion,capital of the canton of Valais, was a serious contender for theOlympic Winter Games of 2002 (and now still makes an attempt to winthe games for 2006).
It is a town with a long history (there are Christian inscriptionsfor the year 377 in the town hall!) in a fabulous setting in the Rh/Onevalley with a view of the mountain chain of Mont Blanc and of MonteRosa and the Matterhorn. It has a very enterprising town council andSion is the central point of S W Switzerland.
This is the way it is now and was already so in 1913 when the placeshad to be designated for the pioneer flights for the benefit of theNational Air Fund. Sion threw itself into organising the meeting onWhit Sunday 11th May. Three flyers were ready to take part: 0 Bider,A Maffei and E Taddeoli. Bider would fly from Bern over the BerneseAlps to Sion and carry out the mail flight the following day. Theweather was so bad that he put off the trip and the meeting was post-poned till Sunday 18th May, a week later. The public, which knewnothing of this, was kept occupied with short flights by Maffei andTaddeoli. Bearing in mind the sudden postponement it is surprisingthat the vignette bears the correct date of 18th May 1913. Perhapsvignettes were produced with the date of 11th May, but =thing isknown of this or of printing proofs. In any case the printer worked quickly and even adapted himself the vignettes onthe day itself, 18th May, but more on this later.

,  
Bider finally succeeded on Tuesday 13th May in
flying from Bern over the Alps and landing at Sion.On Sunday 18th May he made the mail flight with

,

%40AY :!
"1
 one passenger to Sierre (Siders) and threw the mail

b JOURNEE VAIAISAfiNE

- SION 18 MA11913

•.•\. 
bag (with 1496 postal items) down to the stationsquare in Sierre (Sierre is the second largest

cr AVIATION

50 05 50 cTs

,mrporri,
,;AgAK,

bag was attached to a tree at the start in Sion andPOSTE AEFUENNE it had served a a post box.

town in the Valais, 15km east of Sion). The mail

 Philatelic specialities The total issue of the redvignettes was 4000, in sheetlets of five rows of two. The special PTTcancel read 'Poste Aerienne 'Suisse 18.V.13. Also here the date wasadapted. Two types of paper were used for the vignettes. (This is quiteexceptional and a fact that in connection with the pioneer flights isalso only found with the Herisau label.) One sort of paper is of asmooth kind of chalk paper and the other is a matt kind of paper. Thelabel with the smooth paper had an issue of about 2800, and the mattkind about 1200. The difference between the labels is not only thepaper but also a difference in colour. The smooth label is red, whilethe matt one is dark red.
It is striking that the label with the smooth paper was used almostexclusively on the postal items. Of the 1500 or so flown postal items(mainly postcards) there are not more than ten known with the mattlabel. A flown card with matt label is a great rarity of 1913.Now how does this come about? There are two theories. The first isthat from the start the label was produced on two types of paper, thatcm.
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the type with the smooth paper was put on sale first and,
 by chance, a

sheet of the matt kind was also sold. The second theory 
is that orig -

ally only the smooth kind.

was printed (in an issue of

2800). During the post-
marking it was noticed that

the cancelling on the
smooth paper was blemished

and unclear. It was very

difficult to create a
beautiful cancel. The
smooth label was too
smooth for that. At a
certain moment it was de-
cided to ask the printer

( using the existing plate)

Postcard with the label on
to make a rougher label.

matt paper. Clearly too late
This label came just before

for the flight. Carried the the departure of the mail

same day by ordinary trans— flight. Only very few of

port to destination. the 'new' matt label ar-

rived in time to go with

i  
the mail flight. I believe,
in the latter theory. There

" . i 
1 o rdinary ' cancel. These
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., , — - .. - . . . . - , .. not very legible. And

finally I consider it
-..--

i
,,,.... -4 improbable that this label

Cover flown from Sion to was printed from the be —

Sierre. Overfranked with ginning on two different

a strip of three of the types of paper without
vignettes, there being a specific aim.

Now to the special cards which were used, including the w
ell-known Bider

cards and the special ppc of Sion with the inscription 'S
ouvenir de la

Journee Valaisanne d'Aviation Sion, le 11 Mai 1913'. On
 this card the

date was not altered. (This is an overprint on old stock 
of J.J. 24A,

Sion - Vue generale, probably pre-1904. Ed.)

Finally the label is known with a modestly occuring varie
ty (3rd & 4th

labels) with a white vertical strip through the left hand
 part of the

aircraft. This variety is known as 'broken aircraft'.

Philatelic scarcities Above all the flown card with the Sion la
bel on

matt paper, which does not show up in an illustration. Th
en follow the

single cards with the Sion label on matt paper which was 
issued too late.

Letters or cards with more than one label. Postal items w
ith label but

without normal franking: Only known for military free po
stage. Cards r=W
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with the special cancel but without the label: These items are in allprobability not flown.
Printing_proofs As in the case of most pioneer flight labels herethe printer (P Pfefferie/Sion) experimented with different colours.There are perforated colour proofs in blue, brown and scarlet preserved.These proofs are very rare, just forget about them.
What you must not forget to do is visit the town of Sion and tryeven for historical reasons for a (philatelic) famous event to enrichyour collection with a Sion label or a flown cover.

(There was an Air Day in Sion the first week in June and Bider wouldhave been surprised to see a 747 overflying the town. The Red Arrowswere also at their best in this spectacular . setting of mountains. Ed.)

PICTURE POSTCARDS by GEOFF HUBBARD PART THREE
For those of you who may have thought that I was being too fussyover the layout of Jullien Frères et Co Zurich, I should like toput a question - most if not all of you are looking for "errors"on their stamps and covers, - Ghost flaws - perforation errors -spelling mistakes - unexplained labels and no doubt others; sowhy not look for the same sort of "errors" on ppc's ?

Looking for missing full stops or comma s should also beconsidered especially as we are now in the age of the computer.Most will have heard of "surfing the web" and once an address hasbeen obtained it must be entered correctly, otherwise a messagewill appear on the screen telling you that an invalid command hasbeen entered. For those of you who have seen Tesco adverts on thebox an E.Mail address is given at the end which readswww.tesco.com - note, there is no full stop after "corn" !
Postcards can be found in black & white as well as colour and ifpublished by the same Company will be numbered the same - ifnumbering was done in the first place; so perhaps both should becollected. Also look out for the printing - litho or photo ?There can be a difference in the price.

The priting of postcards is only guess work by me, I wouldsuggest a sheet of perhaps 25 cards were printed in one go andthen cut. Proof of this (for want of a better word) can be seenby the widths of the margins. Some cards can-be found with a widemargin either top or bottom or left or right. It has been knownfor some collectors to trim these cards to look better and nodoubt some dealers have done the same on the more expensivecards.

It should be remembered that the technology for cutting in thelate 19th and early 20th century was not as sophisticated as itis today.

The BIG question is how many cards were actuall
y printed of aparticular scene and published by the same company ?How does onefind out and furthermore if a company was only in business fora short period were their negatives destroyed or sold ? It isknown that some companies joined forces - but did they then startfrom scratch as a unified force or did they share each othersfacilities; negatives, printin

g , cutting and distribution ?

More information and questions to follow next time.

http://www.tesco.com
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CUSTOMS - another cancellation query! JAC

It is pretty well known that the Swiss customs services used postage stamps as a receipt for money from tolls and

dues. Dealers have been offering an increasing number of parcel receipt cards, at increasingly higher prices, that
have examples of custom cancellations. What are not so common are the forms headed
VOLET D 'ENTREE that acknowledged the passage of cars through customs on the Swiss ,. F. ?,:f
border crossings. The few in my collection are dated within the 1930's and describe such cars , it.P" 'Sift%

as Bianchi and Talbot now no longer manufactured. All have postage stamps on the reverse
and most have a mixture of definitives and commemoratives, the 1932 Disarmament t -1. IX .,52

Conference issues being prominent. All have custom cancellations front and back, the A
cancellations usually quite clearly indicating recognisable and well known crossing points. Q I 44-
The cancellation illustrated is clearly from the Italian speaking area and perhaps I am being ,
silly but just where is the STA. MARIA crossing point? (Replies to Editor please.)
Incidentally if any member is pruning their collection of any similar items I would be interested in adding to my
collection!!!

SALES PACKET REMEMBER THE NEW SECRETARY IS GEOFF HUBBARD
Please send material for the packet and 3% to Geoff at 8 Westcroft C

lose,

LONDON NW2 2RP ( Telephone : 01 717 94 80 78) Packets will be posted s
oon.

If you will be away during August or September please let Geoff know.
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. This cover was posted in PROMONTOGNO Grison on -
;-:-.,----;.--

5.VII.78. On the back it has cancels for CASTASEGNA Grison 5.VII.78.
 After

passing the Italian frontier it reached SPLUGEN on 6.VII.78, Chur at
 noon,

7Mrirh Rt cm and Castletown in Dorset on the 8th, with 5d to pay'.
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- that the Federal Council has given the whole stamp issuing procedureto the PTT. This is a major step, but I think it has been only a 'rub-ber-stamping' duty in recent times. We will see if now more or lessstamps will be issued, and if pointless stamps of no great interest,like the two 'Town and Country' of May, will be considered. Perhaps ifthe latter pair had had better designs they would be more acceptable.- that Liechtenstein is celebrating their 125 years Railways with threespecial stamps on 27th August 1997. The Austrian Railways line fromFeldkirch to Buchs goes along 9km of line serving three stations in thePrincipality. See the little map in the Newsletter, March 1996.- that the HPO in Chur now has an automatic coding and sorting instal-lation with code 29 as expected, using one OCR ILV machine coupled toeight video desks. This is the last such plant in the grand scheme'Post 2000' to cover all of Switzerland, ie the 15th. A short articleis in preparation on the scheme, which has cost millions.- that a neat solution has been found to the problem mentioned on p 25of the April Newsletter; just designate the letter 'B mail', whichinvalidates the 'A' shown on the stamp (see below).- that I have not been able to obtain clear answers to the presentpractice with TPO station cancels for the SBB/CFF (the so-called privaterailways are another matter). I have not seen many TPO cancels lately,and that knowing that practically all sorting is done in the codingcentres, I asked at the Zftrich 'TPO' office. I was told that all letterboxes on the TPOs themselves have been locked closed for 'a number ofyears', but that each coach has a canceller still, and that letters canbe handed in for normal cancelling, if you can find someone to handthem to Many stations are no longer manned, and another source saysthat station masters do not cancel mail on Sundays now. However, thefigures below show a TPO for 21.V.97 and a station cancel of 19.5.97,a Sunday. You can now start collecting 'Last day of use' cancels, asad end to a once important and interesting area of collecting.- that the PTT announced at the end of May that they were withdrawingall additional items presently on sale at most POs, such as newspapers,magazines, greeting cards, balls of string, travel tickets, insuranceand many other things. It had all been just a big flop.- that it has been noticed for years that letters can be sent cheaperfrom, say, Austria to Switzerland, via
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the PTT as it belonged to a foreign
firm, revealed by the code number for
'returned' mail. Now another has turnedup, but printed on a cover, No. 113 MTS.(Has anyone received one here? Ed. )
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SWISS TRILL PRINTS by Derrick Slate (continued from p 40 May 1997)

ALPINE POST ETC _
••• • ..• -

( VARIOUS SCENES)
,

•"4„„, . .

— LARGE SIZE ( ROLLS )
•

Inscription:
Designer:
Printing:
Paper:
Sheet Size:
Pane Numbers:
Picture Size:
Printing Dates on Sheets:

Sheet Control Numbers:
Sheet Inscription:

See below

Photogravure
Chalky Granite (With Red & Blue Fibres)

Rolls of 60 ( 12 horizontal rows X 5 rows vertical )

None
44 1/4 x 25 1/4 mm
None
All rolls seen have numbers
DIRECTION GENERALE DES POSTES TELEGRAPHES ET TELEPHONES

A BERNE on the top margin and SCHWEIZ SUISSE SVIZZERA SWITZERLAND

on the bottom margin

1958 PHOTOGRAVURE — CHALKY GRANITE (RED & BLUE FIBRES) — BROWNISH GUM

A Blue ( 60 different scenes as numbers 610 to 669)

B Green ( 60 different scenes as numbers 610 to 669)

C Brown (shades) ( 60 different scenes as numbers 610 to 669)

Content of the sheet in alphabetical order:

Note: — Where there are more than one print with the same title, a comment has been added in brackets

— The numbers in brackets are the position in the sheet (left to right). Two blocks of 30 have been

seen, but which block comes first ?

610 Agreable Ambiance (?) 640 Lac de Bienne (?)

611 Altanca (?) 641 Lac de Come (?)

612 Berne — Gurnigel (?) 642 Le Gothard en Hiver (?)

613 Bon Voyage, Bonne Table (?) 643 Locarno (?)

614 Brigue, Palais Stockalper (?) 644 Monte San Salvatore (?)

615 Chesse — Neign en action (?) 645 Pont a 4 Voies (?)

616 Chesse — Neign (?) 646 Pres de Stalden (?)

617 Chillion (?) 647 Saas Fee (?)-

618 Col de la Fluela (?) 648 Saas Grund (?)

619 Col de la Furka (?) 649 Seebodenalp (?)

620 Col de la Maloja (?) 650 Sils Baselqia (?)

621 Col du Grimsel (bus & mountains) (?) 651 Sion (?)

622 Col du Grimsel (bus on lakeside) (?) 652 Soglio (?)

623 Col du Grimsel (view & glacier) (?) 653 Splugen (?)

624 Col du Julier (?) 654 St Gothard (view of lake) (?)

625 Col du Klausen (?) 655 St Gothard (bus on bend) (?)

626 Col du Simplon (?) 656 Swissair (pilot in cockpit) (?)

627 Col du Stelvio (?) 657 Swissair (two aeroplanes) (?)

628 Col du Susten (lake & mountain) (?) 658 Swissair (mother & child reading) (?)

629 Col du Susten (road through cliffs) (?) 659 Swissair (aeroplane in flight) (?)

630 Col du Susten (lake & bolders) (?) 660 Swissair (aeroplane in flight & clouds) (?)

631 Col du Susten (bus & lake) (?) 661 Swissair (passengers disembarking) (?)

632 Gandria (?) 662 Technique et Romantique (?)

.633 Glacier de l'Aletsch (?) 663 Tessin (?)

634 Grand St — Bernard (?) 664 Transit par le Gothard (?)

635 Haute Engadine (bus on lakeside) (?) 665 Tunnel du Gothard 1.5 km (?)

636 Haute Engadine (lake & tree in front) (?) 666 Val d'Herens (?)

637 Invitation au Voyage (?) 667 Val Roseg (river & trees etc) (?)

638 L'express du Gothard (?) 668 Val Roseg (mountains etc) (?)

639 La Suisse, Pays des Ponts (?) 669 Zermatt (?)

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain ti
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WE HAVE PIGEONS! - thanks to members. Now we need to know how many
pigeons carried how many items to where? It seems the thin paper was
folded (across the stamp) then tucked under the ring on the pigeon's
leg. August 19th was a Sunday; the machine cancel is 10-11 Monday.
How did they get these flimsy items through the machine? Were they
then put in a clear outer in the post? Was a pigeon late as the one
to Denmark is cancelled 21VII134-13?
With the one to Denmark I was sent a copy of another airmail cover

like the one shown on the front of the May Newsletter. Both it and
the pigeon item to Denmark are addressed to someone named 'Emmerich'
Some coincidence, 9 years apart - were they philatelists?
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SWISSAIR - 50 years of flying the Atlanti
c G C Robini

As members are probably aware Swissair is
 celebrating 50 years of

flying the Atlantic with flights by a Dou
glas DC4 to various parts

of the globe. The first of these took pla
ce on Friday 2nd May 1997

when a DC4 in 'Swiss Air Lines' period l
ivery left Geneva bound for

New York, with a stop-over at Shannon.

I managed to arrange a trip to Geneva to 
watch and photograph the

DC4 and other celebrations on the day. Ar
ound 11.25 am the DC4,

marked as HB-ILI on the port side and as 
ZU-ILI on the starboard,

arrived from ZUrich and taxied to the sta
nd to be met by the

welcoming party and the press. After the
 loading of fuel and the

passengers HB-ILI was removed and replac
ed by ZU-ILI as the Swiss

authorities only allow the 'HB' marking t
o be used in Swiss airspace.

About 14.00 hours the outbound Swissair 
flight SWR 110 to New

York stopped for a few minutes alongside
 the DC4 for the photo-

graphers. Shortly after 14.30 hours the 
engines of the DC4 were

started and it taxied out for take-off as
 flight SWR 4001, first

stop Shannon. As far as I know it arrive
d safely in New York and

has already carried out several other fli
ghts.

The marks ZU-ILI derive from its ownersh
ip by South African Air-

ways.•Its previous registration ZS-AUB w
as visible on the bare

metal fuselage at Geneva. The DC4, CN.42
984, was originally re-

gistered as ZS-AUB and then passed to th
e South African Air Force

as SAAF6905 before reverting to ZS-AUB w
ith South African Airways

Historic Flight. The aircraft has been l
eased to Swissair for 5

months and was delivered on 27th April a
s SAA2571 via Larnaca and

Istanbul arriving in ZUrich on 29th April
.

SALES PACKET - REMINDER 3% TO BE PAID 

WHEN MATERIAL IS SUBMITTED 

All booklets/covers sent WITHOUT the 3% total value, will be returned.

All booklets/covers sent in for the Sales Packet MUST be accompanied with a

Cheque, Postal Orders, Stamps (GB 1) to the total value of 3%
( eg. if material amounts to £100 ..... £3 is required )

THIS IS NEEDED TOWARDS THE INSURANCE

7% will be deducted on total material sold, NOT 10 %

REMEMBER - the new Packet Secretary is G
eoff Hubbard. Send your

material, and the 3%, to him at: 8 Westc
roft Close, LONDON NW2 2RP.

rNi" g c,ntp.mhpr let Geoff know!
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Where is the STA. MARIA crossing point? This question, on p 54 last
month had you reaching for your reference books, your Editor included.
First to arrive was the following from Adriano Gervasi:
"Sta. Maria is a village in the Canton of the Grisons, in the Valley

of Mlistair (in German Mlinstertal), but the spoken language there is
Romansh and not Italian. I explain: Romansh_as an official language
of Switzerland was accepted only by a popular vote of March 1996.
From 1938 until 1996 Romansh was considered as a National language,
but not official. Since 1996 Romansh is also official and is used by
the Federal Administration and by the PTT. The cancellation of Sta.
Maria, dated 1IX1932, is given in Italian because Romansh was not
official in 1932 and Sta. Maria is very near the Italian frontier,
so the PTT used the Italian language cancellation.
By the way, there are two Sta. Maria with post offices, and nine

other small localities with the same name."
Next in was the following from Michael Rutherfoord:
"Although the cancel has the text in Italian "Dogna Svizzera Sta.

Maria" I am sure the place is Sta. Maria im Münstertal, recently
changed to Sta. Maria Val Müstair. The only other Sta. Maria is 'in
Calanca' (also well worth a visit). The canceller was made, more or
less, in the twenties, and Italian was considered near enough to the
Romansch dialect spoken there, ie Ladin Vallader/Jauer. "Sta." is the
correct abbreviation for "Saint".
Although not exactly on the frontier the village covers two routes

into Switzerland; from the north east, Austria, and from the south,
Italy, over the Umbrail Pass (2501m) and Stilferjoch (2757m). There
is now a customs house near the top of the Umbrail Pass and one between
the actual frontier and the village of MUstair (the name of the valley
in Romansch). The two K-cancels, K308 and K453, show the places. In
the latter church, founded by Charlemagne (?) are the famous frescoes.
Some others have been preserved in the National Museum in ZUrich. My
Wife and I went there on our way to Austria to find the site of the
battle 'on the Calven' 1499 (PP 1940, Z No. 5), unsuccessfully, although
quite near the frontier. The picture on the stamp is that of the
statue in Chur, near the old HPO. The inscription on the base says
'an der Calven'. Is this an error on the stamp?
Not all customs offices are actually frontier posts, there...are many

inland for handling goods at factories, warehouses etc. as well as for
general paperwork. The following show some I have come across, from
PTT records, not on Stamps."

This week A Shaw wrote in to say:
"I assume that it is at Santa Maria in MUnstertal (Val Mustair), a

beautiful Romansch-speaking valley in the extreme south-east corner
of Switzerland. The village is reached by post-bus from Davos or from
Zernez in the lower Engadine over the Ofenpass (Pass dal Fuorn) 2149m.
Sta. Maria is the fourth and penultimate village down the valley,
which ends at MUstair, lkm short of the Italian border.

From Sta. Maria a narrow side road (served by one post-bus daily
from the end of June to mid-September) leads up to the highest Swiss
road pass - Pass Umbrail or Giogo di Santa Maria where there is a
Swiss customs post. The Italian customs are at Bormio, where a road
leads even further up to the Stelvio Pass (Stilferjoch) - 2757m - or
down to Bormio.

Just west of the Of en Pass there is now a third customs post, at
the north end of a 4km road tunnel leading to the Italian duty-free
enclave of Livigno. Cmw
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The postal cancels for Sta. Maria ha
ve ranged from ST. MARIA,

SA MARIA MUNSTERTHAL, SA MARIA, STA.
MARIA i.M and STA. MARIA

(MUNSTERTAL) to S.MARIA i.M. The var
iety of place name spellings in

this area of Graubunden - in German,
 Italian and Romansch - can still

be very confusing."
To add to the confusion Adriano Gerv

asi had included a map, too small

to reproduce, which showed the break
down of the Romansh-speaking

territories by dialect. It stated:"T
he Romansh language includes

Surselva, straddling the valley of t
he Rein Anteriur (Vorderrhein),

certain parts of Sutselva (Hinterrhe
in), Surmeir (Olberhalbstein) and

the Albula Valley, Upper Engadine (w
ith its Puter) and lower Engadine

and the Val Mlistair (with their Vall
ader).

The Editor got lost in various guide
 books and found many other places

with the name Sta. Maria not surprising
ly. Baedeker in 1891 mentions

S. Maria (4553') a large village and S.
 Maria (8150') the IV Cantoniera

and the Italian customs house. By 1911 
there was an Inn where dinner

cost 3 fr. Cook's Handbook of 1900 sugg
ests that it is as well to

postpone crossing the Pass just after a
 heavy fall of snow even from

June to September! The Blue Guide for 1
920 lists four hotels and says

the church bell is inscribed in Romansh
 'Dieu con nus'.

While in the Engadine Henry Towers wrot
e from the Hotel Bernina at

Samedan to say that 'Turitg' was almost
 certainly ZUrich in Romansh.

He remarks that Samedan is an admirable
 and attractive centre and

much cheaper than nearby St. Moritz. Th
e Editor can add to this a

few more Hotels to the list of ones use
d by members; Hotel Crystal

in Lausanne; Hotel Löwen in Appenzell; 
Hotel Spiezerhof in Spiez;

Hotel Baren in Wilderswil. Now who kno
ws other good hotels?

The letter on page 54 last month raised
 further questions from

A Shaw;"The route was west from Val Bre
gaglia (Graubunden) across the

Swiss border at Castasegna to Chiavenna
 in Italy and then north over

the Swiss border at the SplUgen Pass (2
133m) via SplUgen to Chur

where it arrived at noon on 6.VII.78.

As it was mid-summer I wonder why the r
oute was not east via the

Maloja Pass to St Moritz and north over
 the Julier Pass to Chur - all

in Switzerland? Do letters today trave
l from one part of Graubunden -

to the cantonal capital via Italy?"

Michael Rutherfoord adds: "Castasegna 
is 4km away from Promontogno

and on the frontier, but was the letter
 sent on a Swiss coach to

SplUgen, or did it catch an Italian coa
ch Como-Splligen at Chiavenna.

There seems to be no charge for passin
g through Italy. Perhaps the

Maloja route to St. Moritz did not exi
st at this time, the Bergel

valley being undeveloped. However, I hav
e found a note saying that the

road was improved in 1827/28, perhap
s for coaches?"

Considering that this letter was pos
ted on a Friday and arrived in

Castletown on the Monday this is better
 than the post from the Grisons

in 1997. A look at the map of the Swiss
 railways and roads of 1860,

published by Briquet et fils, Geneva, 
shows a post route from Chiavenna

to both SplUgen in 8 hours and to Silva
plana in 8i hours and on to

Chur in a further 141 hours. Thes
e times being 'heures de marche'.

TbANM must be some way of finding out i
f HMS Gorgon was in Portland.

Now we have a request for help with reg
ard to the freight rates that

were applied by the SBB/CFF between 19
13 and 1960. Member A Green says

that this was the period of use of the 
SBB Railway Stamps which were

sold to consignees of parcels and freig
ht from 1st March 1913 to the

31st May 1960 to prepay the charges rai
sed by the railway company.

A letter to the SBB archives has produ
ced a response regarding the

use to which these labels were placed 
but without any details of the

rates. He says that any fragment of in
formation concerning this matter

will be gladly acknowledged, together 
with a refund of any costs that

may be involved. If you can help in 
any way then write to the Editor

and it can be published for us all t
o learn.

Keith Shipley asks if anyone can te
ll him about the Swiss settle

ments

haC oyamnleS of the postmarks of 'N.Helvet
ica' CmP
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from Uruguay in 1911 and 'Puerto Bentoni' from Paraguay in 1920.When were they established? Were there more? Why were they estab-lished? Do they continue to exist and if-not when did they cease toexist?
Mr Shipley also asks what were the Swiss .7"---------.

C;10 .11A tril..3
Postal Fund Stamps for? The photocopy

S
,,_ E-P P40 I,is of one from Basel, brown and with . 4y4C---- ik 1 ,a value of 20 cts. When were they issued,by whom and are there others than Basel? ,1 7

ii.;-t--.40. -n••'„ ' 	-
The other illustration is of a trial 4 4rYIVIN" ,. ' -4- 

 -. .--

.print from Harrisons of the Chateau de
, • - 4 104.„. ,--2•, :i, pos . ___ 1 1 -Chillon, in sepia and lilac. Is this

	

	 r r _
-Harrison's only trial print or were

IMIkthere others? What was it for? Were . itiiiiPs.
7

\
.iiiiiiii •other firms involved? :\.1i.;-.... )- - J.

(The copies have been enlarged. Ed.),
NEW "ZURICH 1843" DISCOVERY, A MANUSCRIPT 4 M Rutherfoord
Dr Alfred Bohnenblust (CPhH) mentioned at a postal history seminarin Zürich recently that an explanation had been found for the manu-script 4 on a letter from Veltheim to Ober-Winterthur (see figure).Both these villages, to the east •and west of Winterthur respectively,
were incorporated into Winterthur VELTHEIMin 1923.
The Zürich 6 Rappen stamp was for ..-5)/e55
letters between places in the canton
of Zürich, and the Zürich 4 for use
within a town, so how come 4 Rp for
a letter between these two places,
and why was a 4 Rp stamp not used
on the 16th November 1843?

,,A/44 an"-. .404- 4: 1:,--,41,,,114.7All POs received 6 Rp stamps, but
only town POs could use the 4 Rp

•e0 •local rate stamp, as nobody in j-4•-•.-0-1.1.•'.. -a village could afford a stamp for
a letter to a house just down the
road.
But the main discovery is that
letter carriers served not only
the town, they also delivered to
the surrounding villages, at the local rate. There we have it, theirround became, in effect, a town, but there were no stamps availablein the villages so a manuscript 4 had to be used, and this had to becollected from the recipient in the old way.He had found another letter used 'across' a much smaller place inthe same way.
As one can imagine such letters with a manuscript 4 are extremelyrare (at least they did not get destroyed by 'stamp' collectors!),so, on his behalf, I appeal to all Members who might have seen onesomewhere, or have one. Send a photocopy to the Editor, please.

WANTED FOR THE SALES PACKET
Perfins on and off cover; Soldier stamps on and off cover; Railway stamps loose
and on sheets; Fiscals and Revenues.

Sitting and Standing Helvetia; Cross and Numeral; 1900 UPUs all on and off cover.

Bundesfeier cards; Day of the Stamp cards and covers; early slogan covers and
'K' cancels; Modern stamps only with fine cancels - not CIO:

THE MORE PACKETS I RECEIVE - THE MORE BOOKLETS YOU WILL SEE:

Don't forget the 3% - Send to me at 8 Westcroft Close. LONDON NW? ?RP
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"SWISS-EXPRESS" THE LATEST CHAPTER
M Rutherfoord

Express letters in Switzerland have not alwa
ys been treated by PTT

personnel with the attention to speed which t
he customer was paying

for. Due to many complaints a new label was i
ntroduced in 1977 on

which there had to be a clear hand stamp sho
wing the date and time

of acceptance by the PO (see figure 1, actual
ly designed for bulky

envelopes and parcels). The improvement was n
ot persistant, so a

computerised service with a bar code to assis
t tracking was started

in 1995. Figure 2 shows the label as received
 on the cover by the

addressee; note that this is a new version w
ith the number now on a

white background. See p 66 of the Newsletter 
of September 1996.

Now, from the 2nd June 1997 two additional l
abels have been intro-

duced under the new "Swiss-Express" scheme, 
whereby, if not delivered

on time (see the table), the sender will be 
refunded, on production

of the receipt. Note the 'English' title, a 
neutral solution. The

price remains at CHF 8.- on top of the normal
 rate, ie letters 8.90.

Hand in by

Mon-Fri am (11.15)

pm (18.00)

Saturday am (11.15)

(13.30)

Delivery in the same region J In rest Switzerl
and

late afternoon (22.00)

next day (09.00)

late afternoon (22.00)

late afternoon (22.00 Monday (09.00

( ) = times will vary from place to place sli
ghtly

(09.00) = this is well before normal deliver
y by the postman

I have not yet seen the two new labels used,
 but figure 3 shows the

insipid yellow label for daytime delivery, No
. PTT 211.52 5.97, with

space for the counter handstamp. The mauve l
abel for overnight deliv-

ery has the No. PTT 211.53 5.97, figure 4. T
hese self-adhesive labels

are issued in sheets of 14. Figure 5 shows t
he new red label which

replaces that shown in figure 2; note now Sw
iss-Express, and that the

tab has not been removed (I had it handed bac
k to me at the counter).

FOCUS ON STAMPS the collectors' magazine whi
ch you can get free from

the PTT in Bern has a number of inte
resting articles on the new issues

due out on 12th September. These include "En
ergy 2000" and a special

album of the Animal series of stamps. Detail
s are given of electric

cars to rent in the Ticino for Sfr35 per day
 - who says holidays are

expensive in Switzerland. Hotels in Switzerl
and cost less than a B&B

in Bath, and the air is purer and the street
s are cleaner! I hope the

'new' typeface is clearer for the Newsletter 
but let me have some more

articles for the Newsletter, or questions and 
queries, please. Ed.
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord
- that the long-awaited collection of 45 tables/articles in the
'Postgeschichte' on the Swiss foreign airmail rates from 1919, by
Roland Kohl, has now been issued in book form. Published by Hans
Schwarzenbach, PO Box 174, CH-8024 ZUrich for CHF 75.- (Europe B post).
There are 116 A4 pages, in German.
- that Giro holders can now have travellers cheques and foreign cash
delivered to them by post, the only cost being the registration of
the cover, CHF 5.-, as the ordering can be done by Freephone.
- that once upon a time the main Swiss export was mercenaries, used
all over Europe. The only remnant is the Pope's Guard in the Vatican,
nearly 500 years old. Two recent Vatican stamps show them in the old
uniform, supposedly designed by Michelangelo. They are all trained
Swiss Army Soldiers, familiar with modern weapons too. Otherwise Swiss
are not allowed to serve in foreign armies. The last attempt to form
a Swiss unit was by the British to help out in the Crimea in 1854, as
revealed by some letters found by Zumstein. Individuals have, however,
served on all sides in modern wars, and been jailed on their return.
- that the PTT has just released figures for their annual payments to
the SBB/CFF showing a sharp decline. It has fallen from CHF 155m in
1992 to only 124m in 1996, with a predicted 108m in 1998. This was to
be expected and the reasons have been mentioned here in detail already.
- that the Swiss firm Miller Martini (well-known for office machinery)
has received a number of important orders. They are to fully equip the
three new parcel sorting offices in Daillens, Harkingen and Frauenfeld,
and, following successful trials in ZUrich, to provide flat-sorters
for Bern and ZUrich.
- that the 70c Globi stamp of 11.3.97 has become a big success with
two reprints. The sales of the children's book 'Globi and the Post'
has sold more than any of its predecessors in the 60-year series.
- that ordinary POs have only the CHF 20.- St.John high value stamp
of 1961 on sale. Perhaps the very high prices for foreign parcels
will help to reduce stocks. Some Philatelic Counters still have the
5fr and 10fr stamps in limited quantities.
- that the origin of the name'Strubeli' as applied to some favourite
Swiss stamps is covered in depth in the July issue of Tell. Briefly
it means 'tousled hair' and comes from a German childrelis story.
- that I came across the following five customs cancels in the PTT
records recently. Has anyone seen them used? (What do the abbreviations
on two of them mean - P.V. and G.-V.? Ed.)

Members may be as surprised as the Editor was to be told that the first Did You
Know column appeared in June 1972. Some of the items are still of interest now:

DID YOU KNOW?
.... that an adjustable wrench or spanner, as shown on the recent 10c 'TCS/ACS'
stamp of 17.2.1972, is called an 'Engl8nder' in colloquial German. Perhaps because
of an Englishman's flexible way of getting to grips with a tough nut of a problem!
.... that quite a number of old Swiss stamps are still valid today. Which are the
oldest? The 'Symbolic Designs' of 17th September 1938, i.e., the definitive high
values of Fr. 3, 5 & 10. Other issues still valid are: Medium value definitives
from 15.1.41; low value definitives (1.8.49); Mobile P.O. (8.10.53); Europa from
first issue (15.7.57); Commemoratives (from 20.2.61); Miniature sheets (from 21.3.63);
Pro Patria (from 1.6.64); Pro Juventute (from 1.12.64).
The remarkable thing is they are all still valid - has anyone a mint,
mounted will do, copy of 2301 to stick on a postcard?
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PICTURE POSTCARDS by GEOFF HUBBARD pwrituR

Some evidence has been received concerning the total amount of

ppc's published by JJ. In Part One of this series,
 I suggested

that perhaps 10,000 cards were published by Jullien
 Freres, but

added that some members thought this figure should 
be 30,000 !

It has now been brought to my attention that this h
igher number

has been obtained by taking the known highest number
 (so far) of

10,214 and assuming this to be black and white it 
is probable

that a similar amount of cards were available 
in colour -

furthermore a similar amount were probably ava
ilable with

different type face -therefore 10,214 x 3 = 30642
. hopefully

postcard collectors can correct me or come up with
 a different

solution.

Some collectors like to obtain cards printed by Ot
tmar Zieher of

Munich who produced cards in the latter half of the 
last century

featuring the stamps of many different countries
 and in the

original colours (or as near an approximation as wa
s possible).

Most of these cards were embossed and make a fine addition to any

collection. Other publishers also decided to follo
w suit, but

many of these are just plain litho ppc's

In Part Two of this series I made reference t
o the cards

published by H. Guggenheintet Cie, Zurich. Recently I
 located a

listing of some of these cards depicting Cantonal 
costumes - I

listed 86 cards in all, Man, Woman, Man & Woman and
 others with

a different backgrounds. These were numbered from 78
2 to 21008 -

no doubt the spacing of the numbers were for the ser
ies done for

Cantonal emblems - can anybody come up with a comp
lete list ?

However the 86 that I listed plus the 22 Cantonal 
emblems does

not come anywhere near the highest number I have rec
orded - just

20,900 short ! Naturally I have seen cards by this
 publisher

depicting battle scenes and the like, but can the
re really be

21,000 ? If this figure is correct, then maybe othe
r publishers

produced just as many and if this is true, just ho
w many cards

were there and how many are still available ? THE 
TRUTH IS OUT

THERE, WHO HAS THE LARGEST COLLECTION, WHO IS W
ILLING TO SAY HOW

MANY CARDS THEY HAVE ?

Finally, in Part One I spoke of prices; a rec
ent Auction

catalogue has reserves from CHF 25 to 80 (Swiss Fr
ancs), and I

would point out that none of these cards are what 
I would call

special - indeed some of these cards have gone thro
ugh my hands

retailing at £2 to 25 !

More news will follow - assuming that it is require
d.

NEW CANCELLATIMS - ItiPas for your holidays especially 1913 SAILLON.
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Z 131 The 10fr purple of the issue of 1914
Yes you can get mint stamps in full sheets, and this is how they arecollected in Switzerland. It is, however, much more interesting tosee a full sheet used for what it was intended, payment of 'revenue'as it is now called by Royal Mail. 250fr was a lot of money in 1919and was possibly payment for a bulk mailing. The sheet is stuck ona piece of poor quality paper of the type used for PTT forms. Theinteresting thing is to see all the things we do not normally see ofthe sheet margin. At the top is a figure 4 - is this the plate orthe place on the printing form? The top and right hand margins arecut by hand, not on a machine. The left and right margins have theregister marks, a cross, to align the sheet, was this for the machinewhich perforated the sheet? The perforations do not run out into themargin. Who among our members can 'read' more into this whole sheet?
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THE FRENCH MANUSCRIPT RATE MARKS: John C. West

This article originally appeared in Postal History International November 1975, and is reprinted with the kind

permission of E.W. Proud (Proud-Bailey Co.Ltd), who reserves his copyright, and states that this and similar

information will be published in a Postal History pocket book next year.

By the middle of the 18th century the pen rate mark

used in France had developed into certain definite

characteristic patterns. Three requirements has led to

this evolution:

(a) It had to be carried out in a single stroke:

(b) It had to be as simple as possible in the interest of

speed:
(c) It had to have a characteristic that was instantly

recognisable by any delivery postman who had to

obtain the fee from the recipient.

It is also of interest that the French system differed to

some extent to that of the British of which a lot has been

written.
By the turn of the century, into the 1800s the volume

of mail had increased to the extent that it was thought

necessary to introduce haodstamps of these numbers.

These were either brass or rubber single numbers two

to three cm high and referred to in French postal history

as Tampons.

The rate was invariably in decimes and was always

so, if no other indication to the contrary was given. Thus

a 47 on its own would be in decimes equivalent to 4

Francs 70 centimes. If the number was followed by a

capital F it was in Francs or if it was followed by a

small c it indicated the value in centimes.

The figure in box one is a pen 1 and is fairly simple,

it always started with a small riser before the bold

downstroke. When done by pen the vertical line was

not normally straight and box two shows an example of

a later Tampon.
The figure 2 was accomplished by a complete

clockwise circle before the downstroke. It finished

with a tail to the right which is sometimes continued

upwards to connect to the next number. Boxes three

and six show 2 forms of the pen 2 whilst four and five

show the 2 in Tampon form.
The 3 starts exactly in the same way as the 2

with a complete clockwise circle but finishes with a

curve to the left which is often not very marked. It is the

absence of the little twist to the right that distinguishes

it from the figure 2. The 3 was never joined to a

following number. Boxes seven and eight show pen

3 and nine the Tampon.
4 is the cause of quite an amount of confusion

because of its similarity with the British shilling stroke

and it is essential to know the nationality of the marking

before attempting to interpret the rate.

The French 4, see boxes ten to thirteen, has a

certain amount of variation but in all cases there is a

down-stroke followed by an upward diagonal and a

second downstroke. It often looks like a small script

but as can be seen from the Tampon in box thirteen,

this is not always so.
In British pen rate marks such 4/2, in shillings and

pence, the bar separating the shillings from the pence

was included in a continuous flow of the pen. The D I-

7 2 
(

C
1 3 4

Cs/
5 611 6 9 7 19( 8

9 3 10 11 11 it 1 2
n 

SALES PACKET
PACKETS WILL BE POSTED EARLY AUGUST. IF YOU WILL BE AWAY

DURING AUGUST/SEPTEMBER. PLEASE LET ME KNOW
THANKS.

wpq tcroft Close, LONDON NW2 2RP — Telephone: 01 717 94 80 78
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(K Y7171,. 1769 1/- 1775 1/7 1822

•.	• C2/ "..--- W(4/2 1827 2/- 1828 2/1 1848 ,yn.-

2/- 1857 11 1866 45dm. 1871

second diagram shows the development of this from an
example of 1769 to 1866. It can be seen that this often
looks like an 'n* similar to the French four. For com-
parison in these figures the last shows an example of a
French 45 decimes taken from a 1871 cover from Chile
to France via Panama and London.

The French pen 5 usually does not have the top
horizontal bar as shown in boxes fourteen and fifteen
but where is is included it is a separate dash, see box
sixteen. The little c shown in the Tampon of Box
seventeen denotes centimes.

6 is straight forward, see boxes eighteen and
nineteen, and the 7 as in box twenty is simple
providing there is an initial horizontal stroke.
Sometimes however it is almost a single downward
stroke. Then it is distinguished from a 1 by the slight
curve to the left and by the absence of the initial small
riser.
• 8 does not cause any difficulty in recognition, it
starts from the top with an S shape movement
completing the figure by an upward diagonal. Boxes
twenty-one and twenty-two show two extremes.

Once described the 9 in unmistakable. It starts with
a complete anticlockwise loop finishing with a bold
down stroke. Examples of this are shown in boxes
twenty-three and twenty-four.

All the illustrations have been taken direct from
actual covers and to that extent are authentic The best
method for acquiring recognition skill is to practise
writing the numbers oneself. •

d
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This article has been reproduced in the Newsletter at the suggestion of our memberStuart R Mackenzie, after a query on p 16 of the January 1996 issue about manuscriptmarks on Swiss pre-stamp covers. I hope members will find it useful. Ed.

PIGEONS again - It was reported recently that one pigeon had finally arrived backin China 35 days after being released in Hong Kong as part of the handover ceremonies.So far the only one from 174 from the Harbin Carrier Pigeon Association.How many then of the pigeons released in Zdrich in 1934 got home, and was this thereason why the cover/card to Denmark was late?
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Swiss International Airmail in 1920. Alexander S Newell

Aerophilatelic documentation consists of two equivalent and interdependent parts: The

data and the background.

The data contain relevant information dealing with the origin and destination of the mail,

times of its departure and arrival, quantity carried, applicable rates, airline, type of aircraft

and a host of similar details.

The background delves, amongst others, into the reasons for the opening of a service and

the circumstances in which it was opened. As history and political conditions come into

play, we may find differences in interpretation between different investigators.

As it is the purpose of this article to refer to one of Switzerland's pioneer efforts to

establish international airmail communications, it would be in this writer's opinion

arrogant to try to emulate some of the definitive information on this subject already

available. Researchers of the caliber of Roland Kohl in Switzerland and Dr. Heinz Jaeger

of Germany have established the definitive details of the event.

What is proposed is to add to the generally known facts an overview of the event as if

from the outside of philately and, indeed, Switzerland.

On 11 November 1920 a quantity of Swiss mail, franked with a special 30c Swiss stamp,

was carried by motorcycle from the Swiss town of Basel to an airfield in Thumringen near

its German suburb Lörrach. A plane of the German airline BALUG (Badische

Luftverkehr Gesellschaft) was to come in from Baden-Oos in Germany and pick the mail

up for a proposed flight to Frankfurt/M.

(It is not material here that the plane was stopped by thick fog and that the first successful

flight on the route: Frankfurt/M - Mannheim - Karlsruhe - Lörrach took place on 14

November.)
Two sets of restricting conditions existed when in 1920 the German and Swiss Postal

Authorities tried to negotiate a possible establishment of airmail communications between

the two countries. Politically the attitude of the victorious Allies (and particularly the

French) was still very hard and insisting on the implementation of the rule that the

Germans were not permitted to fly across their own frontiers.

Economically the same Allies believed that the financial difficulties in which the Germans

found themselves at the time were of their own making and (particularly the British) were

not prepared to intervene and did not like anybody else to do so.

Not that the reasons for the Swiss action were purely the Post Office's intention to

improve communications. One of the reasons for Swiss involvement was their wish in

their commercial circles to intervene at the time of the great financial turmoil in Germany.

The hard Swiss Franc had much to gain by being on hand when German business gasped

for a solid financial base.

The new time scale offering a possibility of conveying of actual money and other

instruments of payment by air represented a revolution in the money markets. The City of

London did not like it at all and the British did not interfere when the French insisted on

the application of the draconian rules of the Versailles Treaty.

"Post Nachrichtenblatt", the official publication of the German Post Office, carried a

laconic message on 12 January 1921:

"The air mail connection Frankfurt/M - Lörrach will terminate on 3.1.21."

There exists, of course, an official explanation why the service was abruptly halted on 3

January 1921, some six months before the Allied policy of rendering all German planes in

the "neutral" zone unserviceable, was implemented.

In all we can confirm that, as far as the Frankfurt/M - Lörrach route is concerned, only

some seven mail-carrying flights took place in November and two in December. The

surcharge of 30c over the standard rate of 25c on a 200g letter was expensive for normal

correspondence.
These facts did not make the service very attractive apart from those who used it to create

, rwAZCCP14 hilcineSSMen
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The Germans were very keen to establish a fait-accompli of German air activity in the
"neutral" zone which was not clearly defined at Versailles. Civilian airlines there were
facing complete annihilation of their aircraft and Balug actually experienced it in 1921, but
in 1920 they still hoped that by flying within German territory they would create a
precedent of useful cooperation with the Swiss and make it acceptable to all.
Similar hope existed in the official circles.
The German Minister of Posts wrote on 8 January to the Swiss Director of Post:
"Ich beehre mich, Ihnen mitzuteilen, dass der Flugpostdienst Frankfurt/M - Lorrach wegenunerwartet eingetretener Schwierigkeiten aufgehoben worden ist. Hierbei gebe ich der
Hoffnung Ausdruck, bei Wiedereröffnung des Flugdienstes mit Ihrem Landeuninittelharen Flugpostverkehr treten zu können."
(I have the honour to inform you that due to unforeseen difficulties, the air serviceFrankfurt/M - Lörrach is being suspended. At the same time I wish to express my hope
that with the reopening of air services I shall have an opportunity to negotiate direct airconnections with your country.)
Slow turn the wheels of international law, and it took six months to frustrate this effort.
Hans Schuster and Ing. Wilhelm Hartmayer, the two men who created Balug in October
1919, had to witness in July 1921 the destruction of their small fleet.
The experiment of the first Swiss international airmail service was over. The initiative for
future development came from inside the country, when new, private airlines were formedin a number of Switzerland's main centres.

JULY NEWSLETTER p 54 - letter from PROMONTOGNO - Mario Wiedenmeier of Austin, Texaswrites to say that he found something with which he had struggled once before. Aletter from Promontogno to another town in Switzerland had no franking and noindication that the sender was the clergy from that town. It was automatically under-stood that "business mail from churches" needed no franking. What I did not know isthat the only person normally to write was the man of the cloth. All others eithercould not write or could not afford to send mail.
In the case of the letter to England in 1878 it would be of interest to know:

- if a special rate existed at that time for clergies to send mail at a lower rateto England;
- who applied the T5 cancel, (most likely the border town of Castasegna who knew thehandwriting of the few able to write and send letters).
I would like to know if an answer exists.

-IMPORTANT NOTICE

Due to gradual currency changes (which, of course, may not be
permanent) the deduction rate from our Dollar prices to VAT inclusive
Pound Sterling prices, is now increased to 40% on all purchases madeAS FROM JULY 1st, 1997. Since the end of last year when the
conversion was 30% the saving is now about 15%.

Our inland clients will find this a considerable saving on their
purchases.

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., P.T.S.,A.P.S.,R.P.S.C.
P. 0. Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

50 years of service to Swiss Philately
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Background notes to the first Swiss stamps, the Züri
ch 4 & 6 of 1843 M R

Why was the canton & town of Zürich the first to fol
low GB?

Around 1830 the English mills were producing cloth a
t such low prices that the Swiss

firms could not compete, wages were lowered and new 
machines (English?) installed,

resulting in lay-offs and discontent. In 1832 a new 
factory in Uster was burnt down

by 'Luddites'. The militia was called out to prevent
 a state of general disorder.

But the lesson had been learnt by the people in powe
r in Zürich town, so that

much was then done to better the conditions of the c
ountry folk, schooling was im-

proved and, most importantly, roads were improved an
d post coach routes for persons,

parcels and letters spread across the canton. It was
 said at the time that this

extensive network had the highest density in Europe.

So, when the forward-looking postmaster first saw th
e penny black he said "that's

for us", or words to that effect. On the 1st March 18
43 the two stamps were issued.

In 1849 the unified Federal Posts took over the vari
ous cantonal posts. The

French occupiers had tried this centralization in 17
99, but it had failed, as the

army confiscated all the horses!

I have found the list of 403 POs mentioned in the La
w of 2nd June 1849 and no

less than a quarter are from the Canton of Zürich! A
nother quarter come from 14

of the 22 cantons, Bern had only 45, so one can see 
the dominant position taken

by Zürich, which persists today.

A H T Clayton writes from Gloucestershire to say tha
t he may be the '20th person' to

answer the query on page 63 of the August Newsletter
 (he is the only person. Ed.)

'The explanation of the letters 'P.V.' and 'G.V.' in
 the customs cancels illustrated

lies in the location of the customs post, both cance
ls were used at a railway station

(Geneve) in the goods department. G.V. = grande vites
se, ie, express goods, and P.V.

petite vitesse, ie, goods at the normal rat
e. Waybills for express goods were either

printed on purple-coloured paper or had a red band a
t the top of the form. Other

(normal rate) waybills were on plain white paper.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

September 13th - Northern Group, Short displays 
- all members.

October 8th - London, Letter 'L' - all members.

October 4th - Northern Group, 150 years of Swiss
 Railways, P Vaughan & members.

Geoff Hubbard asks if anyone can help with an ex
planation

for the strange overprint on a 20c Tell head, po
stmarked

1928. The very rough overprint of + if and is in
 blue, it

appears to be under the cancellation and looks a
lmost as

if it is hand made. Any clues to the Editor, ple
ase.

Allan Young writes from Kent to say that the exp
lanation in the

February Newsletter about the 'Droit des Pauvres
' cleared up a query

for him. He has a promotional (lottery?) cover i
ssued by Grand

Passage, the Geneva department store, which carr
ies on the reverse

the seal of the Department of Justice and Police
, inscribed 'Droit

des Pauvres'. I know that this relates to a tax 
on gambling, enter-

tainment and sport. I wonder if this tax will be abolis
hed? I am told,

incidentally, that Grand Passage has ceased trad
ing. Pity, I have

spent a few interesting hours, and more than a f
ew francs, in that

store. (So has your editor!)

Alan also remembers 'Sta. Maria and the Engadine'
: "This correspondence

brought back happy memories for me. In 1988 I sp
ent 2 weeks at Surlej,

adjacent to Silvaplana, on a photographic projec
t, which involved

tramping in the mountains from Samedan to Maloja
, with a visit by

post bus to Chiavenna in Italy and by train to Z
ernez and the Unter

Engadin National Park. Marvellous! My favourite 
memory is of the

unkempt, unshaven and un-uniformed Italian bus d
river singing arias

at the top of his voice on the way back from Chi
avenna to the Swiss

frontier at Castasegna, much to the amusement of
 the passengers. He

did not bother about tickets or fares. Changing 
on to the spotless

PTT bus, with a spotless driver, was not nearly 
so much fun, but no

. n -- nf thP. Maloia Pass."
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M Rutherfoord
y (PdA) of Switzerland - as the only politicalve failed to get enough signatures to forcethe separation of the Telephones from theted on 1st January 1998.
noticed a red British letter box at theat the Schwannen-Platz; now Tony Hoyle hasn 1991 (700 Year celebrations) Bournemouth -e them this letter box, an original idea.rs to UK are allowed with GB stamps.g' idea is behind the new Swiss-Thailand00 years ago of the King of Siam to Switzer-September issue of the BBZ and in Focushailand stamps had not then been seen.he remarkable thing about the Swiss stamp,ithout fluor in the paper, made possible byon device to face the covers for cancellingand coding, designed by the University of Lausanne and now fitted tothe Japanese CFCs in Geneve, Lausanne, Bern, Basel, Luzern, Zürich (2),Winterthur and St Gallen. The coloured fibres in the new paper,however, fluoresce like the new Swiss bank notes, to deter fakers.- that phosphor paper was introduced in Switzerland on the 4th ofOctober 1963 for four values only to assist trials, as the first'reading' machine (Telefunken, Germany) was installed only in 1968in Bern, followed by Geneve in 1978. So until the first two machineswere installed in Zürich in 1992 not many stamps printed on phosphorpaper were actually used for facing.- that the booklet with eight self-adhesive 90c stamps of 10.9.96has proved a great success, and has been reprinted three times.However, the promised 70c version has not appeared.- that the important almost-quarterly 'Postgeschischte' (PostalHistory) magazine is losing its founder and editor, Hans Schwarzen-bach after 18 years. Any takers?- that Rolf Rölli is asking for material for his 38th auction of12-14th February 1998. One of the more popular auctions in Switzer-land, always worth a visit.

- that the Swiss PTT has a subsiduary 'Post International' which hasa courier firm (from 1996) in Italy who collect mail, mostly post-cards, from holiday resort hotels. This is taken each day to eitherChiasso or Locarno for cancelling, sorting and rapid sending out intothe world. The 'stamps' are self-adhesive, exactly the same size asthe 90c stamps above, but printed by another firm, and issued inbooklets of eight identical stamps.- At what price the hotels sellthem I don't yet know. The figures show the 90c type and the new PPtype. The colour is blue with pink, and the text reads 'P.P. CH-6830Chiasso 1'. Who has seen one? Charles LaBlonde sent me some from theUSA to start my investigation!
- that in 1513 Appenzell joined the old Swiss Confederation, as the13th and last member, but in 1597 religious difficulties tore thetiny canton apart, forming the catholic inner part Al and the outerreformed part AR. The word Rhoden (Rh) means cleared forest (cf RodingValley in Essex). The protestants were allowed to use the same bearon their flag (see the special cancels below). Note that the twoparts of I.Rh to the east are the same village, 9413 Oberegg. Whatdoes VR stand for on the flag of AR?

Did you know ?
- that the Communist Pan1
grouping which tried - hE
a general referendum, so
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- that a few months ago ]
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cleared up the mystery. ]
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(the perfs of the two 'stamps' appear to be different. Ed.)
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PICTURE POSTCARDS by GEOFF HUBBARD. PART FIVE.

These generalised notes are not bringin
g in as much written

comment as I had hoped - perhaps not ever
ybody is interested in

PPC's !

I have had some telephone calls and have g
leaned some additional

information concerning the "J.J." cards. T
his new info, makes my

idea of trying to make a complete listing
 out of the question.

At the last Helvetia meeting in London I sa
w some cards which had

identical Black & White pictures (undivide
d backs) but the backs

were different ! This was something I had 
not considered before.

The difference was twofold, some had str
aight lines under the

word Postcard, others had a wavy line. Sim
ilarly, some cards had

the "JJ" logo at the bottom left horizon
tal and the others had

the logo on the left vertical - does anybod
y know why this should

be ? Were they printed at different times
 or different places ?

How does one collect cards in the fir
st place ? Are cards

collected as per the view or perhaps th
e publisher/printer,

should the backs of cards be ignored ? Sho
uld cards be collected

unused - I think this should be a big YES s
ince the cards are not

part of a Postal history collection.

Has anybody tried to make a list of publ
ishers ? I know I have

and got into an awful mess - for example:
-

Von E. Jean Renaud,Photo,Glarus - should th
is be listed under "V"

or "R" or maybe even "J" ? - perhaps that 
may seem simple so try

this :- Edition Guggenheim & Co. Zürich.
 (Edition like Verlag

means publisher or printer). Maybe somebod
y out there can advise

what words to ignore and what words shou
ld essentially be left

in AND WHERE.

Finally for this half page or so, please ad
vise the Editor if you

wish me to continue m
y ramblings since I do not know enough abou

t

ppc's to give any real information. These
 five parts are simply

bits and pieces that I picked up during m
y Trading days and any

further notes will be just questions
, questions and more

questions for the Postcard collectors to 
answer.

OUR LIBRAFY ..... by GEOFF FlUE3E3AFRID.

IT HAS COME TO MY ATTENTION THAT SOME I
F NOT ALL OF OUR NEW

MEMBERS ARE NOT AWARE OF THE EXISTENCE OF O
UR LIBRARY. MANY BOOKS

AND MAGAZINES AS WELL AS ARTICLES AND P
APERS ARE KEPT - SOME

DATING BACK TO OUR VERY EXISTENCE - 50 YE
ARS !

PERHAPS THE PROBLEM COULD LIE IN THE FA
CT THAT AN UP TO DATE

LIBRARY LIST IS NOT AVAILABLE AND WE REQU
IRE A NEW LIBRARIAN.

WHILST IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT MANY BOOKS
 Etc. ARE WRITTEN IN

GERMAN AND SOME IN FRENCH, THIS MAY PUT O
FF SOME OF OUR MEMBERS

FROM BORROWING BOOKS - PERHAPS A TRANSLAT
ION OF THE TITLE COULD

BE USEFUL. SIMILARLY A PRECIS OF THE CONTEN
TS MAY BE OF SOME USE.

NEW BOOKS COULD HAVE THE SAME TREATMENT 
IF AND ONLY IF WE CAN

FIND SUFFICIENT MEMBERS WITH A KNOWLEDGE
 OF THESE LANGUAGES TO

DO THE HARD WORK FOR THE SAKE OF THE SOCI
ETY.

PLEASE CONTACT THE EDITOR IF YOU ARE WIL
LING TO SHARE THE WORK

LOAD.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain

Printed by RPM Reprographics (Chichester) Ltd., Chichester GB
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No. 10 October 1997

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

In accordance with the Society's Rules NOTICE is hereby given that the
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held on WEDNESDAY 12th November 1997
at 6.30 pm prompt at the Victory Services Club, Seymour Street,
London WC2.

AGENDA 1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

NOMINATIONS

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on the 13th of
November 1996 and published in the Helvetia Philatelic
Society Newsletter of December 1996
Matters arising from the Minutes
Chairman's Address 
Hon. Secretary's Report 
Hon. Treasurer's Report and Statement of Accounts 
Hon. Packet Secretary's Report 
Election of Officers and Members of the Society's
Committee for 1997/8
Motions and Resolutions
Any Other Business

Nominations for the Election of Officers and Members of the Committee
ie, Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer, and (not
exceeding) TWELVE Members of the Committee, should be sent to the Hon.
Secretary IN WRITING to reach him not later than Monday 10th of
November 1997

RESOLUTIONS

Any member desiring to move a Resolution or Motion at the Annual
General Meeting must give notice IN WRITING, enclosing the text of
the resolution, to the Hon. Secretary Not less than 14 days before 
the Annual General Meeting.

22nd September 1997
J A Cordingley Hon. Secretary
C P Mistely Chairman

ALL MEMBERS who can are asked to attend this meeting, when they have
the opportunity to criticise the running of the Society and to put
forward suggestions for future policy.
The AGM will be followed by an Auction.

The attention of members living in the south east is drawn to a notice of the
meeting of the Sussex Group of our Society on the 22nd of November. An open
meeting_ will be held at the 50th Anniversary Celebration of the Sussex Federation
of Philatelic Societies at Hove Town Hall. See page 78 for full details.
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September was what is called a 'slo
w news' month, as only one person

answered a query posed in the last 
Newsletter. Had you all gone away?

I went for a few days to the Engadi
ne and found that reproductions of

old Swiss postcards are now being s
old at 75c in the COOP and other

places. Although I have an original
 the 'Engadin Press AG, Samedan'

put 'copyright' and 'reproduction f
orbidden' on the modern ones.

What can they do if I chose to repr
int cards from my originals? Not

that there seems much point as ther
e are some very good modern cards

produced which will become collecto
rs items before long! I also went

to the PTT in Locarno to enquire ab
out the PP Chiasso labels that were

mentioned in the DYK column last m
onth. The young girl who claimed t

o

be responsible for handling these 
items said that only some 500 to 6

00

items were brought to Locarno each 
day by the 'courier' company. She

denied ever having cancelled any it
ems with the Locarno flag cancel

and said it was nothing to do with 
the PTT, completely 'private'!

So any member out there with items 
with these labels on then please s

end

photocopies to the Editor. I sugge
st she was being 'economical with 

the

truth' or was not really the person
 dealing with such mail.

What we have had is some more infor
mation on the Harrison Trial Prints

from H L Katcher who says,"This is 
a legitimate Swiss essay. It dates

from 1933 or 1934 when Harrison wer
e trying to get the printing order

for the new Swiss landscape series.
 Two colours exist. Then from a

collector who specialises in such i
ssues came the following:

:e the number printed.

; this blocks of ten?

were they perforated?

:e the item on p61 of

'gust Newsletter.)
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These were lots 85 & 86 in a Phill
ips auction of June 1990 and descr

ibed

as t Chateau de Chillon design in brown 
and purple imperforate proof

sheet of ten (5x2) with printers in
k notes in margin at top, some

faults. E£500/700.' and 'ditto, de
sign in red-brown and green in an

imperforate colour trial block. E£
200/300.' Both were unsold! Also

received was page 171 from 'The Ph
ilatelist' of March 1979 of the

'Harrison Specimen Sample Stamps' s
aying 'Around 1923 the Dutch firm

Nederlandsche Rotogravure Maatscha
ppij of Leiden produced many print

ing

cylinders for Harrison & Sons of Lo
ndon and also a few stamps . . . .

The specimen stamps were probably 
intended for Harrison's sample boo

klet

for use by their representatives. I
t is believed some 1200 of each of

the perforated specimens were prod
uced, but many of these must have

been lost or destroyed; only a han
dful of each can still exist. Some

imperfs were also produced, probabl
y as colour trials and proofs, but

these are exceedingly rare.' It go
es on to list the Ch. de Chillon pm.
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designs as 'on unwatermarked paper with crazed matt gum.' BUT withall this information camiasame more interesting information. The itemis an A5 folder containing 18 imperforate colour trials for what?The folder is on grey stock and contains the 18 intaglio labels asshown below (reduced), each numbered and with various face valueswritten below. The colours of the labels cover the range often usedby the PTT for issues in the 1930s. The outside of the folder hasthe words "Voir Auberson" in pencil on the front. The work bearssimilarities to that of Karl Bickel and the other trials prints heproduced. What we want to know is has any other member seen suchitems, or has them in their collection? One is shown enlarged sothat the detail of the Swiss cross and posthorn are clearer.
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One of our members in the USA sent the answer to the query fromMichael Rutherfoord last month as to what the letters VR stood foron the flag of Appenzell Ausser-Rhoden. Edward P Manley sent a pagefrom "A Panoply of Colors" by Walter Angst where it states "Thedivision of the old canton of Appenzell made a new flag necessary.Asa difference, the newly created sovereign state AR simply addedtwo black Latin letters to the existing bear, thus indicating 'UssereRhoden' or 'Ussroden', outer district. (By the Middle Ages, 'U' waswritten as 'V'.) Normally, the original blazon of Al serves whenboth half-cantons are represented with only one flag."
The Hon. Editor has been asked to include a 'fax number', where letterscould be sent to the Newsletter. This is a bit like the post beforewe had adhesive pre-paid stamps - the recipient pays not the sender.I sent Michael Rutherfoord a fax to his local PO. It cost him 4fr!If I had a 'letter' sent to me by fax it would cost the Society £1-for the first page and 25p for each subsequent page, added to whichthe quality of the 'print' is even worse than the early wet machineswe made photocopies on. I do appreciate receiving 'letters' from youout there, especially if they contain something for the Newsletter.On the other hand my telephone number is on the front for youto ring me if you wish. You never know I have answered somestrange queries in the years I have been doing this job. I dohave a telephone with a dial now but still use the one on theright in the 'office', and it has a box with two bells on the oftwall so I know it is our phone and not that of a neighbour! 4W
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Members successes at STAMPEX - The He
lvetia Trophy, awarded by the

Amateur Collector Ltd., was won by Mr
s C A Earle with a display of the

Tell Boy issues including part sheets
, a full range of the postal

stationery and a selection of booklet
s. Another exhibit, by Mr V John

Mitchell, of the stamps and cards iss
ued for the 1900 UPU Congress

gained a Vermeil medal in the Interna
tional Class.

The Society Library - the Hon. Librar
ian reminds me that although he is

looking to relinquish his position, d
ue to other commitments, as soon

as a replacement can be found,a NEW a
nd up-dated library list has been

prepared by Martin Kuriger, our Hon. 
Treasurer. Copies of the list are

available for El- and members are rem
inded that the Library is still

'open for business'! Send for a copy 
now and see what you can glean!

A 'Stamp and Cover' show with 110 dea
lers is being held on the 30th of

October until the 1st of November, Th
ursday, Friday and Saturday, at

the RHS Halls in Greycoat Street, adm
ission is free!

FOR SALE - A complete set of the 'Swi
ss Philatelist', published

by the Amateur Collector between 1951
 & 1986, some photocopied.

Ring the Editor; price E12-, to inclu
de second class postage.

VARIETY OF THE BASEL DOVE by Bob Gros
so (reprinted from the AHPS 'Tell')

The 'Basler Taube' or Basel Dove, Z N
o. 8, is admired by all collectors

of the stamps of Switzerland. Years a
go, a well-known stamp dealer

breaking up his personal
--filiWT-11.-2 ilrlail -441 LEFT

have his Basel Dove that itt.-7.-...ftwyethAr-J, , -
RIGNI-

-.•

collection wanted me to

h
I know and who will enjoy

 it rather than put

it into an auction". As

I OC ..;. ,:,
3 -

l • , - :-".
AQ

r

he had owned for several

t\c,...scvF . G 2

expertised by a well-known

years. To quote him, "I
Tj- i0i—""Tat

want it to go to someone
lir:7,4*, - , 4)-4 . o?Et4

customary, this stamp was IL:'
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Swiss expert who described

the stamp as genuine, Fig. 2

cancelled with the usual
Fig. 1

red Basel double ring with date (Zwei
kreis Basel mit datum). Recently

I realised this stamp is noticeably di
fferent fram that shown in the

catalogue. The double-lined U-shaped 
curved border below STADT-POST-

BASEL continues to the top frame line
 on the right side, but terminates

at the thin horizontal double line fr
ame on the left side. The actual

stamp is shown in figure 1. Figure 2 
is my attempt to highlight this

difference. Has anyone seen a Basel D
ove with this variation?

LOCARNO TRANSIT CANCEL in the Newslet
ter of

January 1996 - update by Bob Johnson

First I have confirmation from the Ne
ther-

lands Postal Museum that the delivery
 mark

'D.66' is genuine. Then from the June
 issue of

the Jungfraupost, the journal of the 
Dutch

Study Group of 'Switzerland', they st
ate that

there are further faults in the cance
llation

on the card. "At this time - 1926 - i
t was

usual for cancels of this type to hav
e a cross

in the upper segment and a district n
umber in

the lower segment, ie, 'IX'. Neither 
of these

appear on the cancel on the card. Thi
s omissio

only occurs in one or two place name 
cancels

such as 'Basel 17 Transit' and some t
rain

cancels. Further there are usually do
ts betwee

the parts of the date, but not in thi
s cancel.

Has anyone else discovered new inform
ation

about these cards? Why is the D.66 ge
nuine?

Thc, ri=ct nf tho cards are fakes!
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STAMPS ON OLD IRON by the late R F Bulstrode FRPS 1, ARAcS, MIN.
reprinted from The Swiss Philatelist No. 30, 1961

In February 1961 a Swiss stamp dealer was found to be using a paperweight whichseemed to have started life as part of a plate for printing die II StandingHelvetia 25c stamps. Up to this time 'The Amateur Collector Ltd.' had been stampdealers, but to help me solve a problem they entered the scrap metal trade andmanaged to get hold of this amazing bit of wreckage for me. What worried me wasthat a print from the remaining part of the plate made me believe that the stampwas not die II, but the one mentioned on page 301 of Zumstein's 1924 Handbook asprepared in 1907 by Max Giradet but not accepted by the Swiss Post Office.It was already known that early in this century the Swiss PO sold some StandingHelvetia plates, after defacing them with a circular punch-mark on each stamp, asscrap metal. I had no idea that one of these plates was the unaccepted one, andthat part of it still existed in 'printable' condition, having been cut up andused as a 62-tooth cog-wheel in the interval.
When the plate arrived the problem was to get prints from it. It provedsurprisingly difficult to find a firm to tackle recess printing from a circularplate with a hole in the middle, and do it well One printer hoped to solve theproblem by making lithographed copies of one good print. The result was profession-ally and philatelically shattering - the prints were negative, since theprinter had forgotten that the problem was one of recess work, and printed it asa letter-press block! However, in the end the right firm was found and 'positive'prints obtained. These are quite fascinating, showing the larger part of thedesign as sharp as on the day the plate was made. Each stamp bears one or twosmall punch-marks, which the Swiss Post Office has confirmed are their originaldefacing marks to prevent re-use of the plate. The edge, with its 62 teeth, givesno clue to the type of machine in which it was mis-used, but the central holebears three recesses for locating screws. There is some scoring on the plate -not surprising in view of its history. The prints confirm the identity of theplate, and on receiving one copy the Swiss PO gladly accepted the offer of twomore and agreed as to its history. The pair of prints - a 'negative' and a'positive - make an intriguing end to a 'Standing Helvetia' collection, beingeven later than the 1907 proofs of the same plate.
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The SUSSEX GROUP of our Society have 
accepted an invitation from

the Association of Sussex Philatelic 
Societies to run an open after-

noon meeting during their 50th annive
rsary celebration. Hove Town

Hall will be the venue on November 22
nd 1997. The event will incor-

porate a stamp fair and exhibitions s
pecially laid out on three levels

of the Town Hall building, all of whi
ch will be open from 10 am to

4.30 pm. There will be 40 dealers in 
attendance. a welcome chance for

you to search for your 'wants' in, po
ssibly, a new and untouched

market place. Entrance is free. The S
ussex Group have grasped the

opportunity not least because they ma
y interest new members in our

Society but also new members for the 
Sussex Group. Bert Mitchell

of the Sussex Group is co-ordinating 
the Society display for the main

hall. We have to supply eight frames 
of 16 sheets and need YOUR SUPPORT

to show people what they can gain by 
joining our Society. A further

six open frames of 2 x 5 sheets will 
be used in the open meeting. To

give as wide a scope as possible Bert
 is relying on members to bring

a continually changing exhibition dur
ing the afternoon. Detailed

information will be available from Be
rt after the 14th October. His

telephone number is: 01 273 20 49 65.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
Northern Group - November 1st, canton

s Geneva & Vaud - all members.

London Group - November 12th AGM & Au
ction - see notice on first page.

Sussex Group - November 22nd - specia
l meeting - see above.

Northern Group - December 6th - Micha
el's 'lucky dip' - M Proctor.

London Group - December 10th - Switze
rland 1910-1919 - all members.

The Northern Group commenced the new season in fine style on the 13th September

under the chairmanship of Mr. David Whitworth who offered all a warm welcome,

particularly one HPS member who was attending the meeting for the first time. As is the

custom at this first meeting, it was something of a members' "free for all" and a splendid

varied selection of items was produced and displayed by six of those who were in

attendance. During the summer months P.Vaughan had collected a wide selection of

picture postcards (at knock down prices, we were informed), including some very nice

"Pro-lnfirmis" items. Our Chairman produced a small collection of used postal stationery

envelopes of the 1867-79 period imprinted with the four different values. Many had

additional franking in the shape of Sitting Helvetia issues of that period to make up the

correct postage for that particular item. Moving over half a century onwards, Mrs. Nell

concentrated on the Definitive Landscape issue of 1949, with a very attractive selection of

commercially used covers with a wide range of frankings for varying weights and

destinations. Of particular interest was an inland cover with the 20c. postage made up of

five 3c. blacks plus the 5c. orange. D.Hope displayed a range of the Pro-Patria issues from

1980 onwards, beautifully mounted and written up in his usual informative style; R. Bach

brought along some of the Pro-Aero issues on cover as well as in mint condition whilst

your correspondent's contribution was in the shape of reproduction photographs of the

1913 Air Shows at Geneva and Luzern. As on previous occasions, half time refreshments

were provided by M. Proctor. Before the meeting closed, a short discussion was held

regarding the difficulties facing group meetings (not lust philatelic), particularly with the

"advanced" ages of many of the members. No firm conclusions were reached, if indeed

that was possible, on how to overcome this age barrier, but we went away with room for

thought. What are your opinions?
D.C.
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MATERIAL IS URGENTLY NEEDED
FROM

OCTOBER TO CHRISTMAS
SALES PACKET
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Did you know?
M Rutherfoord

- that on the 1st September a gang of five - mainly Italians - got
into the Fraumlinsterpost in Zürich and, without violence, made off
with 53 million CHF in used notes, leaving 17m behind as their van
was too small, but still the biggest PO robbery ever! A week later
20m had been found and 14 persons arrested, including the PTT 'inside'
man. The remaining robbers face a tough problem, how do you spend 33m
in cash, especially as the two most used notes of 100 and 1000 CHF
are to be replaced soon.
- that CHF 70m is the planned PTT (postal part) profit for this year!
- that the latest combined issue of 12th September, Swiss/Thailand
is a bit of a flop as the two stamps have very little in common, not
even the size and shape, see below.
- that the Swiss Federal Councillor shown on the stamp, Adolf Duecher,
served for 29 years until his death in 1912, but did nothing remark-
able except, it seems, to have the very 'modern' King of Siam to
lunch in 1897.
- that the Swiss stamp, however, launches a new non-luminescent paper,
with security fibres which are visible only under UV light where they
show up yellow and blue, and are more visible from the back.
- that the sales of the four Sport stamps were as follows: '86 - 13m,
'89 - 5.6m, '92 - 4.1m, '96 - 2.5m. The main reason for this debacle
is that the artist was not allowed to show a clearly defined sport,
so the millions of thematic collectors did not buy any.
- that on 27th September the PTT celebrates 140 years of TP0s, with
a special cancellation in Zürich (below), just as the whole system
fades into oblivion. I have not yet been able to find out when the
last TPO cancel will be applied, but it has been announced that 150
letter and parcel wagons have been scrapped. Also that a number of
sorting coaches have been given to Bosnia, as that is cheaper than
dismantling them in Switzerland.
- that the new EMS 'stamps' are causing a lot of excitement here, are
they stamps or not, the BBZ asks. On the one hand they carry no name
'Helvetia' so are stamps, but are they the first of many such
stamp-replacement labels to come, as the postal services mutate in
the face of globalisation. Of the three colourful labels, 55x37mm,
for Europe, US/Canada, and Rest of the World, each is sold only in
sheets of six labels, self-adhesive, at CHF 665.-. The Philatelic
Bureau will sell a set of three at CHF 133.-. As these labels are
stuck to EMS delivery papers, and defaced at the counter by removal
of a piece, I am told that this paper is not available to the recipi-
ent of the large card cover for A4 documents, so 'used' in the phila-
telic sense is not possible.
- that another, more pleasing, item from Bern is an A5 booklet of the
twelve Animal definitives issued from 6.3.90 till 28.11.95. Each
double page has a mint stamp and a colour photograph with a descrip-
tion in German, French, Italian, and English. Ideal for brushing up
one's languages. Price CHF 19.50, and one can use the stamps.

EMISSION COMMUNE

VISITE ROYALE EN SUISSE
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A HOLIDAY FROM 1909 

The following two Post Cards, addressed to the same Mrs Smith were sent

one day after each other. One from Gordon to his mother & referring to

Elsie. The other from D referring also to E & G .... All asking for £5 ....and

in 1909 the fare up to Rochers de Naye cost f10.50 each !

The 24th ed. of Baedeker's Switzerland (19
11) gives the rate of 25fr to El-.

The fare up the 41/2 miles of the Rocher du 
Naye railway from Glion & return was

10.50fr, about 8s 6d (42p). The Hotel Bellev
ue charged 21/2-5fr for a room, lunch

cost 3fr and dinner 4fr. What do these thi
ngs cost in 1997? Ed.

Adresse de l'expediteur.-Texte.
Adresse des Absenders.- Text.
Indirizzo del millente.-Testo.
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Post Card Cancelled: Glion 5. XI. 09. VIII
Hotel Bellevue
Gijon

Darling Mother
I am writing once again for more money. I have spent more than half my share of the last

tenner in clothes etc. A warm woollen waistcoat with sleeves and a pair of breeches & puttees

are the chief things. Our little trip today to the Rochers de Naye cost us f10.50 each, but it

was not much considering what the cost of such a mountain railway must be. We got up about

6000 feet, the snow was thick on the ground & we could see every peak in Switzerland rising

out of a sea of cloud. Elsie & I would like 15 each in notes if possible. I think it is perfectly

safe to send them. The old idea of tearing in half is not necessary. It only more or less insures

against theft of which there is now very little danger, while it actually doubles the chances of

loss in the post. We should like it atonce , as we shall have to stay at Chateau d'Oex till we get

it. Please address it to Poste Rte Chateau D'Oex. Love, Gordon

Post Card Cancelled: Montreaux 6. XI. 09. XI Montreaux Nov. 6.

We are just off to Chateau d'Oex. We are not sure if with what you are sending E & G. we

shall have qui0 enough, so will you send me a 15 note & it ought to be sent off as soon as

possible. So sorry to be so much trouble ! J's letter to E. just came in. b y 9 (?) D.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
• • . T s.A
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P.P. CH-6830 Chiasso 1 - The plot thickens:
After the first mention by Michael Rutherfoord in the SeptemberDYK column more information has come to light. But there are manyunanswered questions. What can you do to help?
The story starts when Charles LaBlonde received a postcard fromBaveno on the shores of Lake Maggiore in Italy. It had a self-adhesive PP label showing a wind-swept palm tree and was markedCH-6830 Chiasso 1. To tie the label to the card was a blue A Prioritycancel of the type sold at PTT Philatelic counters. The card hadthen been cancelled at 19.00 hours at 6600 Locarno 1 post office.'Swiss Post International', a wholly-owned subsidiary of the PTT,opened an office in Milan in 1995 and has another in Baveno, &will haveanother 250 'forwarding agents' down as far as Sicily by the endof 1998. In the first 6 months of 1997 more than a million itemswere handled at a charge of CHF4- per item up to 100g. The onlyadvantage can be speed; the item below took 4 days against thenormal 2 weeks for cards from Italy.  Bulk mail from Switzerlandis often posted in Holland because it is cheaper and even theRoyal Mail has an office in New York to receive mail for GB:
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PIONEER FLIGHTS 1913 by Evert Poel. Reprinted, with permission, from

Jungfraupost, journal of the 'Studiegroep Zwitserland, Nederland', and

translated by R S Johnson. (continued from July 1997, p53.)

LANGNAU 4th May 1913 - Langnau i. E. and its mail flight

The place Langnau i. E. (the letters i. E. mean 'im Emmenthal' to distinguish it

from the other Langnau a. A. - am Aibis) is the chief town of Nieder-Emmenthal wit
h

about 8000 inhabitants. It is about 20km to the east of Bern, in a splendid rural

neighbourhood from which one, as I have myself experienced, can see in lovely

weather the pre-alps with the 2300m high Hohgant as the chief representative.

Philatelists honour above all Langnau as the place where on 4th May 1913 Oskar

Bider, for the benefit of the National Air Fund, carried out his airmail flight

Langnau-Bern. But the Swiss population consider Langnau i. E. to be as well known

for its 'Emmenthaler Kase' (Emmenthal cheese) and for its ice hockey team, nationa
l

champion in 1979 and of national fame.

Where the farmers previously made the cheese with their own hands there now stands

a factory in Langnau, Tiger KAse AG, which accounts for the greatest part of the

Emmenthal cheese production. (Incidentally one looks in vain in Langnau for an
opportunity to eat fondue. For that you must be in nearby Bern.)

For the occasion of the special mail flight of 4th May to Bern, the organiting

committee had designed an air vignette, a relatively large label with a stylistic

airplane and many ornamental scrolls in the frame. In the inscription the words

Flugspende and Flugpost are in evidence as well as the value indication of 50cts.

The colour of the label is purple and there is a wide variation

of shades known, from light to very dark violet. The sheets are

line perforated and in this edition it is exceptionally irregular

and frayed. No varieties in the picture are known so far.

The label is now used as the logo of the Langnau Philatelic Club.

In Bern and around much publicity was issued beforehand for the

occasion of the 4th May at Langnau. There was hope of thousands of

interested people. But the extremely bad weather resulted in

only a few hundred spectators and the number of 1800 letters

and cards which in the event was carried by the aircraft was

below expectation. In the Emmenthaler Blatt of 6th May 1913

was reported, among other things: 'dem Langnauer Flugtag hat

zu vollem Gelingen nur eines gefelt: die Gunst des Himmels'.

(There was only one thing lacking for full success of the Langnau

Airmail day: the favour of the sky.)

The special card that could be bought for this event was the well-known Bider car
d

with overprint in red: Flugtag Langnau i. E.
Bider flew in that morning from Bern and landed on

'die LAgermatte', a piece of ground on which the

Secondary School House then stood. He made five

round flights before his last flight at 6.0 p.m.

took him and the mail to Bern.
The label has an edition of exactly 4032 in sheets

of 6 x 6. Apart from the labels used in the mail

flight (1800), 250 were sold loose and the other

1700 were transferred to the archive of the Shooting

Association. A large part of the sheets became stuck

to each other, the rest have disappeared. We must

consider them lost.
All in all there are only a few now in unused state.

Postal items and labels from this Airmail Day belong

to the most scarce of the Pioneer Flights of 1913.

And about the unused Langnau labels the following:

the quality of the gum is very bad. This is quickly

broken, 'cracked', whereby all the labels have folds.

If the quality of the labels is to be preserved for

longer it is necessary to remove the gum completely.

Philatelic Scarcities:
-there is a proof printing of very thin paper and

red-brown in colour. This proof is so scarce that

its price must be whatever the market will stand!

-there are still two full sheets (6 x 6).

-a good perforated label is a great scarcity on
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(Philatelic Scarcities contd) There are other postal items than the official
cards (see below). A postal item without airmail item can be found with the
special PTT cancel: Erste Flugpost Langnau i.E. - Bern 4.V.13.

Letter flown from Langnau
to Bern. The addressee has
a name well known in Swiss
philately. The airmail
label shows on the reverse
the inscription of the
printer: Armbruster Söhne
Bern. t:01°
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THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., P.T.S.,A.P.S.,R.P.S.C.
P. C). Box 242, London 142 OYZ, England
Telephone: 0181 348 0296
Facsimile: 0181 347 8397 Managing Director - H. L. KATCHER

Apart from the enclosed Christmas List No.29
we have produced another Christmas List (No.30).
This comprises 30 illustrated pages of Rarities
and unusual items. If you think items from such
a list would benefit your Collection please
request your copy.

50 years of service to Swiss Philately
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ALBUM PAGES - one from Allan Young

Allan says that he likes to present his 
pages to make them interesting

to a reader. He is not averse to includi
ng a map, picture postcards and

any appropriate explanatory notes. He sa
ys it uses up many pages of

course, his modest collection now fills e
ight albums.

This is, after all, what the intention w
as at the Swiss Open in

Winterthur last year where there was a c
lass allowing up to 50% of

the material to be non-philatelic. This m
eant that picture postcards,

newspaper cuttings, photographs, train t
ickets, menus, concert pro-

grammes and even real flowers could be d
isplayed as long as it could

be displayed behind glass. After the sho
w one exhibitor remarked that

he had now included all the sheets he wou
ld have left out under 'normal'

rules. The general opinion was positive.

There are many people who collect stamps
 and do not wish to compete

or even enter local society 'competition
s' but do enjoy the hobby. Too

much emphasis is placed on 'display' of a
 traditional kind.
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WHAT ROUTE DID THIS LETTER TAKE? Colin Griffiths
On the front is a red manuscript 80 and a black manuscript 20.
The back has the following cancellations:
Moscow 20 Oct 1867 (old calendar = 2 Nov.)
St. Petersburg 21 Oct 1867 (old calendar = 3 Nov.)
Aus Russland 3 Nov 67 (in red)
Heidelburg-Basel 5 Nov 67 Z7
Constanz-Basel-Bahnpost 5 Nov 67 Z7
Aarau 5 XI 67 III-
Wohlen 5 Nov 67 aA
Colin remarked that the letter got from Moscow probably quicker thanhis letter would reach me. He would like any comments members mayhave about the route taken. It is addressed to our old friends inWohlen, Jacob Isler & Co; no- doubt Carl , Lotterbeck was orderingsome hat trimmings for his factory in Moscow:

THE NORTHERN GROUP regret to announce the death of Mr Rupert E Bach at the endof September. He was a loyal and long-standing member of the Group who travelleda considerable distance to attend meetings in Leeds. He was, in fact, Chairman
elect for the 1997/98 season. His Swiss background often enabled him to enlightenus on points which had escaped our notice.
The Society's sympathy has been extended to his widow and family.
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The massive theme of "150 Years of Swiss Railways" was condensed into just 105 minutes

by Messrs. P. Vaughan and R. A. Hoyle when the Northern Group met on the 4th October.

Phil, a railwayman himself, has over a number of years specialised in all aspects of Swiss

railways from the philatelic angle and has given numerous displays around this theme. On

this occasion he introduced the subject through maps showing the development of the

Swiss railway system from the suggested plan put forward by our own George Stephenson

in the late 1840 s to its extensive expansion by 1880. At the end of the display was a map

showing the system as it is today. TPO s were avoided but there was a whole range of

sheets depicting the main SBB routes as seen through issues such as the 1947 Centenary

stamps, the Centenary of the Gotthard Line, various publicity stamps, postal stationery

cards, station and commemorative cancellations all complemented by a range of picture

postcards, old and new. A similar pattern was followed in respect of the private railway

companies, (usually subsidised from Cantonal taxes), B.L.S, the Rhätian Bahn, M.O.B, and

many others, concluding with a selection of literature relating to the history of the railway

system. Tony followed this, first by giving his impressions of his visit to the activities held

on the 9th/10th August between Baden and Zurich with the Spanisch-Brotli-Bahn. He

described the atmosphere as being "hot, very noisy and busy and somewhat disappointing"

with a proliferation of stalls and booths often bearing' no relation to the railway theme.

Nevertheless, starting with whole sheets of the 1947 Centenary Issue, he had put together

a comprehensive range of commemorative material around the 1997 special stamp issue,

with blocks of various sizes, special cancellations, postal stationery items issued by the

PTT and Swiss Railway Society, complemented with photographs Tony himself had taken of

the proceedings he had witnessed. In thanking the two members for their fascinating

displays, David Whitworth admitted to being converted to the enhancing of displays of

stamps, cancellations and covers through the use of other types of illustrative and pictorial

material such as we had enjoyed during a very crowded 105 minutes. D.C.

On October 8th fourteen members and a visitor attended the Victory Services Club for the first meeting of the

LONDON season when the theme for the evening was Letter 'L'. Our Chairman, Claude Mistely, began the meeting

by congratulating both Christine Earle and John Mitchell on their awards at STAMPEX. John's certificate and very

handsome medal were on display for all to see. Claude also reminded us of the Society need for a librarian, and

although very appreciative of an offer that had been made, felt that there might be a member who would be able to

bring books to meetings. One reason for the restricted use of the library being the high cost of postage.

Seven members then displayed material associated in their minds with the letter L. An extensive collection of

postcards of Luzern showed not only a variety of views but differences in production of the same view - perhaps in

format, place of publication or detail of reverse. A great deal of work clearly remains to be done for those whose

particular interest this is. L also provided a group of cancellations from Locarno :- baggage office, TPOs to and from

the town, 1940 flights Locarno - Rome and Locarno - Barcelona, opening of Magadino airport. and Locarno Transit

It was inevitable that the 1934 and 1936 Landscape issues should feature but blocks and panes showing pane

numbers and many single stamp covers made the display particularly interesting. One cover with mixed issues of

1934 10c and 1936 20c sent to London underfranked for airmail use had attracted T and 1 1 /2 d FB cancellations

together with a strip of three 1 /2 d GB postage due stamps - a delightful item. Another small display featured Swiss

landscape issues through the ages starting with early PJ designs and ending with the 1996 meter issues showing the

four seasons. These issues were supported by a collection of literature showing possible designs for the 1936

landscapes and also a collection of the training and printing trial designs of landscapes that have featured in recent

Newsletters (see July 1997 issue))
Labels of the FRANCO type were also displayed in some profusion - as preprinted on envelopes and also as

separate items. These were used during the period 1911 to 1970 by the postal authorities for official notifications

and forms (Amateur Collector catalogue 1996 page 169). A mint vertical strip of 5 of the 1962 issue showed PTT

printing details on the end of the strip - an unusual piece. If you know your latin, Leontopodium alpinum (PJ 110)

was a flower that just had to feature as did Ludwig (PJ 113), Leonhard (PJ 168) and Louis (Zu191). With stamps

from the 1939 Landesausstellung, cards showing Luftschiff, and cancellations from Lausanne and other 'L' towns

there was no shortage of material.
L for ladies provided one member the opportunity to show pictures taken on a Lake Luzern steamer in 1948 whilst

on his honeymoon - photographs of ladies in cantonal costume shown with the appropriate PJ stamp (PJ65 - PJ103)

and Swiss map to define cantonal location! This was only one of many items that showed the variety and breadth

of interest and ingenuity that members have when given a subject such as the Letter L for an evening's

entertainment. Martin Kuriger thanked all members present - those who were able to display, and those who were

able to attend.
{Your note-taker had predicted that there would be at least one lapin blanc (Zu 791 (animals)) or even un lievre

variable (PJ 214), but he was disappointed!) JAC

NOVEMBER 22ND at 10.30 am Sussex Group meeting

in Hove Town Hall as part of the ASPS 50th

anniversary celebration. No AGM this year so

do come along. Order buffet & wine @ £6- by
i nth_ annd accomodation in Hove, cheap!
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord
- that Telecom PTT have proudly announced that it is costing themCHF 20m to change their name to 'swisscom', as from 1st October. Atthe end of 1997 the post office will spend untold millions on remov-ing the Swiss cross and PTT logo from everything imaginable. Thename will then be in German 'Die Post', French 'La Poste', Italianand Romansch 'La Posta'. Why the official name in English 'Swiss Post'is not used everywhere is inexplicable. Any new product, from perfumeto cat food, has to have an English-sounding name to be successful,so why not post offices as well, following the telephone, see figure 1.- that, on the other hand, there is no money for post office recordsand archives generally. As the eleven regional directorates have nowbeen dissolved, their local archives, or what is left, will go toBern, to an unknown future.
- that a wonderful source of revenue, the cancelling of mint stamps,in sheets, blocks and singles, was first allowed ir 1909. I wonderif Switzerland was the first country to do this?- that the new joint issue, Switzerland and Sweden (13.11.97) willbe engraved by the world master Czeslaw Slania, which will be thefirst time a Swiss stamp (two in fact) will have the honour.- that 60 years ago the first 'Day of the Stamp' function was heldin Genève on 10th January 1937, without an official cancellation:has anyone seen the red cachet applied by the Genève PhilatelicClub? The next event was in Bern on the 5th December 1937 with acancel in German and French (Pen No.S179).- that the TPO Wil-Kreuzlingen-Wil stopped cancelling mail on 1stJune 1997. I am still trying to find out which TPOs remain in service.- that the Zumstein CD-ROM '96 was late and the 200 copies were soldout in weeks. Now the '98 version will be available on time, stillfor CHF 85-. Don't forget that the computer can reproduce 256 colours.A French version is being worked on. Zumstein say that fewer young-sters have bought it than expected. All stamps of CH, FL, UN Geneveare shown with many details.
- that not only is the standard Zumstein to hand, but also thedealers' catalogue, both at CHF 23-. The latter comes in two versionsas last year, in that the German version has the titles and somenotes on the classic stamps in French too. The French version hasonly French texts.
- that a new auction firm has appeared in Biel/Bienne - A Giorgino,Quai du Bas 41. I have just received the fantastic all-colourcatalogue for 1200 lots.
- that awell-known dealer Axel Herms (PO Box 116, CH-6315 OberUgeri)has put out the first (actually volume 2) of four A5 booklets onmany aspects of stamp collecting, in German only. This booklet hasinnumerable tips and much background information on a wide range ofstamps, which is not to be found in the usual catalogues. It is agood buy at CHF 12-.
- that figure 2 shows a Basel 2 transit cancel (in French) intro-duced in 1908 and used until the early 1940s, following the usualmodifications (figure 3) about 1916-20, Who has seen one used?
Figure Figure 2 c,
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Swiss Telecom cards
for the phones look
the same as the BT
ones with a 'chip'
but do not work in
a BT phone - why? Ed.

SALES PACKET
DON'T FORGET TO SORT OUT SOME MATERIAL FOR THE EXCHANGE PACKET

MATERIAL IS NEEDED

BEFORE CHRISTMAS
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS by Derrick Slate (continued from p 56 July 1997)

HELIO COURVOISIER S.A.

The printing works at Courvoisier were founded in December 1880 by Alexandre Courvoisier in La Chaux-

de- Fonds. In 1926 the enterprise became a company headed by Henry and Paul Courvoisier, sons of the

founder. The share capital remained in the hands of the Courvoisier family until 1987 when it was sold

to a group of Swiss entrepreneurs.

A photogravure press was purchased in 1928 and the firm had the idea of producing stamps by this process.

The head of the Swiss postal department made it possible to undertake trials, which were successful,

and in 1 931 three Pro Juventute stamps depicting landscapes were produced.
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In 1 933 the Principality of Liechtenstein, followed in 1935 by the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, ordered stamps.

In 1938, Switzerland extended the field of special stamps with the Pro Patria (National Festival) and, from 1952,

most of the commemorative Swiss stamps have been printed by Courvoisier. Courvoisier produces stamps

for over 65 postal administrations.

The stamp printing process is very intricate. When the artwork is ready the firm's own graphic department

(whose main duty is the execution of designs or, if necessary, the adaptation of others artwork to the

subtleties of reduction of design to stamp size), the various operations follow a rigorous pattern:

le. photographic reductions of the originals and colour selection, preparation of photographic plates by

adding on a step-and-repeat camera, the number of stamps composing a complete sheet, engraving and

correction of cylinders and finally printing. In every stage of manufacture, specialists make sure of the best

precision by numerous controls.

The Swiss Postal Authority have a permanent official at Courvoisier's who controls and supervises printing

and seals the presses at each stop as well as the cylinders after use. He also witnesses the destruction of

engravings, plates and other printing material and the dispatch of the whole production in sealed containers

to the Postal Stamp Division in Bern. This authority carries out the ultimate controls of quality and quantity

with respect to stamps and paper. The latter even to the extent that confettis produced by perforation are

taken into account for weight control before the official destruction of paper waste.

Courvoisier prints are not easy to acquire. When I asked Courvoisier about Trial Prints, the reply was a

a set of" Pro Patria " and a compliment slip !

Page 75 in the Newsletter last month showed a page of PTT trial

prints which have not been mentioned in the series of articles by

Derrick Slate. Members were asked what they could do to help and

identify these prints. Not a word from any of you: But then that is

'normal' - either you don' t read ,the queries or you think that there

will be someone else who knows. Please help answer queries. Ed.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
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FIRST DAY OF THE STAMP - Geneva 10th January 1937 - DYK column last month
Stuart MacKenzie has sent a copy of this cachet from his collection, struck inr-ad on a odic?, to Luxewbourc,. Cr thc haok it ha:; cigned by eminent .;zmbers.of the Geneva Stamp Club, of note is the first signature 'Dr. G Fulpius'. Butwhat was the 'Diploma' for? Also shown is the Bern cancel (Pen No.S179)
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MINUTES of the 1411(i1ETH ANNUAL MEETING of the HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY

held at 6.40pm on WEDNESDAY 12th NOVEMBER 1997 at the Victory Services Club, Seymour Street, London
with 14 members present and apologies from 6 others.

The meeting was chaired by Mr. G.W.Hubbard, Vice Chairman of the Society.

1. The Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting held on Wednesday 13th November 1996 and published

in the 'Helvetia Newsletter' dated December 1996 were taken as read, and agreed unanimously

2. There were no Matters Arising.

3. In the absence of the Chairman Mr Hubbard read the following address prepared by Claude Mistely:

I apologise again for not being able to present this report on our Golden Jubilee

Year in person, due to my absence on an extended trip, originally to be made last

year but I did not want to be away during our special year. I am grateful to my

Vice-Chairman for taking this meeting in my place. I thank him and all other memb
ers

of the Committee for their support and for their work that enables the smooth

running of the Society.
It would have given me the greatest pleasure to have been Able to present a glowi

ng

record of success for our Society at the end of our Golden Jubilee Year but, sadl
y,

there are some dark shadows; not least being the financial Crisis announced by th
e

Treasurer at last year's AGM. The Society owes him a debt of gratitude for all hi
s

hard work in dealing with this situation which has resulted in a better picture f
or

this year on which he will report.

Another problem, shared by many philatelic societies in the United Kingdom, is

decline in membership and the dearth of new young members. Unless young people ca
n

be persuaded to take up philately, this hobby will eventually die and that would 
be

a great tragedy. Unfortunately, most of the world's postal organisations are not

helping matters with the mass of unnecessary stamp issues and other material that

emanate from them each year. Sadly, Switzerland, which used to have an impeccable

policy of restricting its new stamp issues largely to reasonable bounds each year
,

now seems to have become part of this infamous circle. A sum of money that was

sufficient not that long ago, for three years of Swiss issues will now not cover

one year. And if you consider the new EMS labels to be stamps, a set for your col
lec-

tion will cost around £55-: To make matters worse, there has been a deterioration

in the design quality of an appreciable proportion of Swiss stamps, some of them

being really awful. Fortunately, there are still a few attractive stamps such as

this year's Bundesfeier issue. I appeal to the Swiss authorities to pull back fro
m

the brink, revert to a restricted amount of stamp issues and to resume careful mo
ni-

toring of their stamp designs. This would enable us to promote a positive message
 for

the collecting of Swiss stamps over those of most, other countries.

A further area of concern is that the Society is having increasing difficulty in

filling vacancies on the Committee. As I said last month we have been looking for
 a

new Librarian to be custodian of the Edythe Rawnsley Library for over a year and 
it

would be preferable for someone from the London Group to fill this post so that t
he

use of the Society's Library could be maximized. After many years of hard work in

organising the circulation of Sales Packets, Derrick Slate has decided to stand

down. The Society has much to thank him for as he did a brilliant job. However,

this post also proved difficult to fill and it was only thanks to the Vice-Chairm
an

who saved the day by agreeing to become Packet Secretary in addition to his other

duties. As he is reading this report, I will spare his blushes and say no more ot
her

than to record my very great appreciation of all that he is doing after a very

difficult period and I am sure this will be echoed by the membership.

Happily there are more bright spots. The Golden Jubilee Year started well with th
e

celebration at Leamington Spa on which I reported last year. Bob Johnson produced

an excellent programme for our special year with two major presentations: an out-

standing display of Swiss Pioneer Flights and Zeppelin covers by Alex Newall, whi
ch

included some exceptionally fine and rare material, and a comprehensive and enter
-

taining review of Liechtenstein philately from Bob Avery who has probably now the

finest collection of this country in the United Kingdom. Our Honorary Secretary

made a much needed overhaul of the Society's Constitution and Rules which was ap-

proved at the last AGM. The Newsletter Editor continues to maintain a good flow

of interesting articles and features despite not ha
ying the flow of new articles

he would wish for. I echo his tribute to Michael Rutherfoord who has provided us

with a wealth of useful information over so many years. Douglas Houtris has taken

over the distribution of the Newsletter and has been able to streamline it, resu
lt- tMo'
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ing in further savings for the Society. I am grateful to have such dedicated Com-mittee members. The Society participated at the Midpex Show for specialist societiesat Coventry this summer. The Show was well attended. It was a good flag-waving exer-cise for the Society and enabled me to meet several of our provincial members whogreatly appreciated the displays on our stand. I am grateful for the support ofMidlands member Brian Proctor who was the anchor man for this event and liased withthe organisers.
I am very proud to be your Chairman and particularly to have had the honour ofholding this position in our Golden Jubilee Year. The work of the Committee and thesupport of the members are the life blood of this Society. I thank you all.

4.The Hon. Secretary presented his report.
'From the standpoint of the secretary, the Society has had a typical year. Regrettably several members havepassed away but requests for details of the Society have generally resulted in new members. There have beendelays to the mail to and from Wales but apart from one enquiry going astray there have been no problems.Some confusion has arisen because Stanley Gibbons, in their new catalogue, have refered to Alma Lee as theSociety Secretary and address mail as such. The matter has been raised with them.
The Society works well because committee members work efficiently and without fuss. Without their effortsthe Society would not exist, but Peter Hobbs as Newsletter editor and Doug Houtris as the distributor are keyfigures. Derrick Slate and now Geoff Hubbard who 'work' the packet have also made invaluable contributions.Martin Kuriger who 'controls' the finance is another pivotal figure. These members in particular have anational impact on the Society and cleserm thanks from all members.
Our London group is particularly well served by Claude Mistely as Chairman and Bob Johnson as programme'maker'. The group has had an excellent year with such a splendid 'fixture list' that attendance has averaged 13members. Your secretary has written notes for all but one of these meetings whilst Janet Stern provided for themissed one, thank you. There might be occasions when I do not 'make' a meeting and members must beprepared to deputise perhaps at short notice.
Dennis Cairns from our Northern Group has also sent a report as follows:

It would be very gratifying to be able to say that this Group is flourishing andexpanding but, unfortunately, that is not the case. At the close of the 1996/97 Seasonin April, the average attendance had been just under eight. During that year we hadrecorded the loss of two very loyal members; through the death of Mrs. V. Davis to befollowed by Mr. A. Eastwood (a founder member of HPS) who, through age and infirmity,moved to North Wales to be near his daughter. At our local A.G.M. in April it wasagreed that, in an attempt to attract more members to the meetings, the Secretaryshould extend a written invitation to all who lived in what was considered a reasonabletravelling distance of Leeds. Excluding the eight loyal and regular attenders, 31 letterswere sent out. Four written replies were received explaining why those members couldnot attend. Since meetings recommenced in September, two of the other 27 have madea solitary visit. We have lost a regular attender through the recent death of Mr. Bach,whilst our only lady regular, Mrs. Nell is not in a good state of health and has beenunable to attend the last two meetings. We realise that this state of affairs exists inmany circles and is not unique to this Group but it is certainly not conducive to raisingthe morale of the faithful few.
In spite of the above rather gloomy picture, the meetings are enjoyed by thosewho  do attend and we find it truly remarkable that such avarity of material can beregularly produced to form the displays that are presented by the few who do give theirloyal support. On each occasion, something new is displayed and some new philatelicknowledge is acquired by each one present. Additionally, the support given by theNational Officers is greatly appreciated so we shall persevere!

5. The Hon. Treasurer presented his report.

I an pleased to report that the financial situation of the Society has improvedconsiderably since the AGM last year. From a deficit of approximately six hundredpounds incurred over the last year we now have a surplus of nine hundred pounds.This has effectively returned the Society funds to the status in which they weretwo years ago. Two factors have contributed to this situation, firstly the increasein members' subscriptions and secondly the savings effected on the printing andpostage costs associated with the Newsletter, of about £300 over the year. Thequantity of Newsletters printed each month is less and we must thank Doug Houtrisfor his efforts in reducing postage costs.
Our membership over the year has decreased by one despite the higher subscriptionfees, and I would like to take this opportunity to thank the members for theirsupport. With such a favourable position I would therefore propose that the sub-scriptions for the next year remain at their current levels.

(continued over the page)
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The Treasurer added that this year's accounts remained to be audited and in answer to Geoff Hubbard assured

him that the figures for 1996 had been audited. There did remain an outstanding invoice for the Anniversary

Celebrations but there was a feeling that this would not materialize The subscriptions to journals were
charged in Swiss franks and as a result came to the odd amount shown in the accounts. The hire of rooms for

London meetings had increased but members contributions at the rate of 50p per head per meeting had more

than compensated for this. A substantial saving had been made as a result of not paying a subscription to the
British Philatelic Society. The number of Newsletters being printed had been substantially reduced and

corresponding savings made.
Fred Pickard thanked the Treasurer for the sound practical advice given last year and in proposing the

adoption of the accounts expressed gratitude that we had such an individual. Doug Houtris seconded the
proposal which was carried by members. (see page 96 for the accounts.)

6. The Hon. Packet Secretary presented his report:

PLEASE DOUBLE CHECK YOUR PURCHASES WITH WHAT IS ENTERED ON THE BOOKLET COVER -

ONLY ONE PACKET SO FAR RETURNED ACTUALLY AGREES WITH THE AMOUNT PURCHASED - AND

THREE SO FAR HAVE BEEN RETURNED. PLEASE ALSO SEND ME YOUR REMITTANCE ADVICE, EVEN

IF NO PURCHASE HAS BEEN MADE. POST OFFICE RECEIPTS FOR POSTAGE PAID IS NOT ENOUGH.

1996/97 - 185 booklets were submitted, 17% more than 1995/96. The total value was
£13 676.90 - 47% more than 1995/96. Sales amounted to £6011.49 - 43.95% of the
total value. (Last year 40.8%.) This must prove that material priced reasonably

does sell. 30 packets were circulated. NO PACKETS HAVE BEEN LOST!

1997/98 , - So far we have had 162 booklets - up 28.57% from this time last year.
The total value of these booklets is £8448.57 which is down by 19.56%. Sales so
far are well up from last year - 27.6% - with a total of £1927 (£1600 last year).
18 packets have been circulated and three have done the rounds and been returned.
These will be re-circulated. I have a further 10 packets for distribution (includ-

ing some that have been out before) and these can be collected at the end of the

meeting. There are now 121 members on the circulation list - up by two. However,
although wehave had more new members, we have also lost some. Booklets are still

URGENTLY needed. Finally, do not make booklets which total more than £200.

Eric Lienhard thanked Geoff Hubbard for taking over this job - a sentiment endorsed by all those present.

7. Election of Officers and Committee Members.
The present Officers and Committee were prepared to continue in office and it was proposed by Mr D Lake
that they should. This was unanimously agreed by the meeting.
(The present Programme Card contains a full list of Officers and Committee members together with key phone
numbers and addresses.)

8. There were no Motions and Resolutions submitted.

9. Under Any Other Business the Vice Chairman suggested that future AGM Agenda items should include
'Reports from Librarian, Newsletter Editor, and Press Secretary'. He said that the Editor 'wanted more material
and more feedback'. Fred Pickard as Press Secretary added that as far as he was concerned it had been a
relatively quiet year, reports had been sent to stamp journals but not always taken up.
From the floor it was asked if the Society had any specific Swiss contacts to whom approaches could be made
for identification and certification - perhaps at an advantageous rate. In reply reference was made to sections
in the Zumstein catalogue, TELL magazine, and the SBZ journal. It was thought that the individuals and

panels of experts that specialised in such advice had very fixed tariffs.
There being no other business the meeting closed at 7.14 pm.

SEASONAL GREETINGS FROM THE EDITOR - Keep the queries, and answers, coming in.

Without your contributions and articles there would be no Newsletter!

SALES PACKETrye;
9/-1";NN40 a 0

IF A PACKET ARRIVES NEAR CHRISTMAS
PLEASE HOLD SAFELY UNTIL

AFTER CHRISTMAS
BUT DON'T FORGET THAT YOU HAVE IT I
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BASEL OUTRE MER - DYK column last month. No sooner had I sent the copy to theprinter last month than 'Tell' arrived with this article. Now who else hascopies of this cancel on cover. Details to the Editor please.

An Unusual Postmark in Basel
by Roland F. Kohl

It must have been used during the twenties and
thirties at the post office "Basel 2". What was it usedfor, and why is it in French ("Outre mer"=Overseas)?We do not know. But we can guess. French was andstill is the official language of the Universal PostalUnion. We also know that the post office of Basel 2was the collecting office of all letter mail going tooverseas countries by ship. The monthly bulletin of theSwiss Post Office Department ("Postverbindungen mitdem Ausland") listed every outgoing ship with hername, the date and port of departure, and the lasttime of dispatch. The bulk of the mail for overseas inthose days was still carried by ships.

Air lines to Africa, Asia and South
America only slowly developed. To North
America, and the bulk of the mail went
there, the ships were the only way of
transportation. There was one leaving
for New York almost every day from
Cherbourg (Mauretania, Europa,
Aquitania, Leviathan, Bremen,
Berengaria, Majestic, Homeric, Olympic)
and from Le Havre (Paris, France, lie de
France). Letter mail for New York and
beyond (Mexico, Costa Rica, Guatemala,
Panama, Salvador, Cuba, Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela) was also
shipped from Bordeaux. All this
information can be found in the bulletins
mentioned above, available at thelihrovxr nf +1,c, ATP1.0A-Lle 1 1 All L“.....1./.1‘.• •

Back to the question of what

purpose our unusual postmark served. Since it was inFrench, one may assume that it had to be read byforeign postal administrations. Was it used on postalforms, statistics or similar documents? For uscollectors of covers and entires it is interesting that itwas also used to cancel postage stamps. But thiscertainly was not the main purpose of it. When theletter mail from all over Switzerland arrived at thepost office number 2 in Basel, there were always someletters that were not cancelled. In those rare casesthe stamps were cancelled with the "Bale Outre Mer"postmark. Figure 1 shows a cover posted somewherein Switzerland where, by error, it was not cancelled,but cancelled at "our" post office No. 2 in Basel beforeit was put on the mail plane to Cherbourg. (Later on
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its way it was catapulted from the
"Bremen" to reach New York prior to
the arrival of the ship). Another

-example -is shown in Figure 2: a cover
to be carried by the SCADTA air service
within Colombia. The air mail fee in
those days had to be prepaid by air
mail stamps which were issued by the
air line and sold by the consulates in
the U.S. and in a number of countries
in Europe. It was permitted to affix
these air mail stamps on the cover, but
in many cases they were not cancelled
by the post office of origin. Again, the
postmark "Bale Outre Mer" was used
to cancel them when the letter had
arrived at the Basel post office.

It would be interesting to know
more about this postmark (when
introduced and when withdrawn). Can
anyone of our readers help?

1%Int)orn1-1,,r. 100,7
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Unfortunately, due to a number of unavoidable absences and the recent, sad death of
Rupert Bach, attendance at the NORTHERN GROUP'S meeting on the 1st November was the
smallest ever recorded. It would have been even smaller had it not been for the presence
of a member from the north-east who was attending for the first time. We were very
pleased to see him! Nevertheless, four short displays were presented on the topic of
"Cantons Geneva & Vaud". It is often said that "small is beautiful" and this was the case
with just four sheets of the Geneva Cantonal and Transitional Issues produced by our
Chairman, David Whitworth. Whilst two of the sheets carried reproductions of these stamps
affixed to various commemorative, pictorial cards, the other sheets displayed some fine
examples of the various values and designs of these classics issued between 1843 and
1850. As might be expected from such a railway enthusiast, Tony Hoyle concentrated on
four mountain railways in the Vaud area. For each there was a wide selection of material
with many interesting markings. These included a straight line "Rochers-de-Naye" cancel
as well as the intermediate postal cancellations along that line from Montreux. A station
hand stamp for the Centenary, in 1992, of the adjacent Montreux-Glion-Naye line, leading
to items associated with the Territet-Glion Funicular. The fourth line was that of the
Vevey-Chardonne- Mont Pélerin Railway where items included a "Vevey-Plan" hand stamp.
David Hope's contribution dealt solely with the publicity cancels over many years of some
sixteen villages and towns in Canton Vaud. These cancellations on correspondence and
presentation sheets were attractively displayed to good advantage. Two most interesting

items were a Vaud Centenary Card, 1803-1903, depicting a statue of Major Duval, a
staunch patriot, who was a native of Cully, and the one day only pictorial cancel (16th
April, 1989) of Corsier-sur-Vevey, commemorating the Centenary of the birth of Charlie
Chaplin who had made his home in the village and is buried in the church yard. Finally,

your correspondent produced some "Aspects of Lac Leman" showing through stamps,
postmarks and correspondence the importance, nationally and internationally, of various
places along the Swiss shore of the lake. D.C.

The LONDON MEETING of 12th November started with the AGM but then continued in time honoured fashion
with an auction of stamps, postal history, and ephemera etc.. Two members arrived in time to miss the AGM and
so swell numbers for this event. Our usual auctioneer Geoff Hubbard assumed his third role of the evening and
attempted to dispose of over 60 lots. As usual there was a variety reflecting members diverse interests and whilst
bidding for some was non existent for others there was considerable. On offer was some quite extraordinary
material - several individually priced sheets of pre-stamp covers featuring interesting route marks - and no takers!!
This replicated the situation of last year: don't members collect such material any more? Perfins, both individual
stamps and on cover caught the eye and produced good bidding and very reasonable prices. A sheet of
AMBULANT postmarks raised a £1. A tie-on label from Bellinzona fetched £2.50. But once again your
correspondent left wishing he had bid for more items because some had gone at even more reasonable prices - a
super Geneva 'spoon' cancellation on entire for £3!. And much, much, more! There were certainly bargains to be
had, why wern't you there ? JAC

TO ALL HELVETIA MEMBERS AND IN PARTICULAR

TO THOSE WHO HAVE GIVEN US SUCH LOYAL

SUPPORT DURING THIS YEAR.

74anateity Collector ottd
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Did you know? H Rutherfoord
- that for the First Day of the pair of Swiss-Swedish stamps commem-orating the Nobel prizes, 13th November 1997, a Special PO was erectedin the University of ZUrich, which sold Swedish and Swiss stamps,applied the appropriate cancels, and where the engraver of the stamps,Czeslaw Slania, signed FDCs etc. More details in 'Focus on Stamps".- that the Swiss PTT has also given Romania some of its old TP0s.Anyone going there who could check on their present duties?- that Zumstein have given up their well-known Europa Catalogues,after untold years, to the disappointment of many collectors here.- that once upon a time when WE owned the PTT (or GPO), WE could askquestions and get useful answers. Now we get "that is marketing info,which would help our competitors" (for 4-5 years now the PTT nolonger publish their comprehensive yearly statistics), or "thatsection no longer made a profit, so it has been re-organized" (intooblivion), or "to cut costs we now have no staff to keep such records".What will the postal historians study in the future? Analyse e-mailon the Internet? The new owners, the shareholders, are only inter-ested in the yearly dividend.
- that the above applies to the new PTT subsidiary, Swiss Post Inter-national, see DYK p71 September and the November front page 81, asno further details have been found out, except that some hotelscharge 1200 lira per label, which can then be used for a postcardor a letter, to anywhere, even Italy. This to me is chaos. Perhapsif the volume of plain postcards (normal price 900 lira) to Switzer-land and Germany, is high enough, then the odd letter to the USA,by air, is of no great consequence. The SPI now operate in the UK,and most other countries in Europe, but mainly for bulk re-mailings.I don't think other countries will allow the Italian PP stamp trick.Perhaps I am wrong.
- that the Philatelic Bureau (now styled 'Stamps and Philately') willnot issue their old 'Preliminary Stamp Programme' for the comingyear, "To have greater flexibility" they say; I doubt if this meansless stamps issued each year.
- that in the Museum for Communications (Bern) I was allowed, undersupervision, to rummage about in some boxes of old cancellers, andfound the two versions of Pen No. 53 (CHF 10.-), figure 1. Figures2 and 3 show details of the Pen version and the rare new type, whichto my knowledge was first published by H Fankhauser at the time ofGABRA III in September 1994 in his book on all aspects of the 1914National Exhibition.
- that figure 4 shows a most peculiar label, it says: "The senderdoes not require this to be returned should it be refused by theaddressee" and stuck on to a registered letter from a sicknessbenefit firm. Why register it if not that important? (Label is white.)- that at the end of September 1997 the Frama ATM Machines put ontrial in Basel, Biel, and ZUrich for operation by phonecard, werewithdrawn, as the old type of magnetic card is no longer on sale.There were originally ten, but this had become six.

i'
Der Absender verzichtet auf die Retournierung, falls

Li., ea tnWi
der Empflinger die Sendung nicht annimmt.
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Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4

For the benefit of those members who missed page 63 of the August issue whereit was noted that Michael had been writing the DYK column for 25 years, evensending copy from his hospital bed, here is an item from December 1972:
- that once again the post office in Chiasso and other frontier towns in theTessin are overwhelmed by couriers bringing mail from Milan and other northernItalian cities to Switzerland during the strike of Italian postal workers.(Now we know where the PTT got the idea for the 'new' service SPI! See above.)
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